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SESSION 1A
Nanofibers and Nanomaterials

MODIFICATION OF SURFACE PROPERTIES OF
ELECTROSPUN POLYAMIDE NANOFIBERS
Andrea Bianco1, Chiara Bertarelli1, Flavio Granato1, Antonio Papagni2, Giuseppe Zerbi1
1
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The modification of surface properties of polyamide 6 (PA6) electrospun nanofibers by means
of a doping procedure can be very attractive. PA6 is chosen as representative of the class of
polyamide materials, which are widely used in many fields: the modulation of their properties
may indeed pave the way to many useful applications in the textile sector. In particular, this
study involved the modification of the color (reversingly), the wettability and the conductivity
of PA6 fibers by using simple procedures that preserved the normal spinning conditions.
PA6 can be easily electrospun from formic acid solutions, and a morphological analysis, made
through FESEM images (Figure 1), clearly shows that the polymer fibers have smooth
surfaces and homogeneous diameters. Depending on spinning conditions, diameters range
from 30 nm to 400 nm, and such small dimensions allow to have very large surface area
available.

Figure 1- FESEM images of electrospun fibers from solution of PA6 in formic acid (20% wt)

A first result obtained by electrospinning PA6 fibers is the strong orientation of the polymer
chains inside the fibers without a post-drawing process.[1]
In order to modify of the color of the PA6 fibers, a sulfonated diarylethene (a photochromic
molecule) was added (5% wt.) to the feed solution. The fibers showed an average diameter
close to that of pure PA6 fibers; the color could be tuned from uncolored to blue using UV
light and the process could be reversed using red light. Polarized IR spectroscopy proved that
also the small photochromic molecules were preferentially aligned along the fiber axis.

Contact angle measurements were carried out to study the wettability of PA6 before and after
doping the material with a perfluorinated acridine.[2] The comparison between the contact
angle values of films and fiber mats of pure PA6 pointed out that morphology does not play a
relevant role on wettability.
Small quantities of an acridine bearing a perfluorinated alkyl chain were used as dopants to
increase the wettability; even at low dopant concentration, an appreciable increment of the
contact angle took place, thus indicating that, even at room temperature, surface segregation
of perfluorinated alkyl chains occurs during the electrospinning process. A value of 123° has
been reached with 6% of dopant concentration. Moreover, the effect of thermal annealing (at
Tg of the polyamide) and of time aging on wettability is shown; both processes promote a
further migration of the dopant molecules towards the polymer surface. This spontaneous
surface segregation can be exploited for developing membranes or fabrics with constant
surface wettability.
The modification of the conductivity of PA6 fibers was obtained in two steps: 1) spinning of
PA6 fibers containing an oxidizing salt (FeCl3) and 2) promotion of the polymerization of
pyrrole vapors on fibers surface. The result is a fiber with a PA6 core coated by polypyrrole
(PPy), which is one of the most stable conducting polymers.
The polymerization of pyrrole was monitored by using FESEM, which showed an increase in
fiber diameters up to 350 nm after 24 hours of polymerization. Moreover the IR spectroscopy
confirmed the formation of a conductive PPy layer.
The conductivity of the fibers was stable in air after many hours of electrical stress, and the
fiber mat was tested as electrochemical sensor for anions in solution.

[1]
[2]

A. Bianco, G. Iardino, A. Manuelli, C. Bertarelli, G. Zerbi, ChemPhysChem 2007, 8, 510.
A. Bianco, G. Iardino, C. Bertarelli, L. Miozzo, A. Papagni, G. Zerbi, Applied Surface Science 2007,
253, 8360.

Fabrication of Hollow Porous Carbon Nanofibers by Co-electrospinning
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Electrified coaxial jets [1], with diameters in the micro and nanometric range
have been employed for one-step production of nanofibers with inner structure, in a
process so-called coaxial electrospinning or co-electrospinning. The main advantage of
this method is that it resorts to purely physical forces to form the coaxial structure, thus
overcoming the inherent limitations exhibited by methods based on chemical forces (i.e.
molecular self-assembling). This feature makes it truly competitive with other existing
methods to synthesize nanoparticles with inner structure (i.e. core-shell), since this coelectrospinning can be performed with a rather broad variety of materials. As a result,
this method is being rapidly adopted by the scientific community for producing micro
and nanometric particles/fibers with complex structures. In this communication, we
present a methodology to synthesize highly porous hollow carbon nanofibers using coelectrospinning. While we restrict ourselves to carbon nanofibers, this methodology
may easily be extended to fabricate hollow inorganic and organic porous nanofibers.
Solid carbon nanofibers have been obtained after carbonization of
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) electrospun nanofibers [2]. Zussman et al. [4] obtained hollow
carbon fibers by co-electrospinning of PAN and PMMA (poly (methyl methacrylate)) as
the shell and core materials, respectively. During a carbonization process, the gaseous
components produced by the decomposition of PMMA (fiber core) open big holes on
the fiber shell (PAN) through which they escape, thus leaving a hollow core. More
recently [3], we have reported the fabrication of smooth hollow carbon nanofibers from
carbonization of hollow nanofibers of lignin synthesized by co-electrospinning of a
lignin solution (shell) and glycerine (core).
In the present communication we use PAN and polypropylene carbonate (PPC)
as the shell and core material, respectively, for co-electrospinning core-shell nanofibers
which, after thermal treatment, lead to smooth hollow carbon nanofibers. PPC is
employed in the ceramic industry as a sacrificial binder and degrades much more
cleanly than PMMA (leaves negligible residue) and at rather low temperatures (about
300ºC). Additionally, PPC is soluble in DMF (N,N-dimethylformamide). This is
particularly important since PAN is known to gel if brought into contact with almost
any solvent but DMF. As a result, our co-electrospinning process is very stable, steady

and reproducible. In our experiments, the core solution is PPC/DMF and we use a blend
of PPC-PAN in DMF is the shell. After collecting the electrospun nanofibers, the PPC
of both the shell and the core decomposes under the thermal treatment, so the tiny pores
left in the shell by the PPC are used by the PPC in the core to escape without damaging
the shell, thus yielding a smooth porous hollow nanofiber of stabilized PAN. After
carbonization, they became smooth porous hollow carbon nanofibers. Typical results
are shown in figures 1a (stabilized) and 1b (carbonized). The final fiber diameter is of
the order of 0.9 microns, whereas the shell thickness is about 200 nanometers.
a)

b)

Figure 1. a) Stabilized and b) carbonized PAN hollow nanofibers. Scale bars 5 and 1 µm,
respectively.

Finally the use of other sacrificial polymers such as polyethylene oxide (PEO)
and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) as the core material and its impact on the final
morphology of the carbon nanofibers will also be discussed.
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Associative polymer facilitated electrospinning of nanofibers
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Nanofibers produced via electrospinning present a promising scope for the
development of novel materials with well-defined functionalities. Their unique properties
stemming in part from their intrinsic dimensional characteristics, i.e., typical diameters
between 10-500 nm, result in a very high surface to volume ratio, and render them useful for
a number of applications such as membrane technology, filtration devices, smart textiles and
tissue scaffolds. Nonetheless broadening the scope of electrospinning to a diverse range of
polymers, especially biopolymers, remains a major challenge. A recurring issue in this field is
the spinning of polymers at lower concentrations in order to achieve smaller fiber diameters.
The critical concentration at which the polymer is spun into uniform fibers is limited by the
entanglement density of the polymer solution. In this work, we overcome this limitation by
incorporating associative polymers in the polymer solutions. Hydrophobically modified
alkali-soluble emulsion (HASE) polymers are comb-like associative polymers with pendant
hydrophobes that form a network in an aqueous media consisting of both intra- and
intermolecular hydrophobic junctions. Rheological measurements show how addition of
HASE polymers to poly(ethylene oxide) solution leads to significant increase in viscosity as
well as elastic moduli of the system. These rheological changes are translated to considerable
improvement in final fiber morphology as well as reduction in fiber diameter. This concept of
using rheology modifiers is further extended to other associative polymers as well as other
polymer systems which are not easily electrospinnable.
Figure 1 shows the SEM images of fibers spun from solutions of 3wt.% PEO both
with and without the presence of HASE. Also shown is the image of fibers spun from 4wt.%
PEO in the absence of HASE. We clearly see a remarkable improvement in the morphology
of the electrospun fibers from predominantly beaded fibers in the absence of HASE to
uniform, beads-free fibers upon HASE addition.

10 μm
3%PEO/0% HASE
3%PEO/ 0.1% HASE
4% PEO
Figure 1. SEM images of electrospun nanofibers obtained from 3%PEO solution w/ and w/o
0.1% HASE associative polymer (0.05M NaCl) as well as from 4%PEOs.
A notable observation in Figure 2 is the similarity between rheological behavior of a
3% PEO/0.1% HASE and that of 4% PEO, which by itself is readily spinnable. We can see
*
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that both viscosity as well as elastic moduli of 3% PEO becomes similar to that of 4% PEO
upon the addition of HASE and is reflected in uniform electrospun fibers. In essence, we are
able to replicate the rheology of 3% PEO to that 4% PEO by incorporating HASE. This
observation again underlines the importance of rheological modification in the fiber spinning
process. The obvious advantage of spinning at lower concentrations lies in reduction in fiber
diameters from spinning at lower concentrations. In the present work, the average fiber
diameter obtained from 3% PEO (otherwise not electrospinnable) in the presence 0.1%
HASE is 110nm as compared to 240nm from 4% PEO (readily spinnable) and the difference
is statistically significant at α =0.05 level. Thus we successfully demonstrate how associative
polymers can be effectively used as a tool to tailor the rheology of polymers -otherwise not
electrospinnable- and assist in their electrospinning. Results will also be presented to show
that this approach of using associative polymers as an electrospinning aid can be extended to
other polymers, thereby providing a new route to nanofiber fabrication.
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Figure 2 a) Steady state, and b) dynamic frequency spectrum of the elastic (G’) and viscous
(G’’) moduli, shown for 3% (600k MW) PEO with and without 0.1% HASE (0.05M NaCl).
Also shown are the profiles for 4% PEO. The figure shows how addition of HASE to 3%
PEO replicates the rheology of 4% PEO.

Disk-Electrospinning of PVA Nanofibres
Haitao Niu, Tong Lin, Xungai Wang
Centre for Material and Fibre Innovation, Deakin University, Geelong, VIC 3217, Australia

In this study, we demonstrated that a thin aluminium disk can be used as nozzle to electrospin
PVA nanofibres on a large-scale. A schematic of this electrospinning system and a SEM
image of as-spun PVA nanofibers are shown in Figure 1. The lower part of the disk is inside
a bath containing the polymer solution, which is connected to a high voltage powder supply.
During electrospinning, the disk rotates and picks up a thin layer of electrically charged PVA
solution. A large number of fibres are then electrospun simultaneously from two sides of the
disk and deposited on the electrode collector.
With the small prototype unit we used, the fibre production rate can be as high as 6.0 g/hr,
which is about 270 times higher than that of a corresponding normal needle based
electrospinning system (0.022g/hr). The effects of applied voltage, the distance between the
disk nozzle and collector, and PVA concentration on the fibre morphology were examined.
The dependency of fibre diameter on the PVA concentration showed a similar trend to that
for a conventional electrospinning system using a syringe needle nozzle, but the diameter
distribution was wider for the disk electrospun fibres in this study.

The profiles of electric field strength in disk electrospinning showed considerable
dependence on the disk thickness, with a thin disk exhibiting similar electric field profile to
that of a needle electrospinning system, but a thick disk (cylinder) exhibiting levelled electric
field between the disk and the collector. PVA nanofibres electrospun from the disk
electrospinning were compared to that electrospun from syringe needle and metal cylinder
nozzles.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of disk-electrospinning, (b) Disk thickness and the profile of electric
field intensity (Applied voltage=50kV) (c) SEM image of disk electrospun nanofibers.

Electrospun Metal Nanoparticle-Alginate Based Polymer
Blend Nanofibers for Biomedical Appications
Carl D. Saquing1, Joshua Manasco1, Jovita M. Saquing2, Chris Bonino1,
Francis delos Reyes2 and Saad Khan1*
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering1
Department of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering2
North Carolina State University

We examine a one-step process to fabricate metal nanoparticle (NP)-alginate
polymer nanofiber (NF) composites via electrospinning for biomedical applications.
Alginate (SAL) is widely known to
promote optimal environment for wound
healing. However, we found that it
cannot be electrospun by itself in
aqueous solution in all concentrations up
to saturation. Thus, we report the
addition of minute amount of surfactants
to improve the electrospinnability of alginates. The effect of surfactant addition on
solution properties as it relates to electrospinning was studied using rheological and
microscopy techniques.
Furthermore, we also investigated the novel use of the electrospinning
polymer blend acting as both the reducing and protecting agent for the NPs. A model
system that involves
Na alginate and poly
(ethylene
oxide)
(PEO) blends and a
metal salt to generate
NF composites is
presented.
We
demonstrate by UV/Vis spectrophotometry that PEO and alginate transform Ag ions
to Ag NPs without the addition of any reducing agent and stabilizer. Interesting
nanostructures that are well-dispersed and
crystalline at or near the NF surface are
observed from TEM, XRD and XPS analyses.
The antimicrobial properties of the NF mats
against model pathogens were also
investigated and are reported here. Results
show conspicuous zone of inhibition (ZOI) for
microbial growth along the edges of the NF
composite mats. The alginate based nanofiber composites have potential as wound
dressing with antimicrobial properties.
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1. Introduction
There are several reports on the formation of nano
carbon fiber of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) [1-6].
However very few studies have been carried out on
PAN copolymers, well known precursors for carbon
fiber manufacturing [7]. Accordingly it is our
objective to study the condition of the electrospinning
of the PAN copolymer and examined the influence of
the condition of the heat treatment process for the
formation of carbon nanofibers.

2. Experimental
2.1 polymers, solvents and spinning dope
preparation
In this study polyacrylonitrile（PAN, Mw:156,000)
and
polyacrylonitrile
copolymers
Poly(acrylonitrile-co-methyl acrylate) （ PAN
-co-MMA,
acrylonitrile
content:94wt%,
Mw:100,000) were purchased from Scientific
Polymer Products. The solvent used were
Dimethyl
formamide
(DMF)
and
dimethylacetamide (DMAc) purchased from
Nakaraitesk Ltd. Japan. Each polymer has been
adjusted as solution of 6-10wt%. The solvent in
which polymer is dissolved used DMF and DMAc
in consideration of solubility and a vapor rate.
2.2 Electrospinning
Electrospinning was carried out using the nanofiber
Eelectrospinning Unit (NEU) manufactured by the
Kato-Tech Co. Ltd.
The NEU provides a
convenient means for constant rate pump and
controlled voltage. The spinning distance and sample
take up speed can also be regulated with the NEU.
Dispersion in the thickness of a nanofiber nonwoven
fabric is controlled because a syringe part moves in
the width direction of a roller. The preparation
condition of the electro spinning is as follows.
Voltage is 10~20kV. The distance between nozzle
targets is 10cm~15cm. The rotational speed of the
target is 60 rpm. The diameter of the target drum is
100mm. (Fixed condition; Extrusion capacity of
syringe 0.0184ml/min, Traverse speed of syringe part
1.6cm/min, Rotational speed of the target drum
21m/min, Needle internal diameter 0.5mm)
2.3Carbonization treatment
Carbonization of nanofiber was performed by a
commercial muffle furnace and two kinds of
handmade electric furnaces.
General-purpose electric muffle furnace KM-160
(Advantec Toyo) has operating temperature range of
200~1,150 ℃
and an inside dimension of
100mm×180mm×100mm. One kind of hand made
electric furnace device was built using a quartz tube.
The upper operating temperature limits of this
equipment is 1100℃ and the nitrogen gas can be
substituted for the inside. The following points were

cared about in production. 1) It is strong in the acidic
atmosphere, and doesn't cause the insulation failure
in the electrode part with impurities because the
electric furnace that we made by oneself uses the
external heating type nichrome heater. 2) This
consists of the furnace core pipe structure of being
easy to remove the impurity by which it was
generated in the inert atmosphere at the time of
calcination. 3) The programming controller was used
in order to perform high-precision temperature
control.

3. Result and discussion
3.1 Effect of Preparation condition of the PAN based
nanofiber
The influence of solution concentration, the applied
voltage, and inter electrode distance which are
exerted on the diameter of fiber was investigated. The
Nano fiber diameter has become small in the low
concentration, the low voltage, and the long distance
for both DMF and DMAc solvents. In the
interelectrode distance 10.5cm, when the solution
concentration became 5wt% or less, only not the
nanofiber but the nanoparticle was obtained.
Moreover, when the solution concentration was
higher than 10wt%, the nozzle clogging occurred due
to increased viscosity. As the distance between
electrodes increases, the diameter of the nanofiber
decreases. The conditions under which smallest fiber
diameter can be produced for PAN solution were
found to be (a) PAN, DMF solution- polymer
concentration of 10wt% with applied voltage of
17.5kV at spinning distance of 15cm and (b) PAN,
DMAc solution- polymer concentration of 7wt% with
applied voltage of 12.5kV at spinning distance of
15cm.
3.2 Preparation condition of the PAN copolymer
based nanofiber
Similar to that in the PAN polymer the fiber
diameter of the PAN copolymer based nanofiber as a
function of solution concentration, applied voltage,
spinning distance was observed in SEM. The solvent
was used DMF.
It has indicating fiber diameter
decreases as polymer solution concentration, applied
voltage, and enlarging the spinning distance
decreases. In addition, the effect of flow rate, target
roller rotational speed, and the diameter of the needle
on fiber diameter were also observed. It was not
possible to confirm that for the orientation of the
fiber has been improved by increasing the roller
rotational speed. The needle diameter does not appear
to have an effect on fiber diameter. The conditions
selected for the preparation of sample using NEU for
further heat treatment of the PAN copolymer
nanofibers are as follows: PAN-co-MMA in DMF
solution using polymer concentration of 6wt% with

the nanofiber samples, FT-IR spectra was obtained
using the ATR method. The result indicated the
formation of ladder polymer after heat treatment at
300℃, as evident in the rise of the absorbance of
nitrile group .
The surface electrical resistance measurement was
made on the sample heat-treated at each temperature.
As shown in Fig. 1. Surface resistance decreases as
the carbonization temperature increases.
The manufacturing method of carbon fiber is well
established and the details can be found in the patent
literature [8]. The polyacrylonitrile copolymer
consists of the unit of acrylonitrile of 90 mole percent
or more and the unit of the vinyl monomer of 10
mole percent or less for copolymerization. Bonding
the fiber (fusion) during the heat treatment process
can be controlled by the copolymerization element of
10 mole percent or less.
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Table 1 Relation between heat treatment condition and
modulus of elasticity in air
Heating
Retention time (h)
Modulus (GPa)
temp. ℃
original
0.103
200
5
0.125
280
2
2.064
290
2
3.088
295
2
3.224
300
2
3.772
Surface resistance (Ω/ □）

applied voltage of 10kV and spinning distance of
15cm. The flow rate of the polymer solution from the
syringe was 0.0184ml/min using a needle internal
diameter of 0.5 mm. The traverse speed of the
syringe was set at1.6cm/min, and the rotational speed
of the fiber take-up roller was 21m/min.
3.3 Low temperature heat treatment (oxidation
treatment)
3.3.1 Effect of heat treatment conditions on the
diameter of PAN
The effect of heat treatment on the diameter of the
nanofiber electrospun from polymer solution
concentration of 7wt% and 10wt% was observed.
The sample was placed between two metal plates of
10cm×15cm×1cm to prevent the heat contraction.
However, crack and wrinkle arose on heat-treated
sheet only in holding in the metal plate because the
nanofiber sheet cannot be shrunk. Reduction of fiber
diameter was observed after heat treatment. The fiber
tends to shrink easily and the fiber diameter becomes
smaller after exposure to heat treatment. Similar
observation was made for samples made using DMF
as solvent. However, it is not easy to decide the
heat treatment condition so that the carbonization
may progress as time passes even if the temperature
of heat setting is kept constant in PAN homo-polymer
solution.
3.3.2 Effect of heat treatment condition on tensile
property of PAN copolymer
The TG-DTA measurement was carried out on the
PAN copolymer nonwoven. The modulus of elasticity
of samples are summarized in Table 1. The sample
that the oxidation processing is done at the
temperature of 300℃ or more had been broken for
the brittleness before it reached the yield stress. From
this results it was concluded that heat treatment at
290 ℃ in air for more than 2h is needed.
Similar effect was observed for samples produced
from DMF. It is well known that fusion of the fiber
happens when heat treatment at 300℃ or higher.
It is necessary to lower the oxygen concentration in
air at the high temperature because the oxygen
diffusion happens rapidly when the temperature of
heat setting exceeds 300℃. Therefore, the nonwoven
fabric should be heat-treated at the temperature near
280℃ in order to retain the shape of the fiber. The
optimum heat treatment condition of the PAN
copolymer was decided to be 280℃ in air for one
hour
3.4 Carbonization and its characteristic
TG-DTA measurement of the nonwoven was carried
out in N2 to 1000℃. No appreciable change in weight
was seen for either sample treated in air or in N2.
The same result was seen when the N2 flow rate was
increased by 3 times. Under the N2 atmosphere, the
sample weight decreases steadily within 500 〜
1000℃. After the nanofiber nonwoven has been
heat-treated at 280 ℃, the nanofiber samples were
subsequently subjected to carbonization processing
temperature of 500~900 ℃ under N2 atmosphere.
From the SEM photographs it was confirmed that the
fiber-form was preserved after carbonization at 900℃.
However, the result of EDX indicated that nitrogen
still remain in the sample regardless of heat treatment
temperature. The CHN elemental analysis was done
in order to obtain more detailed analysis. From the
CHN elemental analysis was confirmed that the
content of N and H decreases as the heat treatment
temperature increases.
Moreover, in order to
examine the nature of chemical bond formation in
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Determination of chemical degradation of PET filaments during
implantation time used for vascular prostheses by titration method
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Werner- 68093 Mulhouse Cedex, France. (walid.chaouch@uha.fr)

Abstract
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is of importance as substitute materials in medicine (textile
vascular prostheses) because their individual properties are specifically adjustable.
The chemical ageing of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) involves the chemical scission of an
ester linkage. Each chain scission creates one carboxyl and hydroxyl end groups. Hence, the
reaction can be followed by measuring the number of carboxyl end-groups present after
various chemical degradation of PET [1- 3, 5]. We report application of this method to follow
the chemical degradation for PET prostheses cardiovascular during implantation.
The aim of this study is to develop a titration method for the determination of the end-group
concentrations in PET, in order to quantify the effect of chemical ageing on PET fibers to
improve the lifetime of textile prostheses.
Determination of carboxyl end groups
Carboxyl end group concentrations were determined for samples dissolved in boiling benzyl
alcohol at 180°C (0,5g/5 ml) and diluted with chloroform whereby a metastable solution is
formed. A syringe (5μl) with 0,1 N benzyl-alcoholic sodium hydroxide was used for titration
until the first faint pink color change of phenol red indicator. A reagent blank and empirical
correction factor was also utilized in the calculation. The value thus found must be corrected
for the amount of carboxyl groups that are formed during the dissolution at this high
temperature [1, 2]. The solvent used, viz. benzyl alcohol, must be of high purity and free from
water, lest hydrolysis at the high temperature during dissolution should take place. Then, the
concentration of carboxyl end groups was calculated as following formula [4]:

[COOH ] = (Vt − Vb ) ×10

6

× C ti

− [COOH ]CORR
m
Where: [COOH]: Carboxyl end groups concentrations (meq/kg),
Vb: Combined titer value of benzyl alcohol, chloroform, and indicator treated in the same
manner as the sample.
Vt: Total titer value for the sample titration
[COOH]CORR: Correction factor determined as a function of dissolving time.
Ctri : Concentration of reagent blank.
m: Sample weight (g).
Results
Figure 1 shows the typical various phases of PET dissolving.
A-B: The sample is not completely dissolved. The titrated [COOH] do not represent the
totality of the carboxyl end groups.
B-C: The sample is almost dissolved but there is a gel formation which causes problems
during titration. The [COOH] titrated do not represent the totality of the carboxyl end-groups.
Beyond C: The sample is completely dissolved but we notice a light increase of carboxyl end
group. This increase of carboxyl groups is explained by the degradation of the
macromolecular chains during the dissolution at temperature 180°C.
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Δ[COOH ]
= 1,266 / Minute. For 50
Δt
seconds (complete time of solubilization) and at temperature 180°C this correction factor
[COOH]CORR is equal to 1,055. This correction is proportional to the time necessary for
complete dissolution and is independent of the initial carboxyl content of the sample.
Figure 2 shows an increase in carboxyl end-group concentrations for the explanted prostheses
compared to the value found for the virgin prostheses. We notice that the prosthesis 95D028
has the highest value of [COOH]. Macroscopically, the analyzed part of this prosthesis has a
state more degraded than the others.

The correction factor can be deduced by the slope:

Conclusion
Titration method entails dissolving the polymer in benzyl alcohol rapidly at a high
temperature, then quickly mixing the solution with chloroform, and titrating with the aid of a
phenol red indicator and sodium hydroxide. Although the titrated method yields precise
results and requires less time for a determination, it still has some difficulties. In fact, it is
necessary to apply the correction [COOH]CORR mentioned. The method titrated has been used
to the ageing study of the classical PET prostheses showed an increase of the carboxyl endgroups. The results confirm that the most degraded fibres have a great modification of the
chemical properties.
This titrated method can be used to determine the carboxyl and hydroxyl end-group
concentration and therefore the number-average molecular weight.
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The Wicking Behaviour of Polycolic Acid, Glycolide/Lactide
Copolymer and Silk Sutures
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The sutures generally are worked in contact with blood and other body liquids. As a result of
that, their wicking properties and their strength loss because of these liquids are important. In
this study, wicking behaviour of different non-absorable sutures in different PH and after
repeated sterilizations are investigated. Polycolic acid (USP 1, 2-0), Silk (USP 1, 2-0),
®

Lactomer (USP 1, 2-0), were used. All of the sutures are braieded form. First of all, their
wicking properties were tested. The verticale wicking of sutures were tested in distillate water,
Acetic acid and NaOH solutions. These experiments repeated 3 times. Secondly, their wet
strength were tested. After wicking of these sutures, their strength losses were measured. The
strength of these sutures was measured in Instron according to ASTM D 3822-01. In
conclusion, wicking behaviours of the sutures are varies according to absorbation properties
of sutures and porous of their structures. Also effects of acids and bases changes according to
their polymers types. The acids and bases affect its polymer structure.

Development of antibacterial textile structures for hospital application:
presentation of statistics studies on nosocomial disease in hospital.
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Nosocomial diseases are a real thread for hospitals worldwide. In UK, more than
100 000 people are affected by nosocomial diseases and more than 5 000 people are dying as
consequence of it. In France, 6 to 10% of the people hospitalized are affected too. In Belgium,
one estimates the number up to 75 000 patients affected including about 750 deaths. Any
contribution to reduce this major sanitarily problem should be very well accepted by the
medical world. However any additional cost needs also to be justified.
The goal of the studies is to realise field tests with treated uniforms and bed sheets in
order to validate the advantages of using antibacterial textile support to combat nosocomial
diseases.
With the collaboration of Hospital of Douai, Pasteur Institute of Lille has evaluated the
antibacterial effectiveness of several treatment based on silver oxide or on the compound
alkoxysilane quaternary ammonium in terms of microbial contamination on transversal bed
sheets, and has tested the persistency of antibacterial treatment after use and after industrial
washing cycles.
In this article, the presentation of antibacterial textile support developed and tested by
hospital are described. The protocol defined by Pasteur Institute is also detailed and the third
part, the results obtained with the statistic studies are discussed.

Fatigue Behavior of Woven Endovascular Prostheses under Pulsatile Pressure
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Introduction: Elderly patients suffering from peripheral vascular disease who present with
aneurysms in their thoracic or abdominal aorta are prime candidates for endovascular repair
using a stent-graft prosthesis, particularly if they would be high risk patients for open or
conventional vascular surgery[1]. Once an endovascular prosthesis is implanted in vivo, it will
experience pulsatile blood pressure. This has led to a growing incidence of reported cases of
late complications. From the observations from our own implant retrieval program, we have
reported that certain styles and models of endovascular prostheses are associated with
particular failure mechanisms, such as endoleaks, migration, thrombosis, stent disruption, as
well as fabric distortion and perforation[2].
It is therefore important to evaluate the fatigue resistance of the textile graft component of
endovascular devices with the objective of identifying those structural features that lead to
long-term prognoses and those that are associated with premature failure. In this paper, the
relationship between the fatigue behavior of polyester woven tubular fabrics and their
structural parameters are examined as these are important factors that influence the
mechanical performance of endovascular prostheses.
Instrumentation: In the experimental part of this study, an accelerated EnduraTec fatigue
tester (Figure 1) was used to provide internal pulsatile
pressure to 6 tubular specimens with different structural
parameters. The fatigue tester was operated at a
frequency of 100Hz applying a pulsatile sine wave
between 140mmHg (18.7kPa) and 200mmHg (26.7kPa)
pressure limits. This pressure range was chosen to
represent extremely high diastolic and systolic pressures
that can be experienced by hypertensive patients. The
temperature of the fluid inside the tester was maintained
as 37 degrees C. Six straight tubular samples were tested simultaneously.
Figure 1 EnduraTec fatigue tester

Materials and Methods: The prototype samples used in this study were woven in our
laboratories from polyester monofilament or multifilament yarns on a special narrow ribbon
shuttle loom[3]. Their finished diameter was about 8mm, and the woven constructions included
twill and plain weaves as listed in Table 1. There were six samples in all and each sample was
tested in triplicate at the three time points, namely 0, 26 million, and 100 million cycles.
Before and after the fatigue testing at each time point, the tubular diameter, fabric mass per
unit area, fabric porosity, fabric thickness, warp end and filling pick counts were measured
and photographs of the woven structure were taken. Changes in the data have provided us
with evidence of fatigue behavior of the endovascular prostheses.

Results and Discussion: The results plotted in Figure 2 show that accelerated fatigue testing
caused the woven fabric count to decline and the diameter to increase. In addition, fabric mass,
porosity, and thickness also changed for some constructions. This indicates that some of the
fabric samples experienced stretching and dilation. For all samples the reduction in warp end
count was more noticeable than for the filling pick count, suggesting that the effect of internal
pulsatile pressure was greater in the radial direction than in the longitudinal direction.
The use of a monofilament instead of a
Sample Yarn linear density / filament
Fabric
multifilament yarn in the weft also
count (warp x weft ) (denier) constructions
influenced the fatigue behavior of the
endovascular prototype samples. For
No.1
30/1 x 30/12f
3/1 twill
samples with monofilament yarns, the
No.2
30/1 x 30/12f
2/2 twill
changes of thickness and porosity
decreased or were not significant,
No.3
30/1 x 30/12f
1/1 plain
whereas for samples with multifilament
yarns, the thickness and porosity
No.4
30/1 x 30/1
3/1 twill
increased.
No.5

30/1 x 30/1

2/2 twill

Conclusions: An in vitro fatigue tester
with accelerated pulsatile pressure has
Table 1 Textile structural specifications (Monofilament yarns
been used successfully to test the fatigue
are designated /1,while multifilament yarns indicate the
performance of the prototype polyester
number of filaments, e.g. /12f)
tubular
fabric
components
of
endovascular prostheses. From the
analysis of the results, we found that the polyester woven fabrics experienced fatigue during
the initial 100 million cycles of accelerated testing, and differences in yarn selection and
woven fabric construction led to different levels of fatigue performance.
This study is continuing as accelerated fatigue testing of additional samples having the same
woven structure, but a different size weft yarns, are being evaluated, and the effect of these
structural changes is being analyzed statistically.
No.6

30/1 x 30/1

1/1 plain

9
8
7
#2

#3

#4

#5

0.2
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1

Porosity (%)

10

#1

#1

#6

#2

26m Cycles

0 Cycles

100m Cycles

Changes of Warp end count

#4

#5

#6

#1
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100m Cycles
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9
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9.5
8.5
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#6

7.5
#1

#2
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#5

#6

#4

26m Cycles

100m Cycles
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#6

#1

#2

#3

#4
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No.of Samples

No. of Samples

No. of Samples
0 Cycles

#3

#4

110
100
90

6.5
#2
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Changes of Mass per unit area
M a s s ( g /m 2 )

17

#1

#2

No. of Samples

Changes of Filling pick count

19

Filling pick count
(picks/mm)

Warp end count
(ends/mm)

#3

60
55
50
45
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35

No. of Samples

No. of Samples
0 Cycles

Changes of Porosity

Changes of Thickness

Thickness (mm)

Diameter (mm)

Changes of Diameter
11

100m Cycles

0 Cycles

26m Cycles

100m Cycles

Figure 2 Average results before and after fatigue testing
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THE tensile behaviour of thermally bonded mono and bicomponent (core and sheath) nonwoven
materials is simulated using the finite element (FE) method at various scales. The nonwoven material
is manufactured by interlocking the fibres through the use of heat energy employing the thermoplastic
properties of synthetic fibres such as polypropylene [1]. In the last 20 years researchers have devoted
much effort to understand the deformation mechanisms of such materials and to develop numerical
models. But due to the random structure of a fibrous network, non-uniform local material properties
and the non-linear behaviour of single fibres, there is currently no established numerical model that
accounts for the random microstructure of the material describing the material performance.
Due to the manufacturing process of the hot calendering process, the nonwoven material can be treated
as consisting of two components: bond points and a fibrous network. At the macro scale, if the random
fibrous network is quasi-isotropic [2], the properties of the bond points (shape, size and spacing) are
the only factors, which cause anisotropic mechanical performance of the nonwoven material in
different principle directions. To predict the effect of bond points on the material, a macro-level FE
model has been developed based on the classic composite theory. In this model, the fibrous network is
treated as a homogeneous sheet material, and the bond points differ significantly in mechanical
properties from it. The model demonstrates different deformation performances of the material in both
the machine and cross directions (Fig. 1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Macro FEA model for nonwoven material: a) machine direction and b) cross direction
This model could only qualitatively reproduce the observed mechanical performance, due to the lack
of parameters of mechanical properties of the fibrous network. To describe the strain- and timedependent behaviour of the thermally bonded nonwoven material and to predict its quantitative
mechanical properties, a finite element model with a random fibrous structure is developed (Fig. 2). It
is different to the model given in [3], which only introduces a periodic fibrous network. The network
of fibres in the suggested model is arranged according to the experimentally measured orientationdistribution function. Truss elements are used to represent fibres, and bonding points are meshed using
shell elements. Actual mechanical properties of fibres are introduced into this model by a user-defined
material subroutine to reproduce the observed mechanical response of the fibrous network. This
subroutine calculates the material’s mechanical properties as a function of the fibre characteristics and
manufacturing parameters such as the sheath/core cross-sectional area ratio, fibre diameter, fibre
orientations, fabric density, etc.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: a) Micro FEA model and b) details of mesh
The FE model simulates two types of regions: fibre matrix and bond spots (Fig. 3a). Fibre matrix can
be composed of mono or sheath/core fibres with random orientations. Since the mechanical properties
of the matrix are based on the orientations of individual fibres, their randomness is introduced in terms
of the orientation distribution function. Unlike the previous models [3, 4], which treat the fibre matrix
as a symmetric truss system, in the proposed approach (Fig. 3b) the matrix is modelled with
anisotropic shell elements. For the mono material fibres, the bond points can suitably be assumed
elastic or rigid bodies between fibre segments. However this is not adequate for sheath/core fibres. For
the bicomponent fibres, the model treats the areas of bond spots as a deformable bi-component
composite material composed of the sheath material as matrix and the core material as fibres.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. a) SEM picture of the bi-component nonwoven material and
b) FE model of the material.
Finally, the specimens of nonwoven materials with different dimensions are subjected to tensile tests
along different loading directions with respect to the machine direction of the material. The forcedisplacement curves obtained from the tensile tests are compared with the results of the FE simulations
to validate the developed models.
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Background
There is a continuing effort to take advantage of recent advances in nanotechnology, in the
textile industry. In recent years layered silicate nanocomposites have gained enormous
research interest in both academic and industrial sectors. Continuing studies have shown
enhanced properties such as increase in modulus, heat distortion temperature, yield strength,
barrier and ablative properties, in the final products derived by loading high aspect ratio clay
just as low as 0.5 wt %1, 2, 3 and 4. Recently possible use of melt compounded nylon 6
nanocomposite with different levels of clay/jajoba oil for cosmetotextile application has been
studied by P. Persico et al., and they characterized the structure, properties and desorption of
oil from fibers of different morphology5.
Structure and properties of polypropylene/montmorillonite hybrid composite and melt-spun
fibers have also been studied and it was found that good intercalation of low weight % clay in
PP matrix improves the spinnability. At the same draw ratio, fiber with clay had higher
crystallinity and lower orientation. Improved moisture absorption and dye affinity are
observed in spun fiber with clay6. Bulk and surface property enhancement of nonwoven
fabrics has been successfully tried7. Earlier studies had shown that incorporation of nanoclay
leads to improvement in tensile properties of polypropylene fibers in a Spunbonding process.
Degree of exfoliation, orientation and distribution within matrix also plays significant role in
extent of property improvement. Exfoliated morphology gives the better mechanical
properties8. Clay additives act as nucleating agents, facilitate crystallization in fibers and also
form better thermal bonded nonwovens9,10.
As an extension of this continuing research, influence of natural nanoclay reinforcement on
morphology, thermal response, and mechanical properties of PET and Nylon 6 fibers
reinforced with 1, 2 and 5 weight % natural nanoclay are being investigated.
Results and Discussion
Delaminated structure and well dispersion of clay platelets were observed in in both PET and
Nylon 6 fiber samples. Wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) scans of Nylon 6 fibers
reinforced with 1 to 5 wt % Closite Na+ nanoclay dispersed using two different dispersion
agents do not show any peak corresponding to (001) plane of clay. This effect is due to the
good dispersion of clay beyond 100 A° at which, long range orders are lost resulting in
disappearance of the diffraction peak11,12. Thermo mechanical analysis (TMA) studies
showed that the nylon 6 fibers reinforced with clay have higher expansion. This extensional
behavior may be due to γ crystalline forms, as reported in earlier studies13,14. This observation
further confirms the contribution of additive in formation of γ crystalline forms. TEM image
(figure 1-A) of Nylon 6 film with 5 wt % clay shows exfoliated and intercalated morphology.
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Nylon 6 nanocomposite fiber with one proprietary dispersion aid gave better strength results
compared to the control Nylon 6 fiber.
Tensile properties of PET nanocomposite fibers do not show any large improvement with
clay reinforcement. Among PET nanocomposite fibers, sample with 1% clay seem to perform
better. In both PET and Nylon 6 nanocomposite fibers, SEM surface images show some
variation in fiber diameter, and presence of voids and imperfections. SEM surface image of
PET fiber with 5 wt % clay is shown in figure 1-B. These and other results from this ongoing
research will be presented.

Figure 1 : (A) TEM image of nylon 6 film with 5 wt % clay (B) SEM image of PET fiber
surface with 5 wt % clay.
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Abstract
The main focus of this work is to determine pertinent parameters to define the surface of a fibrous structure.
To achieve this work, 27 different surfaces have been studied with the help of the Kawabata Evaluation
Systems for fabrics (KES FB 3 &4) and “modalsens” method, developed in our lab (LPMT – Laboratory of
Physics and Textiles Mechanics). With the hypothesis that a fibrous structure can be considered as a two
layer structure, the study will show that the understanding of the co-existence between abrasive and adhesive
contacts is decisive.
1 Introduction
Technologies to measure surface topographies on "hard" solids, ie on solids where probes do not damage or
deform micro asperities are now common and well controlled. Moreover, parameters and observed
phenomenon during measurements are relatively good understood and described.
The challenge of this study is to participate to a better understanding of textiles surface in terms of geometry
(relief characteristics) and mechanical behavior under transversal (compressibility) and longitudinal (under
shear) solicitations. To reach this purpose, it is necessary to make a comparison between the methods,
parameters and observed phenomena on hard solids and those on textiles. Then, limitations of this approach
will be pointed out because of the large deformability of textile surfaces.
2 Experimental
The experimental approach of this work is divided into two parts: the choice of fibrous surfaces and the
choice of measuring devices.
Surfaces
It was necessary to establish a panel of samples with different characteristics. The primary objective in the
selection of those samples was to train classes of surfaces. Thus surfaces with , different materials, different
structures, different types of hairiness, different grammages where chosen. Based on these previous criteria,
the chosen classes of surfaces are composed of 14 woven fabrics with different structures and materials, 9
non-wovens with different structures, materials and grammages, one velvet knit, as well as 4 sheets of paper
with different grammages. Examples of these surfaces are illustrated on fig 1.
Woven fabric
Nonwovens
Velvet
Paper

fig 1 : illustrations of tested surfaces
Methods
The scope of investigations used for defining a surface contains the evaluation of its roughness, its friction
behavior and its compressibility behavior. First, these characteristics have been measured with the help of

KES-FB3 & 4 [1]. Then roughnesses Ra (SMD), static friction coefficients (MIU), compression and
recovery works (WC, WC') compression resiliences (RC) and thicknesses (To ans Tm) have been measured
in each wise (warp and weft) on each sample (15 measurements by wise and by surface). Moreover,
"Modalsens" technology, developed in our lab [2,3], has been used to have dynamic and multi directional
measurements on the studied surfaces. This measurement method is based on a thin steel blade (sensor)
rubbing on the tested surface. This blade vibrates into resonance modes. To measure its vibrations, strain
gauges are fixed on this blade and a Fourier analysis of the temporal signal from the sensor entails the
computing of the power spectrum PS (f) relative to frequency with the help of a spectrum analyzer (fig 2).
Spectral energies and frequency vibrations are used to characterize the tested surface.
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fig 2 : description of modalsens technology
3 Discussion
Considering a fibrous structure as a two layer material, the upper layer should be constituted of : in one hand,
fibers or elements with high mobilities, ie likely to suffer great displacements during compression and /or
shear solicitations and in the other hand of physico-chemical pollutants leading to adhesive contacts. The
lower layer should be the intimate structure of the material and should have influence on the mobility of the
different elements of the upper layer and on the repartition of pollutants. During the conference, the
relationship between the behavior of this two-layer structure and the experimental results will be established
with the description of phenomena like stick-slip and visco-elasticity of abrasive and adhesive contacts.
4 Conclusions
Using KES-FB3 & 4 devices as well as « modalsens » technology, very different fibrous structures have
been measured in order to obtain pertinent parameters to characterize the visco-elastic behavior of the upper
layer the tested surfaces under shear or compression. As well as roughness and friction measurement, it will
be shown that the dynamic response of this upper layer seems to be decisive to understand complex
phenomena due to the co-existence of adhesive and abrasive contact.
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Thermoplastic elastomers have mechanical properties of elastomers but process like plastics.
This makes them ideal for formation into fibrous webs. However, elastomers generally have
high molecular weights to give them good elastic properties. This results in a high melt
viscosity, which present severe processing challenges when trying to force them through the
small holes of a spinneret. Recently, there has been considerable interest in using these
materials in melt-blown nonwoven webs. It has been believed that they might make good
filtration medis due to the tacky nature of these elastomers. In addition, melt-blowing
elastomeric webs could generate new fabrics.
In our studies, we have made thermoplastic elastomeric webs using polyether urethane,
polyester urethane, and polyether amides. We have found that on increasing the die-tocollector distance, both the tensile strength and the elongation to break for most of these
materials decrease. We have attributed this behavior to the rate of crystallization of the
elastomers and the cooling rate of the fibers during melt-blowing. We show that the
crystallization kinetics coupled to the processing conditions can explain the observed
mechanical behavior. In addition, we have included fluid dynamics modeling and heat
transfer calculations to supplement experimental results to show that melt-blowing of these
materials can readily be explained based on their crystallization behavior. This enables one to
design the processing conditions to generate webs with the desired properties.

STUDY OF THE PERFORMANCE OF SHORT STAPLE ACRYLIC BLENDED
YARN APPLICATIONS IN PLAIN KNITTED FABRIC STRUCTURE
by
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Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey

Global warming had many impacts on the market sectors including textiles sector. Today,
winter season is warmer when compared with the former winters. Also, warmer climates are
obtained inside the buildings due to the developed techniques for heating the atmosphere
indoors. As a result of these reasons, people started to prefer lighter clothes in which they are
going to feel more comfortable. Although acrylic fibers are commonly used in blends with
wool due to their wool-like handle and bulk properties, acrylic/cotton blends have started to
be used in the garments manufactured in the recent years. This application brought the need
for studies about physical and dimensional, as well as comfort properties of fabrics from
acrylic-cotton blend yarns, which are limited in the literature though there are significant
amount of research on the properties of plain jersey knitted fabrics. In our research work we
analyzed the quality parameters of plain knitted fabrics from cotton/acrylic blended rotor
yarns. The plain jersey fabrics were made from Ne 30/1 and 20/1 rotor spun 100% acrylic,
85/15 cotton/acrylic, 50/50 cotton/acrylic and 100% cotton yarns with two different stitch
lengths. When selecting the yarn count and yarn type studied, general applications in the
knitting mills were taken into account. Some of the yardage of the gray fabrics was set aside
and the remainder was dyed under the same controlled conditions. Following knitting and
dyeing, the fabric samples were dry and fully relaxed. After each relaxation process, areal
density, bursting strength, pilling, fabric thickness, abrasion resistance, dimensional properties
and skewness measurements were done.
The results suggest that presence of acrylic fibers in the blend tends to have a positive
influence on abrasion resistance of fabrics which have undergone repeated laundering and
drying processes and extends the life-time of the fabric. The results also showed that
dimensional stability of fabrics from acrylic/cotton blended yarns has promising performance
but they also suggest that care should be taken when deciding acrylic content amount in the
blend in terms of the fabrics’ physical performance.
Key words: acrylic/cotton blends, plain knitted fabric, dry relaxed fabric, fully relaxed fabric,
skewness
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1. Introduction
The Sirospun yarns (also called two strand spun yarns) invented at CSIRO are manufactured on a ring spinning
machine by feeding two rovings which are drafted simultaneously at a predetermined separation and twisted
together to form a plied structure after exiting the front drafting rollers. Recently, Tran et al. (2006, 2007a,b)
analyzed and calculated the mechanical behavior of torque-balanced multi-ply yarns, especially the inter-strand and
total contact pressures at the balance point. This concept will be applied to unbalanced Sirospun yarns (as a special
case) and to Multi-Strand Single Yarns with evaluation of the effect on fiber movement and pilling in knitwear.

2. Governing equations of a multi-strand yarn
Consider a single yarn spun from n rovings to form n strands of radius r whose centerlines are wound on a cylinder
of radius R in a right handed helix (Figure 1). Each strand is considered as an elastic inextensible unshearable
circular rod.
Let {X1, X2, X3} and (eR, eψ, eX3) be a fixed rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and its corresponding
cylindrical frame and {x1, x2, x3}, a moving coordinate system (Fig.1(a)) whose first two axes coincide with the
principal axes of the strand cross section, while the third axis coincides with the tangent to the strand axis. Three
Eulerian angles ψ (angular rotation of the single strand around the X3 axis), θ (helical ply angle of the strand) and
φ (twist angle of a strand). The details and determination of the radius R of the multi-strand yarn model can be seen
in Tran et al., (2007b). The distance between the centerlines of
two adjacent strands ri(s) and ri+1(s) is assumed to be 2r and the
tangents at a contact point of two adjacent strands are
orthogonal to the line connecting the centre-line points at the
contact point.
Neglecting any tension difference between strands, an
expression for inter-strand pressure of a multi-strand yarn
subject to the constant-link constraint will be described at the
convergent point. The force and moment balance equations for
a single strand in the multi-strand structure are (Neukirch and
van der Heijden, 2002)
dF
+ p = 0,
ds

Figure 1(a) Schematic diagram of a strand wound on a cylinder
showing fixed Cartesion and moving coordinate frames: (b) A
view of a four strand single yarn spun at CSIRO.

dM
dr
+
× F = 0,
ds
ds

(1a,b)

where F and M are the internal force and moment, respectively, and p is the pressure (contact
force per unit length) on the strand exerted by the neighboring strands. Taking into account the
geometry of the multiple strands, neglecting contact friction, the pressure acts normal to the
contacting surface (see Figure 2), the total pressure on each strand (j) is given by:
⎛
2π ⎞ ⎞
⎛
(2)
p j = p j+1, j + p j−1, j = ρp j ⎜1 − cos ⎜ m sin θ − ⎟ ⎟ eR = pe R ,
⎝

Figure 2 The interstrand pressures on
strand (j) from
strand (j+1) and
strand (j+1) of a
multi-ply yarn. The
cross-section of the
yarn
is
only
schematic.

n ⎠⎠

⎝

where pj+1,j and pj-1,j are the pressures exerted on strand (j) by strands (j+1) and (j-1),
respectively; |pj-1,j| = |pj+1,j| = pj due to the symmetry of the uniform multi-strand yarn; p is
the magnitude of total pressure on a single strand, directed normal to the yarn axis of the
multi-strand yarn; m and ρ are given by m = si +1 − si , ρ = R with si+1 and si are the arc-length
R

r

parameters of the two moving sections in contact. From (1a,b), the total pressure p on a strand
is expressed as follows:

p=

sin 2 θ
( nBsin 2 θ + ρ2 r 2 F0 cos θ − ρrM 0 sin θ )
nρ r cos 2θ
3 3

(3)

where F0 and M0 are end force and an end moment, respectively and both applied axially to the overall yarn; B and n
are the bending stiffness of a strand and the number of strands respectively.

3. Examples and discussion
In this section, the inter-strand pressure for the cases of two and four strand yarns are analysed with a range of
spinning twists to determine the relationships between the number of strands and the inter-strand pressure which is
considered a potential factor affecting the fiber security and pilling. The bending stiffness B was calculated using the
experimental expression in Postle et. al. (1988). In this analysis, the radius of the strand is calculated as a function
of the yarn count, packing fraction and fiber density in which the packing fraction used for wool worsted yarns is
0.63, the fiber density is 1.31 g/cm3. The inter-strand pressures without an external force are plotted for a single

multi-strand yarn of 60 Tex with respect to the spinning twist using two and four strands in Figure 3. The model data
show that for a given spinning twist, the inter-strand pressure increases as the number of strands increases and this
may have practical consequences in relation to fiber movement or security. Some experimental results on pilling
(and fuzzing) are consistent with the influence of inter-strand pressure on the fiber security, e.g., for a given yarn
twist, the pilling (Random Tumble Pill Test) of knitwear is generally improved when using the multi-strand yarns
(see Figure 4).
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Figure 3. The calculated inter-strand pressure for 60 tex
single yarn using 2 and 4 strands without external forces.

Figure 4. Influence of number of strands on the pilling
of knitwear, using yarn of 60 Tex and spinning twist of
327tpm.
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Figure 5. Influence of the number of rovings(strands)
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factors, yarn count 60 tex.

Slope of Torque vs Tension

Another interesting experimental result of the multi-strand single yarn is the effect on the yarn torsional properties.
For a given twist factor, the intrinsic torque and slope of torque vs tension (Mitchell et. al. (2006) generally decrease
particularly for multi-strand single yarns spun from more than two rovings (see Figures 5 & 6). This may influence
the spirality of knitwear and more results will be presented at the conference.
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Figure 6. Influence of the number of rovings(strands)
used on the slope of torque vs tension, using four
different twist factors, yarn count 60 tex.

4. Conclusion
A proposed multi-strand single yarn was analyzed and provides a basis for developing a new single yarn. The
theoretical results show the effect of the number of strands on the inter-strand pressure and experimental results
show that an increase in the number of strands can improve pilling in knitwear (and fuzzing). We can conclude from
the experimental results reported above that within a range of spinning conditions covered in the experiments, fiber
movement and hence pilling propensity is reduced as the strand number increases as well as a reduction in yarn
torque.
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Applications of Structural Equations
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An attempt has been made to apply the structural equations published during the last 60 years
for designing a dynamic quality control system for dry and wet textile processes that are
either continuous or contiguous. The new system is to replace the traditional static process
average and the stationary control limits by a dynamic process average and the associated
dynamic control limits by linking the process averages and variances of all previous
processes to the present stage by applying well-defined structural/functional relationships via
variance tolerancing. The key objective is to obtain a set of dynamic control parameters that
are optimal for the current process apart from biases, or deviations from the control targets,
generated from the previous processes preventing the “false positives” at the same time.
The initial task was to identify and sort out the clearly defined input and output parameters of
a textile process from the published research papers. The second challenge was to align and
consolidate more than one equation that are often incongruent and/or incompatible to each
other into one representative equation through a special algorithm. The process average at a
given process stage is assumed to be the output generated by a structural equation linking that
to the input process average of the previous process. Simultaneously, a set of dynamic control
limits is obtained by tolerancing or channeling the variance of the input variable to the
variance of the output variable through an applicable functional/structural relationship. These
are illustrated in Figure 1 below for a typical ring spinning process.

Figure 1. Conceptual frame for dynamic control limits from mixing/blending
to ring frame via the structural relationships
If Bk is the bias introduced at the Kth stage, it will be added to the sum of all biases generated
from the previous processes to make up the observed process average, and the process
variance σk2 originating at the Kth stage would be added to the total variance channeled down

from the (K-1)th process through the structural/functional relationship. Thus, the control limits
at the Kth stage are generated from the sum of the biases and the total expected variance.
In the new dynamic control chart, the traditional static process average and its control limits
are shown together with the dynamic process average and its control limits as illustrated in
Figure 2. An out of control based on the static control limits would be examined for its
validity based on the decision obtainable from the dynamic limits to see if any control action
is warranted at a particular stage. When the present process stage performs as designed, then
no control action would be warranted regardless of the decision obtainable from the static
control limits. When certain specification limits must be met closely, the target process
average may have to be compromised if the total process bias exceeds an upper limit. Three
different cases of out of control situations are shown in Figure 2 for choosing an optimal
control option.

OOC by Dynamic Limits

OOC by Static Limits

OOC by Both

Figure 2. Schematics of a Dynamic Control Chart

In this paper, a few structural equations were developed for the mass variation observable in
the early stages of staple yarn spinning. In addition, the strength and uniformity of a spun
yarn were expressed as functions of several cotton fiber characteristics without involving the
process variances. For each case, the variance tolerancing was attempted between the input
and output parameters. While the algebraic expressions appear to be complex, the methods
are shown to be simple and straightforward, thus enabling us to generate a set of dynamic
control limits at the end of each process either as an intermediate product or as a final product.
In the jth process, the output Yj is expressed as a function of Yj-1 of the previous process and
‘m’ new input factors zj (zj1, zj2, …, zjm);
Y j = f j (Y j −1 , z j ),

j = 1, 2, 3,..., k

In any given two contiguous processes, the input (z) and output (Y) relationships are more
than one in most cases. With ‘P’ structural equations with certain number of factors, each
structural equation may be rewritten as a polynomial function for finite solutions or an
iterative solution. The main efforts remain in consolidating many equations into one by
special algorithms being developed.
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Rheological characterizations of dispersions of clay particles
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The study of the rheological properties of suspensions of solid particles in complex
fluids is of great importance since these kinds of compounds are developed in a lot of
applications especially in the domain of fiber science and technology. For instance,
dispersions of titanium dioxide in foam may be used for coating of fabrics. Another example
is the introduction of clay particles in a polymer melt in order to improve the fire resistance.
In recent developments nanofibers and nonocomposites are obtained by electrospinning from
polymer solutions with clay nanoparticles as fillers. For all these examples, the knowledge
and the control of the flow properties of the fluid is a crucial point.
In our work, we consider model fluids which are dispersions of clay particles in
aqueous solutions of carboxymethylcellulose. Their rheological properties are measured in
both steady shear and oscillatory shear flows. We present the experimental results obtained
for different polymer concentrations and for two different molecular weights of the polymer
respectively named CMC MV (medium viscosity) and CMC HV (high viscosity). The clay is
a bentonite sample and the particle concentration is fixed to a value of 5%.
In oscillatory shear flow, a stress sweep at a given frequency gives information on the
extend of the linear response domain of the material and also, on the degradation of its
mechanical properties when the stress level exceeds some critical value. Figure 1 represents
the storage and loss moduli G’ and G’’ for both the suspending medium and the dispersion.
The polymer solution is characterized by a viscoelastic behaviour, the viscous character being
predominant on the elastic one. On the contrary, the dispersion is predominantly elastic up to
a shear stress of about 1Pa. Then, after a maximum value, G’’ becomes larger than G’ and
decreases slowly while G’ rapidly decreases.
The moduli are measured, in the linear domain, vs. the frequency (figure 2). The
polymer solution display a classical behaviour for a viscoelastic fluid with a terminal region in
the low frequency range and a relaxation time which can be evaluated from the crossover
frequency. In the range of frequencies which can be explored, G’ is larger than G’’ for the
dispersion and one observes a quasi-plateau value for G’ while G’’ presents a minimum value.
This behaviour characterizes the existence of an elastic network, like a gel. This structure can
be destroyed when the applied shear rate is sufficiently high.
The transition between the viscoelastic fluid and the elastic network behaviours is
discussed according to the different parameters which are considered. Specific problems of
rheometry of these materials are also considered.
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Figure 1 : Stress sweep in oscillatory shear flow at 0,1 Hz
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Figure 2: Frequency sweep in oscillatory shear flow in the linear domain

Modeling of Particle Transport and Capture
in a Capillary-Channel Polymeric Fiber Filter
C.L. Cox1, P.J. Brown1, and J.C. Larzelere2
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We will discuss the modeling of high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtration, using a
filter consisting of capillary-channel polymeric (CCP) fibers. The flow is assumed to be
sufficiently slow so that the fluid can be treated as incompressible. A variety of numerical
tools are being used in this effort, including Shewchuk's Triangle grid generator [1], a finite
element Stokes solver, and Brownian dynamics simulation [2]. Aspects of each of these
techniques in relation to the problem at hand will be described, and results will be presented
along with planned future directions for this effort.
To illustrate the method, consider the finite element mesh for a filter cross-section with
fifteen fibers shown in Figure 1. For this case the maximum diameter of the fibers is
approximately 60 μ.

Figure 1. Finite element mesh for domain with 15 fibers.
Velocity and pressure profiles corresponding to this mesh are displayed in Figure 2. A face
velocity of 1.5 cm/sec is imposed at the left side of the domain. Figure 3 contains a sampling
of particle paths for particles of diameter 0.15 μ.
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Figure 2. Velocity and pressure fields for 15 fiber domain.

Figure 3. Transport and capture of particles with diameter 0.15 μ.

Liquid Flow Characteristics of Cotton Wick
Apurba Das
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Introduction and Objective: The study of capillary flow in textile media is of great
importance. It allows a better understanding of the liquid/fiber interface in order to
characterize any liquid flow, like flow of spin finish, dyeing or transport of water through
textile related to comfort such as under clothing, towels or carrying the water or oil in some
industrial use. Textile wicks are used mainly to transmit different types of liquid (water,
petrol, etc.) from one place to other place at required rate for specific purpose. The alignment
of wick depends on the specific area of application, i.e. wicks can be aligned at any angle as
per the requirement. So, it is very important to know the performance of the wick with
respect to different types of liquid and different angle of inclination.
The aim of the present study is to study the effect of yarn linear density (X1, Ne), yarn
twist/inch (X2) and the number of plies (X3) on liquid flow characteristics of different types of
liquids through cotton wicks.
Experimental: Plied cotton wicks were developed from ring spun yarns. Both the vertical as
well as horizontal wicking experiments were carried out with liquids of varying surface
tensions, like distilled water, saline water and petrol. Each wick samples were subjected to
nine different types of wicking related tests (Table-1). To study the interaction effect of the
above parameters, Box and Behnken factorial design for three levels and three variables was
used. The response surface equations (Table-1) show the interactions of the experimental
variables. The scouring was carried out to remove the natural wax so that proper wicking of
liquid can take place. For measuring the rate of wicking a set-up was developed (Figures 1a
and 1b) through which both vertical as well as horizontal wicking can be measured.
Wooden poles with scale

Hooks with
adjustable height

Beakers

Wooden platform

Figure 1a: Apparatus for measuring
the rate of wicking

Figure 1b: Schematic diagram of the
set-up for measuring rate of wicking

Exp.
type
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Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

Type 7
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Type 9

Table 1: Details of experiments and response surface equations
Wicking test details
Equation
Rate of vertical wicking 0.1036 X1 + 0.1351 X2 + 0.0465 X3 - 0.0033 X12 - 0.0055 X22 +
of water (ml/6 hr)
0.0001 X32 - 0.0028 X1* X2 - 0.0012 X1* X3 + 0.0009 X2* X3 0.4881
Rate of vertical wicking 0.4825 X1 + 0.5744 X2 + 0.0833 X3 - 0.0152 X12 - 0.0208 X22 +
of saline water (ml/6hr) 0.0035 X32 - 0.0169 X1* X2 + 0.0012 X1* X3 + 0.0019 X2* X3 0.9873
Rate of horizontal
0.1838 X1 + 0.4013 X2 + 0.1631 X3 - 0.0034 X12 - 0.0134 X22 0.0016 X32 - 0.0131 X1* X2 + 0.0025 X1* X3 + 0.0025 X2* X3
wicking of water
+2.0550
(ml/6hr)
Rate of wicking of
0.4100 X1 + 0.4963 X2 + 0.2302 X3 - 0.0124 X12 - 0.0186 X22 petrol at 300 inclination 0.0018 X32 - 0.0131 X1* X2 - 0.0062 X1* X3 + 0.0037 X 2* X3 –
(ml/6hr)
1.8973
Rate of wicking of
-0.4138 X1 + 0.4194 X2 + 0.0290 X3 + 0.0185 X12 - 0.0358 X22
petrol at 450 inclination - 0.0221 X32 - 0.0044 X1* X2 - 0.0044 X1* X3 + 0.0475 X2* X3
(ml/6hr)
+2.7646
Rate of vertical wicking -0.4287 X1 + 0.4569 X2 + 0.2431 X3 - 0.0141 X12 -0.0184 X22 +
of 2 parallel strands
0.0003 X32 - 0.0100 X1* X2 - 0.0088 X1* X3 + 0.0031 X2* X3
(ml/6hr)
+9.3525
Rate of vertical wicking 0.5363X1 + 0.5250 X2 – 1.2613 X3 + 0.0006 X12 - 0.0206 X22 +
of 3 parallel strands
0.02199 X32 -0.0087 X1*X2 + 0.01075 X1*X3 - 0.0063X2*X3
(ml/6hr)
+10.5938
Wicking height after 15 1.4750 X1 + 1.3813 X2 +0.3021 X3 - 0.0396 X12 - 0.1208 X22 minutes (cm)
0.1083 X32 - 0.0312 X1* X2 - 0.0312 X1* X3 + 0.0875 X2* X3
+4.7333
Wicking height after 30 4.4125 X1 + 0.7250 X2 +1.3521 X3 -0.1208 X12 - 0.1708 X22 minutes (cm)
0.3146 X32 - 0.0500 X1* X2 – 0.1313 X1* X3 + 0.2938 X2* X3
+ 5.0896

R2 (%)
91.4

93.1

94.1

92.7

80.9

94.2

87.6

94.1

95.7

Conclusions: The yarn linear density and the number of plies within the cotton wick play
major role in liquid flow related properties, whereas the effect of twist in plied cotton wick
was not that prominent when the twist per unit length of single and plied yarns were the same
and in opposite direction. With the increase in yarn fineness, i.e. when the yarn becomes
finer, the vertical wicking of distilled water reduces and with the increase in number of plies
the wicking rate increases. The rate of vertical wicking for saline water is significantly less
than that of distilled water, but here also the rate of wicking increases with the increase in
number of plies and coarseness of yarn and the yarn twist has very less effect. The rate of
horizontal wicking for distilled water is less than that of vertical wicking of distilled water.
The rate of horizontal wicking of distilled water increases with increase in the number of
plies and reduces significantly with the increase in yarn fineness. The rate of wicking of
petrol at 300 inclination is lower than that of vertical wicking of distilled water and saline
water. The rate of wicking of petrol increases with the number of plies and increase in
coarseness of wick yarn. On increasing the angle of inclination of yarn from 30° to 45°, the
wicking of petrol decreases for all the samples. By using two parallel strands instead of one,
the rate of vertical wicking becomes more than doubled. Again, by using three parallel
strands instead of two, the rate of wicking further increases and becomes more than three
times than that of a single strand. The height of water rose in 15 min or 30 min decreases with
the increase in the number of plies and coarseness of yarn.

Superhydrophobic Fabrics Prepared by Silica Coating
Tong Lin, Hongxia Wang, Jian Fang, Xungai Wang
Centre for Material and Fibre Innovation, Deakin University, Geelong, VIC 3217, Australia

In this work, a silica sol prepared by co-hydrolysis and co-condensation of TEOS
(Tetraethylrthosilicate) and alkyl silane under alkaline condition was applied to polyester, wool,
and cotton fabrics. The water contact angle measurement indicated considerable increase in the
surface hydrophobicity of the sol-treated fabrics. Five different alky silanes were used, namely
methyltriethoxysilane (MTES), pheryl triethoxysilane (PTES), n-octyltriethoxysilane (OTES),
hexadecyl trimethoxysilan (HDTMS), and tridecafluorooctyl triethoxysilane (FAS), and the
water contact angle (CA) for the coated fabrics ranged between 130º and 174º. The alkyl silane
used influenced the CA value, and the silica coating from FAS, HDTMS and PTES showed CA
value greater than 150º, indicating the formation of superhydrophobicity. The fabric coated by
the fluorinated silica (TEOS/FAS) has a water contact angle as high as 174º. The treated
polyester fabric showed a slightly higher CA value than the wool and cotton fabrics, under the
same coating condition.

The coating surface was characterized by SEM, EDX, TEM, FTIR, XPS and AFM. The results
showed that silica nanoparticles with the size in the range of 50~150nm were formed in the cohydrolyzed silica sol, and these particles had a core-shell structure with many alkyl groups
gathering on the surface region. The formation of superhydrophobic surface was attributed to the
nano-structured surface coating with a low surface energy.

Figure 1: (a) Image of water droplet on wool fabric after coating with TEOS/FAS silica, (b)
SEM image of silica treated wool surface, (c) TEM image of the core-shell TEOS/FAS silica
nanoparticles.

EFFECT OF FIBRE FINENESS ON LIQUID DIFFUSION
AND ABSORPTION IN NONWOVENS
A. PERWUELZ, X. CHEN, M. LEWANDOWSKI, P. VROMAN
Laboratoire Génie et Matériaux Textiles (GEMTEX),
Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Arts & Industries Textiles (ENSAIT),
2 rue Louise et Victor Champier, BP30329, Roubaix, 59056 Cedex 1, France
The influence of the structural properties of a nonwoven on its liquid absorption behavior is
complex to figure out. The structure of fibrous materials is characterized by the fiber
arrangement (packing density, orientation, pore structure, etc.) as well as the fiber features
(morphology, nature, surface energy, swelling, blend, etc.). The interspaces formed between
the fibers in the fabric and the resulting capillary forces with a wetting liquid will play an
important role in liquid management.
This paper will focus on an experimental research made on drylaid/needlepunched PET
(polyethylene terephthalate) nonwovens, based on different fiber finenesses. Measurements
have been made with decane, which is a good wetting liquid for PET. Two methods have been
used: an absorption capacity measurement with complete immersion in decane (EDANA
WSP 10.1(05) standard), and a capillary rise technique, giving the « capillary absorption
ability » and the saturation time.
As expected, when the fiber fineness increases the absorption ability decreases (Fig. 1).
Indeed, a web structure made with coarser fibers will be more open and the capillaries will be
bigger. This may explain why a lower liquid capillary rise and a smaller absorption capacity
are obtained with the coarser fibers.
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Fig. 1: absorption capacity of nonwovens with different fiber finenesses

Interesting results have been obtained with nonwovens manufactured with fiber blends of two
or three different finenesses. The main result is that the absorption capacity is enhanced (Fig.
1) while the kinetics does not change.
To analyze these results, the liquid filling ratio of the nonwoven has been introduced, and is
defined as the fraction of pore volume that is effectively filled with the wetting liquid
(expressed in %). This parameter is useful in to describe the filling of the liquid in the void
space of textile structure, in terms of capillary sizes and connections between them.
In conclusion, it was found that the blending of fibers with different finenesses leads to a
reorganization of the pore structure that is favorable to liquid diffusion, in comparison to
nonwovens containing only one fiber fineness. This result is interesting in terms of
economical product development: the use of low-cost coarser fibers blended with finer fibers
will improve the liquid retention with the same kinetics.

DETERMINATION OF HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER PARAMETERS
IN SINGLE LAYER FABRICS
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In the design of sportswear, reliable predictive models are needed in order to accurately
investigate the transport and transfer properties of fabrics. These properties are especially
important in the design of comfortable sportswear items. Moreover the models can be used in
the design of new fabrics which improve or maximize the comfort during sports practice.
The objective of this work is to develop a fabric model based on heat and mass transfer
balance equations where several unknown parameters are involved. It is described by partial
differential equations representing the mass balance of free and adsorbed water and vapour
and the heat balance in the fabric. The model involves several unknown physical and transfer
parameters. Naturally, the prediction quality of the developed model depends on the accuracy
of determination or estimation of these parameters.
In this communication an experimental setup is designed in order to determine some of the
heat and mass transfer parameters involved in the model. In the setup, a piece of the fabric is
placed in a room where the temperature and relative humidity are fixed. A controlled amount
of water is initially introduced in the fabric and its temperature and drying rate are measured
with time. The experimental results, the model predictions and the optimal values of the
transfer parameters obtained are presented and discussed.

Characterization of Wetting Behavior on Surfaces of Nanofiber Fabrics
Akihiko Tanioka1,2, Hidetoshi Matsumoto1,2, Haruka Kuwayama1, Mie Minagawa1,2
1
Department of Organic and Polymeric Materials, Tokyo Institute of Technology
2
Nanofiber Strategic Research Initiative, Tokyo Institute of Technology
tanioka.a.aa@m.titech.ac.jp
Electrospray deposition (ESD) is a straightforward and versatile method for forming thin
films. This method has the following advantages: (i) applicability for broad spectrum of
molecules such as inorganic molecules, synthetic polymers, proteins, and DNA; and (ii)
ability to deposit polymer thin films with nano-microscaled structures, which range from
spheres to fibers under atmospheric pressure [1]. One major advantage of the ESD technology
is the forming of nano-microtextured surfaces. Not only the surface chemical composition, but
also the surface roughness affects the wetting behavior [2]. Textured surfaces have been
produced by a range of chemical and physical methods: electrochemical polymerization, solgel method, electrodeposition, photolithography, micromolding, and so forth. Recently, some
researchers have shown that the electrospray (or electrospinning) process is useful for
producing superhydrophobic surfaces. However, there have been few systematic studies on
the relationship between the morphology of the electrosprayed surface and the wetting
behavior.
In the present study, textured surfaces composed of nanofibers were prepared by ESD
from two kinds of acrylic resins [3]. Their surface morphologies were observed using
scanning electron microscopy and 3D profile microscopy. The wetting behaviors on the
textured surfaces were characterized by static and dynamic contact angle measurements.
The impregnation of water droplet was observed for the textured surface prepared from
the resin A (hydrophilic-component rich). The textured surface prepared from the resin B
(hydrophobic-component rich), on the other hand, showed the transfer from hydrophilic
property to hydrophobic one. This phenomenon is well explained by the Cassie-Baxter model
and the Wenzel model based on the roughness of textured surface and the area fraction of
nanofibers.
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Natural fibers present multiple characteristics used in many fields such us textile,
technical or medical application. Esparto like other lignocellolosic materials can provide
technical or ultimate fibers with appropriate method of extraction.
In this work, we used a method of extraction which combined hydrogen peroxide and
sodium hydroxide to obtain ultimate fibers. In this case, esparto fibers can be used as non
woven or as composite material.
Characterization of esparto fibers was carried out with fibers obtained with lowest
damage. Many characteristics are evaluated such as cristallinity index, polymerization degree,
surface energy, wetting characteristics and morphologic properties.
Several techniques such as infrared spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron
microscopy, picture treatment, viscositmetric measure and atomic force microscopy were
used to characterize these materials.

A STUDY ON THE THERMAL AND NOISE INSULATION
PROPERTIES OF WASTE FIBER REINFORCED CEMENT
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*University of Uludag, Department of Textile Engineering, College of Engineering & Architecture, Gorukle,
Bursa TR-16059, ulcay@uludag.edu.tr
**KSU, Department of Textile Engineering, College of Engineering, KahramanMaraş, TR-46000
1. Abstract
The aim of this study is to investigate the thermal and noise insulation of fiber reinforced Portland cements.
Three kinds of fibers varying amounts were reinforced to Portland cement and the change of thermal and noise
insulation of the composite were measured. Since all the fibers used in the tests have lower thermal conductivity
coefficients; thermal conductivity decreased while the reinforced fibers volume increased.
2. Introduction
The shearing and raising wastes of cotton and polyester fibers are used as a reinforcing material in this study.
Polyester is not a biodegradable polymer so it can withstand for a long time in nature and change the
ecological equilibrium. If these wastes are utilized in cement matrix, one can get economic profit and also
protect the ecological equilibrium. The contributions of these fibers to the matrix material have benefits by
decreasing the production cost and lowering the weight. In addition, thermal and noise insulation of cement
can be increased.
2.1. Thermal Conductivity
In a plane wall thermal conductivity in the direction of x can be defined by using Fourier thermal conductivity
equation.
In this equation;

Q= λ (T1-T2) / d (W/m2)

Q: The amount of heat which is transmitted (W/m2)
λ: Thermal conductivity coefficient of material (W/m)
T1: Internal surface temperature (K) T2: External surface temperature (K) d: Depth of the wall

The thermal conductivity coefficient of fiber reinforced composites can be defined by using mixture rule;
kL=Vf kf+Vm km
Transverse conductivity coefficient can be defined by using Halpin-Tsai equation;
kT/km = (1+n ξVf) / (1-nVf)

n = [(kf/km)-1] / [(kf/km) + ξ]

logξ = (√3) * log(a/b)

Where, kf and km conducdivity coefficient of fiber and matrix respectively and “a” is conductivity coefficient
along the fiber and “b” is conductivity coefficient perpendicular the fiber (Agarwal and Broutman, 1980).
Shao-Yun Fu at all (2003) reported an equation used to predict the thermal conductivity of unidirectional short
fiber reinforced composites. For a two-dimensionally random short fiber composites thermal conductivity;

And similarly for three-dimensionally random short fiber composites thermal conductivity is;

Where, K1 and K2 are the thermal conductivity of the fiber in the direction parallel and transverse to the fiber
axis direction, respectively and f(L) is fiber length distribution density function (Shao-Yun Fu at all 2003).
kc = kref [0.293 + 1.01 AG] × [0.8 (1.62 - 1.54 (W/C))+0.2Rh] × [1.05 - 0.0025T] [0.86 + 0.0036 (S/A)]
Where, AG is aggregate volume fraction, Rh is moisture condition, T is temperature, S/A is fine aggregate
fraction and kref is a referenced thermal conductivity measured from specimens at a condition of AG=0.70,
W/C=0.4, S/A=0.4, T=20°C and Rh=1.
2.2. Acoustic Properties
Sound absorption and sound transmission are the main factors of building acoustics. When a sound strikes a
surface, part of it is absorbed by the surface and part reflected. Sound absorption coefficient is the proportion of
the sound energy striking a surface that is absorbed by the surface. It can be defined as follows; α = Acoustic
energy absorbed by a surface/ Acoustic energy incident on the surface

This value can be measured by using these methods; Measuring the Sound Absorption, Reverberation Chamber
Method, Measuring the Change of Reverberation Time, Standing Wave Method and Tone Burst Method. Sound
transmission can be measured in decibels and it indicates the difference between the incident sound energy and
the transmitted sound energy.
R= 10 Log 10(Wi/Wt)
Where, Wi= Sound power incident on wall, Wt= Sound power transmitted through wall and R = Sound reduction
index or sound transmission coefficient. (www.bksv.com)
If the unit mass of the wall per square meter of area is increased, transmission loss increases slightly until a
critical frequency value where coincidence affects occurs. Besides, air tightness, bending stiffness and the
presence of cavities affect transmission coefficient of composites (Neville 2002).
3. Experimental
3.1. Fibers
In this study polyester, cotton and their blends are used as a reinforcing material. The fibers are added into
cement matrix with %0.46, %1, %3, %5, %10 volume fraction. The thermal conductivity of cotton and polyester
fibers are 0.07 and 0.141 W/m-K and their densities are 1.54 and 1.38 g/cm3 respectively.
3.2. Cement
Portland cement used in the study was manufactured by Bursa Cimento . Generally, the thermal conductivity of
portland cement is about 0.26 kcal/m h °C (Kim at all, 2002).
3.3. Measurement Devices
Thermal conductivity tests were conducted using parallel hot-wire method. In the main principle of this method,
a thin wire is embedded in the test specimen. When the wire is heated by the electirical current, tempurature is
changed depending on the time according to following equation.

Where, To is wire initial temperature (°C); t is time; Q is thermal energy of unit length of wire (W/cm, cal/h m); k
is thermal conductivity coefficient of material (W/cm K, kcal/h m°C); α is thermal diffusion coefficient (k/pc)
and r is the radius of the wire. One end of thermo element with heating wire is inserted in the middle of the
sample so from this equation the temperature variation of heating wire can be measured.
In Figure 1, the measurement mechanism can be seen. For measurement heating circuit is locked and from the
locking time for 5 minutes period once a minute, for 15 minutes period once three minutes the voltage of thermo
element is recorded. The temperatures calculated from the data are shown in a diagram which has a logarithmic
time axis. From the above equation, the k value of specimen can be calculated (Ulcay and Gemci 1996).

For this equation k is;

1: Power supply
2. Rheostat
3. Ammeter
4. Heating wire
5. Specimen
6. Thermo element2s warm end
7. Milipotentiometer
8. Thermo element’s cold end
9. Water-ice blend
10. Thermo element’s constant wire

Figure1:The figure of thermal conductivity measuring in transient regime mechanism
In this study, to define the affect on noise insulation, noise transmission of composite is measured. For this aim, a
test box having 2 rooms is used and all the surfaces of box are insulated by foam in order to prevent noise leak.
A loudspeaker is inserted into one room in order to have constant frequency and a decibelmeter is inserted in the
other room to measure the transmitted noise. The composite specimens are inserted between the rooms so one
can measure transmitted noise directly from the desibelmeter.

The measurements were done at 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz
frequencies. To define frequency’s effect on noise insulation, tests
were redone at 760 Hz, 1355 Hz and 2595 Hz that three of them have
the same desibel data 92.2 dB. 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz
frequencies have 100.8, 90.8, 82.6 dB respectively.
Figure 2: Text box in laboratory
3.4. Specimen preparation
In this study, thermal and noise tests were performed from rectangular specimens of 100 x 300 x 30 mm. Four
specimens were tested for each test. To determine only the effect of fiber volume fraction W/C = 0,5 is used.
4. Result and Discussion
The effect of fiber types and fiber volume fraction are investigated by using analysis of variance and StudentNewman –Keuls Test.
4.1. Effect of fiber types on thermal conductivity
According to ANOVA results, fiber types affects the thermal conductivity of composites and according to
Student-Newman –Keuls Test, it can be seen that three fiber types have different effect on thermal conductivity.
The highest mean conductivity value belongs to
polyester fiber reinforced cements whereas the
y = -0,073x + 0,749
0,9
lowest one belongs to cotton fiber reinforced
COTTON
R² = 0,957
cement samples and their blends has a value
0,7
y = -0,061x + 0,809
between them. Cotton has 0.07 W/mK thermal
R² = 0,987
POLYESTER
conductivity coefficients whereas; polyester has
0,5
y = -0,028x + 0,732
0.141 W/mK so cotton that has lower conductivity
R² = 0,872
0,3
BLEND
coefficient, reinforced composites has better
0
5
10
thermal insulation. From figure 4 we can see that
all the fiber types have different regression curve.
Figure 4: Regression curves of samples
4.2: Effect of fiber volume fraction on thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity of composites was decreased with the increasing in fiber volume fraction for all cases.
According to SNK tests results; thermal conductivity is not different between %0.46 and %1 and between %5
and %10 fiber volume fractions but %3 fiber volume fractions is different from others at 5% significance level.
Results indicate that fiber reinforcing decreases the thermal conductivity of composite material.
4.3: Effect of fiber types and fiber volume fraction on noise insulation
Fiber type and fiber volume fraction have no significant affect on noise insulation of Portland cements, because
of being in dust form, the stiffness of composite is can not be changed.
5. Conclusions
Thermal conductivity of composites was decreased with reinforcement because of having low thermal
conductivity coefficient of fibers that were used in this study. Each fiber has different effect on thermal
insulation of cement according to their thermal conductivity coefficient. Cotton fibers made the biggest
insulation because of having the lowest thermal conductivity coefficient. By the adding cotton fibers %5 volume
fractions, the thermal conductivity of composites decreased approximately %50. Polyester made the less effect in
all reinforcing material. As general for all the fibers type, thermal conductivity of cement composites decreases
with the increasing fiber volume fraction. In polyester and cotton fiber reinforced cement composites, after %5
volume fraction thermal conductivity decreases very slowly with the increasing in volume fraction, we can
define optimum fiber volume fraction.
Noise insulation on the composites could not achieved with fiber reinforcing due to dust form of the fibers since
stiffness of the composites has not been changed
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Summary
In this study, two processings of images in degree of polarization of thermobonded nonwoven are explained and
results are compared to those obtained with luminance images. Images in degree of polarization are computed
thanks to a particular optical device. The study is about the differentiation of the different parts of the samples
(fibrous background and bonding points) and the orientation of the fibers in the fibrous background.

1

Experiments

1.1

Materials

The study is realized on polypropylene spunbonded nonwovens for medical uses with a change in calendering
adjustments. The cohesion of the web of fibers is given by thermobonded points. Two versions of the same
nonwoven are available. Trained people evaluated their touch as being different. One sample is judged as
matching the requirements of its manufacturer in terms of softness, we name it NT4-C. It is not the case of the
other sample which is called NT4-NC.

1.2

Principle

An optical device has been put in place [1]. The sample is highlighted by a polarized beam. Different images are
acquired by rotating polarization plates in front of a video camera. A combination of these images allows to
determine the image in degree of polarization of the sample. This image corresponds to the depolarization
phenomena of the light beam. These images in degree of polarization increase the differences between the
fibrous background and the bonding point compared to images in luminance. These images allow also to
highlight the orientation of the fibers. Two different image processings have been developed to show these
phenomena into account. The first one consists in averaging gray according to the different parts of the image in
order to differentiate these different parts and the second one by studying the gray level in each direction in
order to determine the main orientation of the fibers. Results obtained from images in degree of polarization are
compared to values obtained in luminance images.

2

Results

An illustration of image in degree of polarization of the nonwoven used is displayed in Figure 1 and in
luminance in Figure 2.

Figure 1 : Image of NT4-NC in luminance

Figure 2 : Image of NT4-NC in degree of polarization

The diagram in Figure 3 presents the proportion of fibers in each direction obtained thanks to images in degree
of polarization.

Figure 3 : distribution of fibrous orientation in each direction

3

Conclusions and future prospects

Results obtained show that the use of the polarization properties of the light reflected by samples of our
thermobonded nonwoven improve the discrimination of the different part of them and allow a better
determination of the orientation of the fibers within of the fibrous material.
In the future it will be interesting to study the link between these results and tensile properties of the nonwoven.
Indeed it is well known that these mechanical characteristics of this type of material are directly linked to their
structure (fibrous orientation and bonding points).
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The objective of the present work was to explore how novices subjects perceive tactile
properties of fabrics varying in yarn count and woven techniques, and to compare novice’s
perception and results from a descriptive panel.
15 fabrics were woven on a Jacquard loom from a 100 % cotton weft yarn varying in size: 50,
71 and 100 Tex, a 100 % twisted cotton (2x7) Text warp yarn and according to 5 patterns:
crêpe, satin 4, satin 5, satin 6 and 3-twill (Z direction). These fabrics were assessed
blindfolded by a panel of 30 novices who first performed a free sorting task regarding the
tactile properties, second described the groups they made and last rated each fabric on a 9points hedonic scale regarding the overall tactile liking [MEI-99].
In parallel, the touch of the fabrics was described by a panel of 7 trained sensory experts who
rated the fabrics on a set of 15 attributes [PHI-02][PHI-04][BEN-07]. A multi-dimensional
scaling analysis (MDS) showed that fabrics were sorted into two groups: the crepe fabrics on
one hand, and the other fabrics on the other hand. Descriptions performed by the novices
showed that they discriminated the fabrics on the softness and silkiness vs. roughness (Fig.1).
This is in line with previous works reporting the soft / Rough dimension as the main
structuring dimension [PIC-03][SOU-04].
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They also described the crepe group as rather
unpleasant while the other fabrics were rather
-2
pleasant. This is confirmed by the analysis of
the hedonic scores. Data analysis of hedonic scores showed a high agreement among subjects.
A 3-way variance analysis (subject, yarn size and woven technique) showed that subjects
actually discriminated among woven technique: crepes are the less liked, satin 5 and satin 6
are intermediate and satin 4 and 3-twill are the most liked. Subjects did also discriminate
among yarn count but to a less extent. Principal component analysis performed on mean
rating scores from the expert descriptive panel, showed the fabrics were described in a fourdimensional space. The product space (Fig. 2) showed a very different picture from the MDS
space resulting from the sorting task: the crepe fabrics are still different from the other fabrics

but not as much as in the MDS-space. The other fabrics are split in 3 groups, while they were
closely gathered in the MDS-space. Moreover, among these 3 groups, the descriptive panel
seems to discriminate the 100 Tex fabrics from the others. Meanwhile, the novices seemed to
discriminate the fabrics according to the woven pattern, based on their hedonic scores.
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Figure 2: Product space derived from
descriptions of the trained
panel. Groups result from a
hierachical clustering analysis.

This experiment underlines the
discrepancy between the description
from a descriptive panel and similarity
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perceived by novices or consumers.
Although, novices seem to perceived
differences between woven technique and yarn size, they seem to weight perceptive
dimensions when assessing similarities. This results stress the importance to choose the
appropriate assessment method according to the objective: descriptive panel to assess the
impact of technological modifications (finishing, yarn, material…) or similarity assessment
for consumer related issues.
Key words: Sensory evaluation, tactile feeling, pattern, woven fabric
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Introduction:
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is the most important polymer used for the production of
synthetic textile fibres. Today not only the demand for PET textile fibres, but also the desire
for improved its properties such as wettability or hydrophilicity is increasing. Furthermore,
effects like better dyeability with water soluble dyes or surface functionalisation for special
purposes like coupling of flame retardants are desirable from the perspective of the textile
industry. Vinyl monomers such as acrylic acid [1], methacrylic acid [2], and acrylamide [3]
can be grafted onto PET fibres by chemical or radiation initiation as an effective method for
improving undesirable properties. Besides graft copolymerization, enzymatic modification of
synthetic materials show the advantage of lower energy consumption and avoid the use of
harsh chemicals, when compared to a chemical surface treatment. Treatment of PET with
lipases has been shown to improve wetting and absorbency of PET fabrics while strength was
retained [4]. Compared to chemical hydrolysis by alkali treatment, enzymatic surface
hydrolysis has the advantage of maintaining mechanical stability, because the enzyme cannot
penetrate into the fibre and is therefore restricted to reacting on the very surface only.
Improved stain resistance, wettability and/or dyeability of PET fabrics treated was reported
with so-called polyesterases (lipases, esterases or cutinases) [5]. Although the results in
modification of PET fibres with grafting copolymerization and enzymes have been obtained
in different studies separately, new more investigation of combination of both treatments will
be effective to find some new results of graft yield efficiency. In this study Polyester fabrics
were pretreated by enzyme (lipase: lipex and lipolase) and then grafted by acrylic acid (AA).
The present work is undertaken at first with a view of studying the different parameters which
affect grafting of PET fabrics with acrylic acid using benzoyl peroxide as initiator to find the
optimal graft polymerization condition. Then the effects of enzyme concentration, reaction
time and temperature as a pretreatment process on grafting are investigated in detail and are
discussed. Wettability, dyeability with water soluble dyes, and mechanical properties of
grafted fabrics have been determined. The grafted fabrics also are characterized with FTIR
spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Experimental:
The fabric specimen used in this study was a plain weave PET fabric (warp and weft: 110
dtex, 75 g/m2 ). The AA and Bz2O2 and other chemicals used in this work were obtained from
Merck Chemical Co., Darmstadt, Germany. The lipases enzyme (lipex and lipolase) used
came from Nordisk BioIndustries, Inc., Danmark.
Prior to enzymatic treatment, fabrics were washed with an aqueous sodium phosphate solution
(1.5 g/ L) at 70 ºC for 30 min and dried in an oven at 40 ºC for 24 hours.
The enzymatic treatment was carried out at 30, 60, and 70 ºC, applying two types of lipase
enzymes concentration of 0.5, 1, and 1.5%, in pH, 5, 7, and 9 for 15, 30, and 60 min, using a
reciprocal shaker at 50 rpm for agitation. The same amount of enzyme preparation was
applied on the fibre as a sample blank. After treatment, the fabrics were washed once with a
sodium carbonate solution in distilled water four times, each run for 30 min at room
temperature. The grafting process were carried out using the mixture containing the polyester
fabric (10×10 cm), monomer and Bz2O2 at the required concentration. Benzoyl peroxide

(Bz2O2) was recrystallized twice from the methanol-chloroform mixture and dried in
vacuum. Acrylic acid (AA) was vacuum-distilled over a column filled with copper wires at 30
ºC. The effects of various experimental conditions such as initiator and monomer
concentrations, temperature, and monomer mixture ratio were investigated. PET fabric was
placed in a 100 mL polymerization tube containing the required concentrations of monomer
and initiator in 10 mL benzene. The volume of the polymerization mixture was made up to
100 mL with distilled water and then the mixture was immediately placed into a water bath at
the polymerization temperature. After grafting procedure and the desired polymerization time,
the sample was taken out of the tube and washed with boiling distilled water for 4 h to purify
of by extracting the unreacted monomers and homopolymers. Finally, the sample was dried
for 30 min at 110 ºC until it maintained a constant weight. Percent graft yield was calculated
from the increase in the weight of the original PET after grafting: graft yield (%)=[(w2w1)/w1]×100 (where w1 and w2 denote the weights of the original and grafted PET,
respectively).
CONCLUSION
The results suggest that it is practicable and effective to graft AA onto polyester fabrics by
means of the enzymatic pre-treatment method. FTIR and SEM have been used to characterize
AA-grafted pre-treated polyester fabrics. A new band appearing at 1546 cm-1 in the FTIR
spectrum implies that AA is indeed introduced onto PET macromolecules. Changes of the
surface structure of fabric fibers presented in SEM micrographs make it clear that a layer of
grafted poly (acrylic acid) is formed on the surface of these PET fibers (Fig. 1). The results
show that the density of surface grafting is enhanced by enzyme pretreatment. This
enhancement by Lipex enzymatic treatment was more efficient than that of lipolase. The most
amount of graft yield is obtained by 1% concentration and 30 minutes treatment times for
lipex and lipolase enzymes in pH 7 and 5, respectively. There are no significant changes in the
tenacity and weight loose of fabrics because of the enzyme surface modification of fibres. The
moisture content is found to increase linearly with the increase in graft yield. This property in
pre-treated grafted fabrics with lipex is much higher than that of other sample. Extremely high
colour strength values are obtained when grafted PET (lipex pre-treated samples) are dyed in
alkaline aqueous solutions.
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There is a growing interest in scientific community to investigate, the effect of chemical
environment of phosphorus compounds in altering the thermal decomposition pathways and
subsequent burning behaviour of polymeric materials. Previous studies carried out on epoxy
resins has shown that with increasing physical charge for phosphorus atom the amount of
residue (char content) increases during the thermal degradation process indicating higher
condensed phase activity and phosphorus compounds with lower physical charge for
phosphorus atom showed increased gas phase action[1-3]. It was further pointed out in the
research that the phosphorus compounds exhibited both condensed phase and gas phase action
on the epoxy resin but the flame inhibition by gas phase was considered to play a major role
in increasing the flame resistance of resin[1].
Recently there have been some studies related to action of phosphorus compounds on thermal
decomposition and flammability of cellulosic material. New theories of efficient action of
certain class of phosphorus compounds on cellulosic fibres have been put forward. Effect of
different classes of inorganic and organophosphorus compounds on the thermal
decomposition and flammability of cellulosic fibres have been investigated [4,5]. Certain
kinds of phosphonate and inorganic phosphorus compounds have been shown to be more
effective in reducing the flammability of cellulosic fibres. There seem to be a lack of
understanding about the role of nitrogen in improving the flame retardant action of a
phosphorus compounds. Phosphoramidates synthesized in a previous research were shown to
have better flame retardant action than the phosphate and phosphonate [6] compounds. But in
another research the phosphoramidate structure has been found to be inefficient in providing
adequate flame retardancy[4,5].
In this research we have studied the effect of model organophosphorus compounds diethyl
phosphoramidate ( DEPA) and triethyl phosphate ( TEP) to further understand and clarify the
role of nitrogen in altering the flame retardant action of phosphorus compounds. Higher
limiting oxygen index (LOI) values were observed for DEPA treated cellulose than for the
TEP treated cellulose at similar phosphorus content. Further thermal decomposition studies
of treated cellulose were carried out using instruments like Pyrolysis Combustion Flow
Microcalorimetry ( PCFM), Thermal Gravimetric Analyzer ( TGA). The char surface of
residue which gives us valuable information regarding the condensed phase action of
phosphorus compounds were also investigated using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
and Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The higher efficiency of DEPA may be
attributed to the lower peak heat release rate of treated cellulose, better char morphology and
higher char content.
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The cell membranes of bacteria and fungal organisms usually have a negative charge, and are
hydrophobic. This makes them vulnerable to attack by antimicrobial agents with suitable
stereochemistry and a positive charge. These two characteristics can allow the agent to reach the
cell surface and penetrate the membrane, disrupting it and killing the cell. Research by Klibanov
(1) and coworkers demonstrated the creation of hydrophobic polymeric chains that can be attached
to glass and certain other relatively smooth surfaces. In their work they used poly (4vinylpyridine) (PVP) and polyethyleneimine (PEI) as base polymers. When they N-alkylated the
polymers to insert a positive charge, they determined that longer alkyl groups did not give
antimicrobial viability while shorter alkyl groups did. The latter apparently formed separate and
erect chains emanating from the glass surface, with the positive charges able to maintain
separation of the chains. Although some preliminary work (2) was done using this approach on
textile fibers, the results, though promising, did not delve into the unique problems to be solved if
this approach is used on fibers for consumer use. Very different physical and chemical surfaces,
and the question of permanency after continued refurbishment cycles pose challenges. In work at
the University of Georgia we have explored unique ways of attaching polymers to cotton, nylon,
polyester and polypropylene surfaces, as well as investigated the effects of the zeta potential of
these fibers on orientation of the alkyl groups and success in creating antimicrobial viability.
These treatments have been tested against airborne bacteria such as S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, and
E. coli. Other factors investigated have been the effect of the structures on the viability of the
treatments after repeated washings containing anionic detergents.

A.M. Klibanov, J. of Materials Chemistry 17, 2479-2482 (2007).
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Nanostructuring of Textile Surfaces Using Plasma Methods
Sébastien Guimond, Enrico Körner, Dirk Hegemann
Empa, Swiss Materials Science & Technology, Lerchenfeldstrasse 5, 9014
St.Gallen/Switzerland; sebastien.guimond@empa.ch

Products made of textiles and fibers become more and more sophisticated and “multifunctional”. Tailored surface modifications are required to meet customer needs and to assure a
share in the market. However, conventional finishing techniques applied to textiles generally
use wet-chemical process steps and produce a lot of waste water.
In contrast, plasma treatment is a dry and eco-friendly technology that offers an attractive alternative way to add new functionalities to textiles and fibers. These functionalities include
water repellence, long-term hydrophilicity, mechanical stability, electrical conductivity, antibacterial properties as well as biocompatibility. Since plasma treatment results in a nanoscaled modification, the bulk properties as well as the touch of the textiles remain unaffected.
Nanotechnology is of high interest for textile applications due to the high specific surface areas that can be achieved by nanostructures. Thus, nanotechnology can add a high value to textiles. Currently, nanoparticles might be added mostly during fiber spinning or via special finishings. World-wide research has focused on the incorporation of nanoparticles and carbon
nanotubes to improve the performance and functionality of fibers. Common applications include silver nanoparticles as antimicrobial agent and nanostructured Lotus-like surfaces for
stain repellency.
At Empa different plasma deposition methods are used to obtain nanostructured surfaces insitu such as nano bumps to reduce the contact area, nanoporous structures containing accessible functional groups and nano-composite layers through embedding of nanoparticles. Therefore, potential risks related to the handling of nanomaterials can be avoided.

200 nm

200 nm

Fig.: Different strategies to obtain nanostructured surfaces using nano particles or nano pores.

A bump-like structure combined with a low surface tension enables superhydrophilic surfaces. Of great potential are nanoporous plasma coatings, which show a high surface area and
are mechanically stable. Depending on the accessible functional groups incorporated within
the nanoporous structure, permanent hydrophilic or stain repellent surfaces can be achieved.
Moreover, dye molecules can be attached enabling substrate independent dyeing of textiles.

Co-sputtering of silver during plasma polymerization enables the controlled incorporation of
Ag nanoparticles into a functional plasma polymer matrix in a one-step process inducing an
antimicrobial activity. Hence, nanostructured, multifunctional textile surfaces can be achieved
and e.g. antibacterial properties as well as cell growth can be investigated.
However, suitable plasma reactors and scalable processes are required for an economical
treatment of textiles. The scale-up of plasma processes is thus an important issue and is demonstrated using different (low pressure) plasma coating facilities that are available at Empa for
continuous treatments of textiles and fibers.
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CELLULOSE ACETATE FIBERS WITH FLUORESCING NANOPARTICLES
FOR ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PURPOSES
Erin Hendrick and Margaret Frey
Cornell University, Fiber Science and Apparel Design
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Counterfeiting is a worldwide problem that results in the economic loss of
hundreds of millions of dollars each year. Both consumers and producers are
negatively affected by the influx of counterfeit items into the market. Corporations
that produce commonly counterfeited items lose millions of dollars in revenue. For
consumers, the presence of these items increases the risk of purchasing faulty or poor
quality products in place of genuine ones. Commonly counterfeited items include
clothing, documents and currency [1]. The International Chamber of Commerce
estimates that 7% of world trade is done in counterfeit goods, resulting in an annual
loss of approximately $350 million [2].
To counteract this problem, anti-counterfeiting technology is continuously
developed and improved. This technology seeks to mark authentic items in a way that
is very difficult, hopefully impossible, to duplicate. However, due to the large
amount of global trade amassed in counterfeit goods, the producers of these items are
willing to spend a significant amount of money to
keep up with anti-counterfeiting methods [3]. Due
to this challenge, new and better anticounterfeiting technology is constantly in demand.
Specifically, the desire for anti-counterfeit
technology that is very difficult for counterfeiters
to duplicate, and relatively simple for users to
positively identify. This research focuses on the
creation of an anti-counterfeit device using
fluorescing Cornell dots and cellulose acetate
fibers.
Cornell dots, or C dots, created in the
Materials Science and Engineering department at
Cornell University are nanoparticles composed of
a 2.2 nm fluorescent dye core surrounded by a
silica shell [4]. These nanoparticles exhibit color
when excited by an external light source at a
specific wavelength. The C dots are 20-30 times
brighter than single fluorescent dye molecules, and
Figure 1. SEM images of a)
exhibit greater resistance to photo bleaching [5]. The
electrospun and b) dry spun
silica shell allows the particles to maintain brightness
fibers containing 5% C dots
for longer than a fluorescent solution, and can be
dispersed in many different solvents without degradation up to 150°C.
In this study, the C dots are spun into cellulose acetate fibers to serve as an anticounterfeiting device. A single or many fibers containing these nanoparticles can be
placed in a clothing tag or document, wherein the C dots will fluoresce at a given
wavelength that can only be seen under a light at slightly longer wavelengths. The
various colors of these particles currently range from 350 nm to 800 nm. By
arranging these nanoparticles with different wavelengths within fibers in an intricate

pattern, an anti-counterfeit device can be created. Recently, a similar anti-counterfeit
method has been patented using quantum dots as fluorescent taggants in security inks,
papers and explosives [6]. Unfortunately, quantum dots contain heavy metals, such as
toxic Cadmium, that have the potential to leak and
disrupt the chemistry wherein the particles are
placed [7]. C dots, however, exhibit comparable
brightness to quantum dots, but without the
toxicity. In this way, anti-counterfeiting methods
utilizing C dots have greater potential than
methods using quantum dots.
In this study, both nonwoven fabrics and
single fibers containing C dots are formed from
cellulose acetate (CA). The nonwoven fabrics are
made from a 17 wt% CA solution containing
varying amounts of C dots. These solutions are
then electrospun onto a grounded copper collector
plate. The dry spun fibers are formed by tipping
the electrospinning setup vertically, and
eliminating the charge. 30 wt% solutions of CA
and varying C dot amounts are drawn and wound
onto a spindle. The electrospun fabrics and dry
spun fibers are characterized using scanning
Figure 2. Confocal
electron (SEM) and confocal microscopy. These
microscope images of a)
techniques are used to determine both the dispersion
electrospun and b) dry spun
and visible fluorescence of the C dots within the
fibers containing 5% C dots.
fibers. The size of the C dots relative to the fibers, as
well as the dot dispersion, can be characterized using
SEM (Figure 1). Confocal microscopy is used to analyze the particle distribution
within the fibers. Using this technique, the particles that are distributed on the fabric
can be seen to fluoresce at a certain frequency of light (Figure 2). Finally, the
physical properties of the nonwoven fabrics and fibers are analyzed via using ASTM
standards D 3822 and D 638-02a for tensile testing of fibers and fabrics.
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Molecular Approaches to Surface Modification of Cellulose Nanofibers
You-Lo Hsieh, Bin Ding, Jian Du and Ping Lu
Fiber and Polymer Science, University of California, Davis, CA 95616, USA
Fibers are inherently high specific surface materials and their surfaces offer immense
opportunities for creation of unique properties, thus new opportunities.

Simply reducing fiber sizes

and altering fiber physical structure or arrangements in the current literature on electrospinning of
commodity polymers alone provide numerous such examples.

We have exploited the potential by

coupling chemical approaches with electrospinning to generate bicomponent fibers of sheath-core13,17,
nanoporous structure11,12 and multiple stimuli-responsive hydrogel fibers5,7-10,14.
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modifications involving reactions from hydrolysis , esterification to grafting add further the chemical
functionality such as control of hydrophilicity-hyrophobicity and enzyme binding3,4,6,15,16.
This paper presents our most recent findings on modifying fibers surfaces with molecular
approaches of adsorption, ligand binding and electrostatic layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly.
These molecular approaches create new surface chemistry without altering the surface topography of
fibers. Cellulose nanofibers generated by electrospinning of cellulose acetate followed by alkaline
hydrolysis have been selected as the templates1.

The surface bound molecules included

polysaccharides and proteins, generating the first reported new nanofibrous materials completely
based on nature polymers.

These new fibrous membranes have potential applications in areas such

as catalysis, super-hydrophobic surfaces, dye-sensitized solar cells, medical diagnosis, etc.
The first approach involves the dye ligands commonly used in affinity systems for separation
and purification of proteins.

Adsorption isotherm and covalent bonding of a reactive dye on a

cellulose nanofibrous membrane to bind lipase enzymes was investigated.

Nucleophilic reactions of

CB F3GA dye ligand with cellulose showed highly controllable and efficient ligand binding capacity.
Higher ligand density promoted lipase adsorption and the optimal adsorption pH for lipase was at its
isoelectric point (pI) at pH 4.0, following a typical Langmuir monolayer adsorption behavior.

The

adsorbed lipase was found to have similar catalytic rate as its native form and retained about 86.2% of
its original activity. This dye ligand approach shows promise for ligand bound approach to generate
nanofibrous affinity membranes for enzymes as well as proteins.
The second approach demonstrates how backbone compatibility facilitates initial surface
adsorption and subsequent bonding of chitosan to cellulose surfaces.

Cellulose and chitosan have

the same poly β-(1→4)-D-glucopyranose backbond but different C2 functional groups, i.e., hydroxyl
and amino, respectively. The amino groups make chitosan a cationic polyelectrolyte (pKa ≈ 6.5), one
of the few in nature.

This basicity gives chitosan singular properties: chitosan is soluble in aqueous

acidic media at pH < 6.5 and when dissolved possesses high positive charge on –NH3+ groups, which
can adhere to negatively charged surfaces.

The adsorption mechanism for chitosan macromolecule

to cellulose surfaces has been analyzed from the perspective of ionic strength or pH, molecular chain
lengths, polyelectrolyte properties, surface charge accessibility and density effects.

The adsorption

isotherm was maximized within 10 min and strongly correlated with surface charge on cellulose and
the concentration and chain length of chitosan.

Such adsorption converted the highly hydrophilic

cellulose surfaces to hydrophobic and cationic surfaces.
The electrostatic layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly involves alternating adsorption of
oppositely charged electrolytes or particles on solid supports, typically flat surfaces or films.
only inorganic LBL has been reported on fibers.

To date,

Here, we demonstrated the feasibility of LBL

deposition of opposite charged polysaccharide electrolytes, i.e., polycationic chitosan (CS) and
polyanionic dextran sulfate (DXS), on cellulose nanofibers.

These LBL self-assemblies have

well-defined structure up to 10 bilayers and 6-8 nm bilayer thickness.

These LBL surface modified

nanofibrous membranes are potentially desirable for biological and biomedical applications because
the known hemolytic, antimicrobial and anti-adhesive properties of the CS and DXS polysaccharides.
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Interferometry for Rapid Determination of Fibre Structural
Properties During Process Modification and Control
Hassan M. El-Dessouky*, Mohamad R. Mahmoudi, Carl A. Lawrence
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*
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Interferometry plays an important role in fibre characterization. Two-beam interference
polarizing microscopes were mainly designed to measure the optical properties (refractive
indices and birefringence) of fibres, the most common of these are the Interphako and Pluta
microscopes. Using these microscopes the effect of changes in process parameters or
conditions on the fibres such as: draw ratio, temperature, annealing, and take-up speed...etc
may be rapidly determined. The work reported illustrates how interferometry is utilised to
monitor changes in molecular structure caused by variations of melt spinning conditions, in
particular the draw down ratio, and annealing. The fibres studies were polypropylene (PP) and
high-tenacity polyester (H-T PET). The refractive indices and their profiles, birefringence,
crystallinity and molecular orientation were determined interferometrically. Measurements
showed that variations in the process parameters gave significant changes in the crystallinity
of both of PP and H-T PET fibres and therefore the consistency of product quality.

Novel methods to characterize fibers using an atomic force microscope
Jörn Lübben, Rudolf Hufenus, Manfred Heuberger
Empa, Laboratory for Advanced Fibers, Lerchenfeldstrasse 5, 9014 St. Gallen, Switzerland

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has become a technique to probe topography and interfacial
properties as well as to manipulate structures on the nanoscale. Concerning imaging, the
major progress has occurred in the ability of AFM to analyze surface structures nondestructively and in a physically relevant environment. Concerning properties, AFM has
become a unique technique in probing local adhesion, friction, elastic response, morphology
and electromagnetic properties of various materials.
This is based on the ability to measure forces as small as nanoNewtons and probe areas well
below 100 nm. Nevertheless, the application of AFM on fibers is not well-established yet,
which might be attributed to the fact that the sample presented to the tip is curved and often
fairly corrugated. This limits the range of techniques or modes applicable and the variations in
possible scanning parameters. A very important first step in fiber analysis is the appropriate
fixation of the fiber sample on a substrate guaranteeing both stable imaging and mechanical
characterization by means of nanoindentation or bending. Therefore, optimized steps of
sample preparation, an appropriate choice of data acquisition parameters and ways of
subsequent data treatment for the visualization of small features on the surface are presented.
Besides established nano-indentation experiments with the AFM, the longitudinal shape of
fibers offers an elegant way of extracting intrinsic mechanical properties such as the elastic
modulus. Therefore, a nanoscaled bending test (Fig. 1, left) was developed [1], which can also
be applied to nanofibers (Fig. 2, left), allowing an individual measurement with ensuing
statistical evaluation.
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Fig. 1. Left: AFM bending test on a single fiber. Right: Force-displacement curves of
two- and four-times drawn PPS/PET core/sheath bicomponent fibers.

As an example, this technique was applied to melt-spun core/sheath bicomponent fibers [2]
consisting of polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) and polyethylene therephthalate (PET) with
different draw ratios. Our results [3] show a clear dependency of the elastic modulus on the

draw-ratio (Fig. 1, right). A higher orientation of the macromolecules along the fiber axis,
resulting in higher crystallinity, were also confirmed by differential scanning calorimetry.
New applications of the AFM on fibers aim at studying the morphology and mechanical
properties of electrospun fibers, the particle distribution and orientation within plasmadeposited layers on fibers (Fig. 2, right) and the local mechanisms of adaptive polymer
systems in textiles.

Fig. 2. Left: Electrospun PA-nanofibers. Right: Ag-particle distribution in a plasma-layer
visualized in phase contrast mode
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A Morphology-related Study on Photodegradation of Protein Fibres
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Photodegradation remains a major issue for protein fibres such as wool, and the
mechanisms responsible for photodegradation are not fully understood. Wool fibre has a
complex morphology, consisting of an outer layer of cuticles surrounding the cortex, which
makes up the bulk. This fibre structure also makes it difficult to examine the level of
photodegradation of the two different constituents of wool.
This work was aimed at understanding the relative contributions of different morphological
regions of wool fibre to photoyellowing. To expose the inner cortex of wool to different
degrees, clean wool fibres were converted into ‘powders’ of various fineness via mechanical
chopping, air-jet milling, ball milling or their combination. Figure 1 shows the converted
samples used in this study, with Sample A containing essentially intact short fibre snippets
and Sample D containing mostly exposed cortical materials. Samples B and C are made of a
mixture of short fibre snippets and cortical materials. Compressed discs were then made from
these fibre powders for exposure to UV radiation.
(a) Sample A

(b) Sample B

(c) Sample C

(d) Sample D

Figure 1 SEM photos of powdered wool samples

It was found that the initial reflectance of the wool powder discs before exposure to light
increased with decreasing particle size from Sample A through to D. While smaller particles
reflect more light due to their larger surface area, this result may also imply that the natural
visible chromophores of wool are more concentrated in the cuticle cells than in the cortex.
Discs produced from Sample D, mainly composed of exposed cortical fibrils, exhibited the
slowest photoyellowing rate on exposure to UV wavelengths, whereas the discs produced
from Sample A, made from chopped wool fibres and having the highest cuticle coverage,
experienced the largest colour change after exposure. This suggests that wool photoyellowing
occurs to a greater extent in the cuticle cells than in the cortex. This is in agreement with
expectations, since for a wool fibre most UV absorption will occur close to the fibre surface.
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Figure 2 PICL study of powdered wool samples
A photo-induced chemiluminescence (PICL) study showed that Sample D had a higher
PICL intensity and a relatively faster decay rate than Samples A and B after exposure to UVA
radiation (320–400 nm). Since the PICL intensity is directly proportional to the free radical
population, and the rate of PICL decay is related to the reactivity of the radicals, it is clear that
the cortex is more susceptible to free radical oxidation and that the radicals formed in the
cortex are more reactive than those formed in the cuticle. This difference in free radical
reactivity may be due to the much higher concentration of cystine in the cuticle cells, since
sulphur radicals derived from cystine residues tend to be more stable than carbon-centred
radicals. This result also supports the hypothesis that one of the roles of the wool cuticle cells
is to protect the cortical fibrils that are responsible for the mechanical strength of the fibre
from free radical oxidation during exposure to the UV wavelengths present in sunlight.

Ramie and cotton automatic identification
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1. Introduction
Quantitative analysis of blended textiles is very important for manufacturer, business and
commodity inspection system. Ramie and cotton belong to cellulose fibers used in textile
widely, which have similar chemical properties, therefore their blended radio cannot be
measured by chemistry method accurately. At present, the ineffective and time-consuming
“Micro Projection” was widely used, which was intensively relied on the subjective judgment
of the operators.
Up to now, there are many studies using image processing to analyze fiber properties in
longitudinal view such as fineness, maturity and convolutions of cotton, as well as fiber
length. However, automatic identifying ramie and cotton in longitudinal view has not been
reported [1~3].
In this study, we developed an automated fiber imaging system, which was designed to
capture sharply focused fiber images across the entire selected area on the slide. In the initial
scan of the system, images of the targeted regions on the sample slide are sequentially
captured without fine adjustment of focusing. The thumbnails of the sequential images are
then stitched together to form a panoramic view for all the scanned fibers. From the
panoramic image, the locations of all the fiber segments can be determined and registered for
the second round of scanning. In the second scan, the X-Y stage only stops at the locations
where fiber segments are registered, and the microscope lens is automatically focused by a
motorized stage in the Z-axis to acquire sharp images at all locations. The major components
of the hardware system include a Nikon microscope (Eclipse i-Series 50i), and a triaxial
motorized stage (MS300, made by NanJing RGB Intellectualized System Co., Ltd.). The
triaxial stage transports the sample slide in the X-Y directions and adjusts the focus of image
in the Z-axis. The movements of the stage involves are synchronized by a computer through a
RS-232 serial communication channel.
A new method for cotton and ramie automatic identification was introduced in this paper,
and the identification experiments showed that the overall error estimate for identifying
cotton or ramie fiber was no more than 7%. The blending ratio calculation relied on
identifying the types of each fiber and obtaining the total number of fibers on a single sample
slide. Fiber types were identified by analyzing the stripes on fiber surfaces, and the exact
numbers of the fibers on the slide were counted from all the captured images without missing
or duplicating any of the fiber segments.
1

2. Result and conclusion
With the cotton fibers collected from eight countries and ramie fibers collected from
three province of China, more than 30, 000 ramie and cotton fibers were identified in our
study automatically, and the results were showed in Table.1 and Table.2.
The identification experiments shown that the overall error estimate for identifying cotton
or ramie fiber was lower than 7% in the system. And the experiments also testify that the
stripe analysis of fiber surface was an effective method for ramie and cotton automatic
identification in longitudinal view. Moreover, this idea may be used in other two types fiber
automatic identification, which have different longitudinal characteristics.
Table.1 —Identification results of cotton fibers
Fiber type

Cotton

Producing area

USA

India

Egypt

China

Brazil

Australia

Burkina Faso

South Africa

Summation

Sample size

2134

2268

2216

6243

2865

2362

2924

2145

23157

Auto identification

95.23%

94.53%

91.36%

95.42%

92.65%

94.22%

92.69%

94.14%

93.99%

accuracy

Table.2 —Identification results of ramie fibers
Fiber type

Ramie

producing area

Hunan China

Hubei China

Szechwan China

Summation

Sample size

4653

3243

3473

11369

Auto identification accuracy

95.12%

91.34%

93.74%

93.62%
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Chemiluminescence Studies on Natural and Synthetic Fibres
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Fibrous polymeric materials experience degradation when exposed to high temperatures or to
the UV radiation present in sunlight. Free radical autoxidation occurs which detrimentally
affects the mechanical properties of the fibres and can also lead to visible discoloration or
yellowing. Oxidation of polymers involves the formation of reactive intermediates, including
peroxy radicals and hydroperoxides, that may emit very low levels of visible light as they
decompose. This faint emission is known as chemiluminescence (CL), and is observed for
most natural and synthetic fibres. The intensity of CL emission is related to the rate of
oxidation of the polymer, and this property has been used to optimise additive formulations
used to protect synthetic polymers against thermal oxidation both during and after
manufacture.
Whilst CL has been widely applied to study the thermal oxidation of many polymers, and in
particular polyolefins, much less attention has been given to the photo-induced
chemiluminescence (PICL) that is observed following a brief exposure to visible light or
ultraviolet (UV) radiation. For our studies a commercial CL instrument has been modified to
allow in situ sample irradiation under a controlled atmosphere at constant temperature. The
modified instrument and the experimental protocol used are described, and we report
preliminary PICL studies on some commercial natural and synthetic fibres.
PICL has been observed on a range of fibrous materials following irradiation of the sample
with UVA (320–400 nm) in N2 at constant temperature, followed by switching the gas to O2.
A typical CL intensity against time plot for silk fibroin using this protocol is shown in Figure
1.
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Figure 1 Luminescence from silk fibroin at 40oC exposed to UVA radiation for 30 s in
N2 demonstrating the experimental protocol.

Figure 2 shows the PICL decay profiles observed from PA6, PAN, PET, cotton and wool
fabrics.

Figure 2 PICL from various synthetic and natural fibres in O2 at 40oC. Samples exposed to
UVA radiation for 30 s in N2 (flow rate 200 cm3/min) and atmosphere switched to O2 after
60 s.
PICL emission is a common phenomenon for both synthetic and natural textile fibres that can
be used to study the photochemical processes involved in their photodegradation. Since the
quantum yield of CL is proportional to the concentration of peroxy radicals and reactive
hydroperoxides present in an irradiated sample, the technique could also be used to determine
the effectiveness of additive formulations, including UV absorbers, antioxidants and metal
chelators, to protect fibres against photodegradation.
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In this study, the potential relationships between the microstructure and the surface
properties of different cotton fibers are analyzed by inverse gas chromatography (IGC) at
infinite dilution. This method is based on the analysis of adsorption of gaseous probes on solid
surfaces. By measuring the retention time of polar and nonpolar probes into a column
containing the fibers, thermodynamic surface characteristics of these fibers, in particular the
components of their surface energy, and their surface morphological aspects, are determined.
The IGC data are correlated with a surface physico-chemical analysis performed by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
Three types of cotton fibers (Figure 1) of different varieties and exhibiting different
maturities and wax contents are analysed. Cotton fibers are composed mostly of α-cellulose
(88 to 96.5 %w/w). The rest is noncellulosics (waxes, proteins, pectins, inorganics, …) that
are located on the outer layers and inside the fiber lumen. In all cases, cotton fibers having
been subjected to solvent (ethanol) extraction are also examined.

Figure 1 : Scanning electron
micrograph of a cotton fiber.

Linear n-alkanes are used to determine the dispersive component γ SD of the surface
energy of cotton fibers, that describes the potential of these solid surfaces to establish van der
Waals, and more precisely London interactions. Branched and/or cyclic alkanes were used to
calculate an index of morphology of cotton fiber surfaces. Specific interaction parameters
corresponding to polar or acid-base properties of the fiber surfaces were estimated using polar
probes such as CCl4, CHCl3, tetrahydrofurane, diethyl-ether, acetone and ethyl acetate.
From a general point of view, the dispersive component γ SD of the surface energy
decreases with temperature for both raw and extracted cotton fibers. Such a decrease can be

related to the thermal dilatation of the material. However, it seems that a transition appears
between 70 and 90°C. Such a transition could be related to the interactions between alkane
probes and waxes. Below 70°C, the adsorption of alkane probes on fibers corresponds to gassolid interactions, since waxes can be considered as solid. From 70°C and above, waxes melt
and then alkane probes interact with them through gas-liquid interactions, increasing the
retention time. However, this transition is again clearly apparent for extracted fibers. A
specific transition of the cotton fibers themselves cannot be a priori invoked, since their
structure is only affected when the cellulose begins to decompose, i.e. at temperatures above
about 140°C. Thus, the fact that waxes are certainly not totally removed by our extraction
procedure can explain why the transition between 70 and 90°C is still observed for extracted
fibers. Effectively, XPS analyses clearly show that, if the thickness of the contamination layer
is strongly reduced, the extraction by ethanol is not able to remove all the waxes and other
non-cellulosics present on the surface of raw fibers. However, after extraction, values of γ SD
are systematically inferior than these before extraction, confirming that the presence of waxes
plays a major role on the surface energy of cotton fibres.
The adsorption of branched and/or cyclic alkanes onto extracted cotton fibers is similar
to this of linear probes, whatever the temperature. Such a result indicates that the cotton fiber
surfaces after extraction are very homogeneous and smooth from a morphological point of
view. On the contrary, raw fibers appear more heterogeneous due to the presence of waxes.
The extracted surfaces also exhibit a rather basic (electron donor) character close to this
of cellulose materials, even if, as shown by XPS, some waxes are still present onto such
surfaces.
Finally, this work clearly demonstrates that IGC analytical methods are very convenient
for determining the surface properties of cotton fibers.
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The appearance of disperse-dyed polyester fabrics used in outdoor applications can deteriorate
relatively quickly because of fading of the dyestuffs. This occurs as a result of destruction of
the dye chromophore by sunlight, in particular the ultraviolet (UV) component (below 400
nm), which has a much higher energy than the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum
(approximately 400-700 nm). Some protection against fading can be obtained with UV
absorbers, such as those based on triazine or benzotriazole compounds. The protection
provided by these compounds is, however, limited because they are degraded by the UV
radiation they absorb. An alternative approach is to use an inorganic UV absorber, such as
zinc oxide. The inherent stability of this material compared with that of an organic UV
absorber would be expected to provide a protective effect over a much longer period. This
paper examines the possibility of reducing the UV fading of dyed polyester fabrics by a paddry-cure treatment with an acrylic polymer containing zinc oxide nanoparticles.
A possible disadvantage of zinc oxide is that it can produce an unacceptable change in the
appearance of a treated fabric by decreasing the transparency of the acrylic film on the fabric
surface (1). A technique, based on calculating the Kubelka-Munk (K/S) values from the
reflectance of films cast on quartz slides over the visible range (400-700 nm), has been
developed for studying factors affecting film transparency. It has been found that the degree
of transparency, or cloudiness, is related to both the particle size of the zinc oxide and to the
method used for its dispersion prior to mixing with the acrylic polymer emulsion. Results
from transmission electron microscopy have shown that samples of zinc oxide with a similar
primary particle size, dispersed by different methods, agglomerate to different extents when
the polymer film is dried and cured.
Polyester fabrics, dyed with a series of disperse dyes based on different chromophores, were
treated with an acrylic polymer containing various concentrations of zinc oxide nanoparticles.
After exposure for various times to artificial sunlight, the fading of the samples was assessed
against untreated controls by measuring the total colour difference (Delta E) from the CIE
L*a*b* colour space system. It was found that the high UV absorbance of the zinc oxide
present in an acrylate coating on the fabric surface did not always provide protection against
dye fading. In fact, with one chromophore, the rate of fading was increased slightly. The
fading rate of all the dyes was decreased, however, when the fabrics were exposed beneath
quartz slides coated with acrylic polymer and zinc oxide. Although the interaction of sunlight
with dyes is very complex, oxidative mechanisms are believed to be involved in most cases
(2). Zinc oxide is known to be a photoactive material. Its band gap of around 3.2 -3.3 eV
allows electrons to be excited from the valence to the conducting band, which results in the
generation of positive holes in the valence band. Although the positive holes and electrons can
recombine, with the energy being released as heat, they can also migrate to the surface of the

zinc oxide particles where they are able to react with oxygen or water to produce highly
reactive superoxide and hydroxyl radicals (collectively called ROS). The results in this paper
suggest that when the acrylate/zinc oxide treatment was applied directly to fabrics, the ROS
migrated from the polymer film on the fibre surfaces into the fibres, where they were able to
interact with the dye molecules. It was found that the effect on dye fading depended on the
type of chromophore in the dyestuff molecule. With some chromophores direct fabric
treatment decreased the rate of dye fading. With other chromophores, no protective effect was
obtained and, in some cases, the rate of dye fading was increased by the zinc oxide treatment.
It appears that the response of a particular dye to the zinc oxide treatment is related to its
ability to act as an anti-oxidant and, thus, to its capacity to neutralise the ROS generated by
the zinc oxide When the zinc oxide/acrylate films were physically separated from the fabric
by a quartz slide, however, interaction of ROS with the dye molecules could not occur. In
these cases, the high UV absorbance of the zinc oxide gave very good protection of dyed
fabrics against UV fading for all the dye chromophores studied.
The photo activity of semi-conductors such as titanium dioxide and zinc oxide can be
modified by incorporating transition metal ion dopants, for example manganese, into the
metal oxide lattice (3). The dopants are believed to act as centres for the recombination of
electrons and positive holes produced by UV radiation, before they can migrate to the surface
of the nanoparticles and generate ROS (4). Dyed polyester fabrics have been treated with an
acrylic polymer coating containing zinc oxide doped with manganese (3 molar %). With some
dye chromophores the protection against UV fading provided by the doped material was
higher than that of unmodified zinc oxide. No improvement was obtained, however, with
other dyes. This suggests that, even at the high doping level of 3 molar %, some of the
electrons and positive holes are able to reach the surface of the zinc oxide particles where they
react to produce ROS. Furthermore, it appears that some dye chromophores are sensitive to
oxidative degradation at lower ROS concentrations than are others. A change in the fading
rate of a single dye is commonly used to monitor the photoactivity of modified titanium
dioxide and zinc oxide (5). The findings of this study suggest that such results should be
interpreted carefully, as different dyes do not always show the same photo active response to
modification of an inorganic UV absorber, such as zinc oxide.
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Introduction:
Laundering detergents contain additives such as bleaching agent. These chemical agents are
used for bleaching and remove stain during laundering. Increasing oxidation value of
bleaching agents in laundering detergents changes reactive dyes. Application of an inhibitor
prevents the color changes [1-10]. In order to achieve durability of reactive dyes in the
present of laundering detergents and their additives, two kinds of bi-functional and monofunctional reactive dyes were used for dyeing of cotton fabric. Then dyed samples were
treated using ECE standard detergent, sodium per borate, Sokalan BMG activator bleacher,
Tetra acetyl ethylene di-amine (TAED) as an activator, fixing agents: Levogen BF, color care
additive DFC9, Sokalan HP 66 polymer, Rocafix ED, Indosol E-50 powder, Sandofix EC
liquid. Color alteration and staining of samples were determined.
Experimental:
Samples were dyed by four kinds of dyes: Levafix Marin blue E-BNA, Remazol Red RB
133%, Intracron yellow CDX-4G and Intracron Red CDX-3G. Dyeing was begun at
temperature of 25° C with Glauber salt and auxiliaries, dye was added after 20 minutes, then
sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate were added after 30 minutes of dyeing, then dyeing
continued at 60°C for 50 minutes. After dyeing, fabrics were washed completely for
removing hydrolyzed dyes on the surface of the fabric. Samples were treated by fixing and
bleaching agents.
Durability test method: For evaluation of washing fastness, dye hydrolysis and
decomposition of dye chromophore, dyed fabrics were tested by ISO 105 CO6 standard test
method.
Color measurement: Color alteration and staining of samples were determined by CIE
L*a*b* system (D65/10) using Data color Master V2.3 spectrophotometer.
Results and Discussions:
In the case of sodium per borate tetra hydrate effect, at temperature of 60 ºC, sodium per
borate tetra hydrate has not any effect but with increasing the temperature, sodium per borate
tetra hydrate is activated and produces hydrogen atoms. In the aqueous solution, it converts to
hydrogen peroxide, and then hydrolyzes functional groups and chromogen, breaks fiber-dye
bond, therefore color change increases. With increasing temperature, there is slightly color
alteration using ECE detergent. This is related to ECE activation in separation of hydrolyzed
dyes on the fabric surface. Combination of sodium per borate tetra hydrate and ECE
detergent produces hydrogen peroxide at high temperature (60°C) which increases color
change and staining. Addition of TAED to ECE detergent and sodium perborate solution can
increase removal of hydrolyzed dyes and in the temperature of 60ºC, color difference (ΔE)
increases severely. Color changes increases owing to formation of per acetic acid. Aqueous
solution of per acetic acid acts as a strong oxidative agent. Production of per acetic acid
increases, with addition of Sokolan BMG in the ECE detergent and sodium perborate

solution. Per acetic acid breaks dye chromophore and color difference (ΔE) increases
severely.
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According to the results of color alteration and staining during laundering, usage of fixing
agents seems necessary. Due to previous experiments, some fixing agents were used in this
study. Figure 1 and 2 show effect of some fixing agents on color alteration and staining of
laundering detergents, respectively. Fixing agents were used at 2 concentrations: 2 and 4 g/l.
Rocafix ED (fixing agent) acts as a good inhibitor of dye but can not suspend hydrolyzed dye
and do not have good effect on staining results. DFC9 acts as a good inhibitor too and
suspend the hydrolyzed dyes in the bath. Levogen BF has good effect on washing fastness.
Sokalan HP 66 is a polymer that has a good effect on color alteration of sample.
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Figure 1: Effect of some fixing agents on color
alteration of laundering detergents Fixing
agentes:A1) Sokalan HP 66 (2g/l), A2) Sokalan HP 66 (4g/l),
B1) DFC9 (2g/l), B2) DFC9 (4g/l), C1) Indosol E-50 powder
(2g/l), C2) Indosol E-50 powder (4g/l), D) Rocafix ED (2g/l),
D2) Rocafix ED (4g/l), E1) Sandofix EC liquid (2g/l), E2)
Sandofix EC liquid (4g/l), F1) Levogen BF (2g/l), F2) Levogen
BF(4g/l)
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Figure 2: Effect of some fixing agents on
color staining of laundering detergents
Fixing agents:A1) Sokalan HP 66(2g/l), A2) Sokalan HP
66(4g/l), B1) DFC9 (2g/l), B2) DFC9 (4g/l), C1) Indosol
E-50 powder (2g/l), C2) Indosol E-50 powder (4g/l), D1)
Rocafix ED(2g/l), D2) Rocafix ED (4g/l), E1) Sandofix
EC liquid (2g/l), E2) Sandofix EC liquid (4g/l), F1)
Levogen BF (2g/l), F2) Levogen BF (4g/l)

Conclusions:
Sokolan HP66 and Rocafix ED as fixing agents have good effect on color alteration and
DFC9 has a good staining results. Therefore DFC can be chosen for durable dyed fabric.
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Wool can react with a variety of chemicals because of its many functional groups, including
carboxylate, amino, amide and disulphide groups [1]. Use of wool fibre as an adsorbent for
different chemicals - such as metal ions, dyes and surfactants - has been investigated [2, 3].
Although the production of wool powder has been studied using a number of techniques [4],
the application of wool powder as a chemical absorbent has received little attention. The aim
of this research is to investigate the uptake of dyestuffs by wool powder, and relate this to the
behaviour of wool fibre and activated charcoal.
Production and characterisation of wool powder
Merino wool top with a mean fibre diameter of 20.4 μm was cut into 2 mm snippets using a
Frisch Pulverisette 19 rotary chopper. The chopped wool top was ground into fibrous
particles using a rotary ceramic mill; it was then chlorinated with 4% dichloroisocyanuric acid
(sodium salt) for 45 minutes at room temperature (pH 4 - 4.5), and finally subjected to a
commercial, air-jet milling process. The mean particle size (on a number basis) was
determined to be 1.40 μm, with particle sizes ranging from 0.55 μm up to 17.38 μm, measured
in isopropanol using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000. Scanning electron microscopy analysis
(Figure 1) of the powder was carried out with a Leica S440 microscope (5 kV acceleration
voltage), and showed generally small, irregular-shaped particles, the cuticular structure of
which was severely modified. The BET surface area of the powder was measured at 4.02 m2/g
using a BET-N2 technique with an ASAP 2020 Surface Area Porosity Analyzer.

Figure 1. SEM images of wool powder
Dye adsorption
Figure 2 shows the adsorption of dye versus time for Acid Red 88, a monosulphonated acid
dye; the adsorbents used were wool powder, wool top and activated charcoal. Dye uptake
experiments were carried out at 1.0 g/l dye concentration, pH 4.5, 250C and a liquor ratio of
200:1. Small samples of dye liquor were removed at regular intervals and filtered. The
concentration of dye in each filtrate was determined using a Cary-3 UV-Visible
Spectrophotometer. From Figure 2, it can be seen that the wool top took up virtually no dye

after 90 minutes, whereas with wool powder there is 95% exhaustion after less than 10
minutes. Furthermore, the equilibrium uptake of dye by the charcoal was similar to that of the
wool powder.
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Figure 2. Dye uptake versus time for wool powder, wool top and activated charcoal
The cuticle of the wool fibre acts as a barrier to the uptake of dyes [5]. Wool is normally dyed
at 1000C, and the result in Figure 2 for wool top is not unexpected. The more interesting
result is the similar behaviour of the wool powder and the sample of charcoal, as the BET
surface area of the charcoal was 554 m2/g; the mean particle size (in water) was determined to
be 1.64 μm. In the case of charcoal, dye would be expected to be adsorbed only on to the
surfaces of the carbon particles. With the wool powder, disruption of the cuticle and swelling
of the wool particles in water have combined to increase the adsorption capacity by allowing
migration of dye into the interior of the particles, even at room temperature. A fluorescent
dye, with a similar relative molecular mass to Acid Red 88, was applied to the wool powder
under the same conditions. Rapid diffusion of the chemical into the interior of the wool
powder particles was confirmed using confocal microscopy by taking ‘optical slices’ (at 1 μm
intervals) to track the penetration of the fluorescent marker
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Carbon fibers, which have increased electrical conductivity, find use in a wide range of
applications and it is expected that this range will increase in the future. One of the use of
carbon fibers with higher conductivity is smart textile applications, where fibers with
electrical conductivity are used in wearable electronics, sensors, process and power units. In
this study, the conductivity of carbon fibers was increased by using conductive polymers
through electrochemical
polymerization. A PAN-based carbon fiber was used as
microelectrode. 1-(2-cyanoethyl) pyrrole, N-hydroxyethyl carbazole and 2-phenyl thiophene
was coated onto the carbon fiber microelectrode through electrochemical polymerization by
using three-electrode system. The presence of thin polymeric films on the fiber surface was
characterized by cyclic voltamograms, EIS measurements, FTIR-ATR spectrums and SEM
photographs. The electrical conductivity of uncoated carbon fiber was compared with the
coated fibers. It was seen that 2-phenyl thiophene increased carbon fiber’s conductivity at
the highest level.

BIOCHEMICAL STUDY OF SOME ENVIROMENTAL POLLUTANTS DYES
S. Shakra*, F. A. Ahmed† and N. A.Fetyan†
*Textile Research Division, National Research Center, Dokki, Cairo, Egypt
†Department of Biochemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt
This work was aimed to develop a method for removal of the dyes color from the textile
wastewater that is well be much less costly than the other chemical or physical methods used.
It therefore included:
1-Preparation of two acid dyes.
Two acid dyes were used namely, Acid Orange II and acid Yellow. They were prepared in
laboratory according to the method of Fetyan, 2001 3.
The characteristics of the two dyes are listed in the following table.
Code name
DI
DII
Type

acid

Acid

λ max.

482

310

Color

orange

Yellow

Ch. S.

C16H11N2O4SNa

C12H9N2O4SNa

M. W.

350

300

%C

54.0

48.0

%N

8.0

9.3

C:N

7:1

8:1

Ch.S = Chemical structure
2-Isolation of dyes degradable microorganisms from wastewater effluents and soil after
adding 200 ppm of each dye individually.
Isolated bacteria from the soil.
a- Phanerochaete chrysosporium fungus.
b- Coriolus versicolor fungus
Decomposition of the dyes by white rot fungi.
To strains of white rot fungi namely Phanerochaete chrysosporium 6359 NRRL and
Coriolus versicolor 6102 NRRL, which are known with their ability to degrade the dyes under
investigation, were used for degradation.

3-Decolorization and decomposition of dyes on solid medium.
Decolorization and decomposition of tested acid dyes in solid basal media was carried out
as the method suggested by Bonnareme and Jeffries, 19908. At the end of the experiment (14
days) the remained dyes were extracted from the media and determined
spectrophotometrically.
4-Decolorization and decomposition of the dyes in liquid media.
To obtain a complete information of the fate of dyes under investigation in the liquid culture
of the two previously mentioned fungi, the experiment was conducted as that of Bonnareme and
Jeffries, 1990 9.
5-Decolorization and biodegradation of the dyes in liquid culture of the isolated bacteria
(Bacillus thuringiensis).
Bioassessment.
Bioassessment of mutagenicity.
This test was carried out according to Ames et al. 197312.
Packed column reactors experiment.
Carrier’s sterilization.
The carriers were steam sterilized at 1210C for 2 hours according to Saleh 198613.
Preparation of inoculates.
Preparation of fungal broth inoculum.
This was carried out according to the method described by N.A.Fetyan
6-Identification of the probable byproducts by different instruments.
7-Toxicity assessment of the dyes and their biodegraded products.
8-Metabolic pathway of Acid Orange II by Bcillus thuringiensis.
OH
O 3S

N=N

OH
CH3-COO-CH2-CH2-CH2-OH +

H3C-CH2

COOCH3
+

HN

CH2
NH

acetoxy-2-propanol
methyl salicylate

hydraazine
methyl ethyl

9-Toxicity effect of dyes and their biodegraded products on plants.
Seeds germination test is considered among the methods used for determination of toxic
effect of compounds. In this test, the phytotoxcicity of the two acid dyes and their
biodegraded products were qualitatively estimated by measuring the relative changes in seed
germination, shooting percentage in addition to radical length of wheat and lettuce.
Germination effecting root and shoot growth were evaluated after 3, 7 and 11 days at different
concentrations of dyes.
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Introduction
The scales of wool fibers are the main reason for felting effects of wool fabric. Felting effects
are caused by the mechanical forces and moisture. It is desirable to modify the surface
properties of wool for textile applications. Modification of fiber surface chemistry plays an
important role in industries. Chlorination, a widely used chemical treatment in the wool
industry that is used extensively in shrink resist treatments which involve treatment of wool
fiber top or woven fabrics with an aqueous solution of sodium hypochlorite. The process can
cause some damage to the wool fiber but it increases the wettability of the fiber surface and
may also increase shrink resistance. Chlorination produces chlorine containing liquid effluent,
which causes environmental problems. It is necessary to identify replacement methods for the
surface oxidation of wool which are acceptable from an environmental viewpoint.
Corona discharge consists of the application of an electrical discharge of high voltage through
air between two electrodes at normal atmospheric temperature and pressure. It produces
electrons, neutral particles, ions, photons and radicals. These products react with the substrate
that is exposed to them. The electrons that reach the substrate can split covalent bonds
because of their high energy level.
In this research, woven wool fabric was exposed to corona discharge under different powers
and number of passages. Shrinkage and hydrophilicity of samples were determined and
surface morphology of treated and untreated wool was investigated using SEM.
Experimental
Before corona treatment, wool fabric was washed with 1 g/l detergent at 50 ºC for 10 minutes
and then dried. Samples were treated by corona discharge under 500 and 1000 W and 3-20
passages. The velocity and distance between electrodes of corona instrument were 2 m/min
and 3 mm, respectively. Surface morphology of corona treated wool fabrics was studied by
means of a PHILIPS XL30 scanning electron microscope. All the samples received gold
coating prior to SEM examination for 5 minutes. SEM photographs were at magnification of ×
2000 and voltage of 5 KV. The shrinkage percenatge of untreated and corona treated wool
fabrics were determined based on dimension of sample before and after washing the samples
at 35 ºC for 40 minutes in the present of detergent (%2) and sodium carbonate (%3). The
hydrophilicity was evaluated by measuring the absorption time of a water drop according to
the standard AATCC-39-1980.
Results and discussions
Shrinkage and hydrophilicity of untreated and treated wool fabrics are shown in table 1. In
general, shrinkage of treated wool fabrics decreases as compared with untreated sample.
Felting behavior of wool fabric is related to surface structure of wool fiber. Corona treatment
causes abrasion of surface scales of fiber and decreases shrinkage of fabric. Shrinkage of
fabric reduces by increasing the number of passages and power. This is due to the etching
effect of corona treatment that can change the surface of wool fiber. As shown in 1000 W, 15
and 20 passages of treatment, there is not any significant shrinkage. Hyrophilicity results
show that increased power up to 1000 W can decrease absorbance time and water drop rapidly
absorbs in the fabric. With increasing number of passages, absorbance time reduces.
Absorbance time reduces owing to etching effect of treatment. Figure 1 shows SEM

micrographs of untreated and corona treated wool fabrics. Corona treatment removes some
edges of wool scales.
Table 1 shrinkage of untreated and treated wool fabrics
Number of passages

0
3
7
11
15
20

Warp
shrinkage%
13
12
9
7
5
2

500W
Weft
shrinkage%
12
8
4
6
4
2

Wetting time(s)
360.3
267.2
184.3
139
120.8
27

Warp
Shrinkage%
13
11
8
5
2
1

1000W
Weft
shrinkage%
12
10
4
2
0
0

Wetting time(s)
360.3
169.6
156
37.4
34
4.5

Figure 1 SEM micrographs of wool untreated (a) treated at 1000w-3passages (b) 1000w-20passages (c) 500w3passages (d) 500w-20 passages (e)

Conclusions
Corona treatment causes abrasion of surface scales of fiber and decreases shrinkage of fabric.
Absorbance time of water drop decreases as number of passages and power increase. This
treatment is a useful method without usage of water and chemicals and can be utilized instead
of chlorination.
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This paper presents a study of the friction of carbon fiber against ceramic guides. As fibers
contact with other fibers and various other surfaces, friction occurs due to the resistance
against the movement on the surface. There are many parameters which affect friction, such
as the surface material the fiber contacts, the temperature of this surface, its roughness, the
normal force applied, sliding speed and the lubricants at the interphase. Friction is very
imprtant as

it may lead to failure in equipment and machinery and also to surface

deformation, which may ultimately reduce fiber strength. However, friction is required to
achieve fiber cohesion that is necessary for yarn strength.

Understanding the friction

behaviour of fibers offer improved production processes with better quality and productivity.
Many studies have been made to understand the fiber friction since 1950’s and reerach in this
field is going on.
Carbon fiber has increasing popularity among textile fibers due to its high specific strength,
temperature resistance, chemical and biological inertness, electrical conductivity, good
vibration damping ability and fatigue resistance. It has a wide application range in technical
textile and high-tech applications.

In this study, the fiber-metal friction characteristic of

carbon fibers has been investigated. An experimental set-up based on Capstan method has
been designed and the friction characteristics of carbon multifilament yarn in operation
against ceramic surfaces have been studied. Measurements have been made at different sliding
speeds, initial tensions and surface roughnesses and the effect of these parameters on the
friction behaviour of carbon fiber have been studied.

THE PRESSURE COMFORT AT THE OPENING OF WOMEN’S SOCKS

Gehui WANG1, Ron POSTLE2
College of Fashion, Donghua University, Shanghai 200051, P.R. China
School of Chemistry, University of New South Wales, Sydney NSW 2052, Australia

The pressure comfort at the opening of women's socks was investigated in this paper. Firstly,
the leg circumference of 400 women was measured 13 cm above the sole. Based on the leg
circumference measurements, two groups of subjects were selected to do the wear trials. The
influence of leg circumference on the pressure comfort was investigated at the opening of the
socks in which elastic yarns were interlaced in a straight way. Secondly, the pressure at the
opening of women's socks was tested by using AMI3037 (Air-pack Type Contact Pressure
Measurement System). It was found that there was no significant difference between
the subjective pressure evaluation results for the two groups wearing the socks which
have bigger opening size, while there was significant difference for the socks which
have a smaller opening size. It was also found that there was a strong correlation
between the subjective pressure evaluation results and the instrument test results for
the socks with tight opening.

Keywords: Women’s socks, pressure comfort, wear trials, pressure test.

Measuring the Inter-Fiber Friction
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Introduction
The fact that the friction forces affect strongly the yarn processing and characteristics is well
known. Many works deal with the measuring of the inter-fiber friction force using different
methods. Some of these studies concern the measure of the frictional force on one single fiber,
as the Postel device which measures the frictional force during the withdrawing of a wool
fiber from a compressed pad. Lord studied the frictional force developed during the relative
motion of two identical fiber fringes. The El Mogahzy’s device is similar to the Lord’s but his
apparatus is more precise.
As shown in the scientific bibliography, in order to measure the inter-fiber friction force, it is
necessary to prepare carefully even single fiber and compressing pads, or identical fiber
fringes. These conditions require time and may generate errors and a high variance of the
measured parameter. For this reason, the present authors have tried to use an ordinary sliver in
order to evaluate the inter-friction forces developed in this sliver under controlled normal load
and relative fiber slippage.
Methods and material
The device used in the present work is composed of two identical little carriages (see Figure
1). One of them (A) is fixed, whereas the second (B) is moving throw a linear guide (C). A
piece of sliver is put down in the channel (D) of the two carriages which are initially in zero
displacement position, i.e. the two carriages are in contact. The sliver is compressed with the
upper carriage sides (E) where two identical weights are loaded (W). The moving carriage is
tracked with a constant speed, whereas the fixed one is attached, by the intermediate of a
force sensor, to the frame. The distance between the two carriages is measured by a
displacement sensor.
B

A

W

E

W

C

Force [N]

D

Displacement [mm]

Figure 1. Static Friction Tester
Eleven different cottons have been used in the present study. They have been tested by AFIS,
Spectrum, FMT3, Almeter, etc. These cottons have been spun in a micro-spinning line in 20,
25 and 33 tex yarns. The yarns have been tested by UT3, 4 cops with 5 repetitions of 50m for
each cops, and by Tensorapid, 60 test per cops.

It has been shown by the authors in a previous study that the speed effects insignificantly the
friction force in the experimental domain we use i.e. that this test is characterizing what
happens during a quasi-static test. The force-displacement curves are similar, as shown in
Figure 1. In order to characterize the frictional force, we have chosen the force at point B,
where all the fibers participate to the friction force.
Results and discussion
As shown by the authors in a previous study, the frictional force can be described by the
following equation:
F T = K (W T )n where F is the friction force at point B, W is the normal load, T is even the
sliver count or the number of the fibers in the sliver cross-section. The coefficients K and n
can be used to characterize the inter fiber frictional behavior.
The correlation between all the fiber and yarn parameters does not give clear and significant
tendencies concerning the effect of the friction on the yarn characteristics. Nevertheless, if we
plot the Ln(K) versus the fiber modulus, we observe that the 11 cottons seem to be separated
in two groups (see Figure 2). Even if the number of the cottons in each group (6 and 5
respectively) are nut sufficient to carried out highly significant correlation coefficients within
the first or the second group separately, same very interesting, tendencies become evident, as
show in Tables 4 and 5.
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Figure 2. Ln(K) VS. the fiber modulus.
Table 1. Some correlation
vis-à-vis to the yarn tenacity

Group 1
0,81 0,62
0,91 0,81
-0,86 -0,58
-0,90 -0,71
Group 2
Fiber tenacity
0,87 0,85
Yarn tenacity,20tex 0,91 0,92
CVm%, 20tex
-0,80 -0,77
Thin-40%, 20tex
-0,90 -0,88
Fiber tenacity
Yarn tenacity,20tex
CVm%, 20tex
Thin-40%, 20tex

1
0,96
-0,95
-0,98

0,96
1
-0,92
-0,98

1
0,70
-0,78
-0,79

0,70
1
-0,88
-0,96
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The Water Vapor Transmission Rate (WVTR) is a major parameter that governs the comfort
of the wearer. Ideally, the WVTR should be high when the temperature and relative humidity
(rH) near the skin increases. On the contrary, the WVTR should be low when the temperature
and relative humidity decrease to provide a good insulation toward the external climate. The
fabrics, which adapt their WVTR in function of the climate, are often called climateresponsive or adaptive.
It is a huge challenge to test fabrics according to their real conditions of use. In fact, most of
the physiological tests are not performed near real conditions. A full determination of the
WVTR of fabrics requires measurements performed in different climates (temperature, rh).
We developed two methods in order to measure the breathability of fabrics near real
conditions. The first method is based on the ASTM E96 and is an isothermal method, while
the second method called “double chamber” method can be operated in non-isothermal
conditions.

The modified ASTM E96 method
The ASTM E96 was modified to be operated with saturated solutions of NaBr, NaCl, KCl
instead of the traditional water present inside the cups (see the poster). The measurements
allow us to study the WVTR in function of the relative humidity and hence to check the
adaptivity of the fabrics toward humidity, i.e. the humidity-response of the WVTR of the
fabrics. The resulting classification of the fabrics demonstrates that this method is more useful
then the conventional Ret measurements from the ISO 11092 (Skin Model) norm. Indeed, it is
not possible to characterize the adaptive attribute of a fabric with the latter method since the
climate is always the same.
We also introduce the parameters “∆WVTR”, “WVTRmax” and “WVTRmin” as shown in
Figure 1a, which are correlated to the humidity-responsive behavior and performance of
fabrics. The higher the ∆WVTR is, the most important will be the change in breathability
between low and high humidity conditions. When both WVTRmax and WVTRmin are

important or low, the fabrics are respectively highly breathable independently on the climate.
Ideally, the fabrics should have then a high ∆WVTR and an adaptive property (presence of an
elbow on the curve displayed in Figure 1b).

a.

b.

Figure 1. a: definition of ΔWVTR, WVTRmax, WVTRmin; b: difference between an adaptive
and a non adaptive fabric.

The double chamber method
We developed also in Empa the double chamber method. Two different climates with
independently controlled humidity and temperature separate the tested fabric. The climates are
set that the water vapour always flows from the climate 1 to the climate 2 as shown in the
Figure 2. Thus, we can simulate winter and summer climatic conditions as well as different
sport conditions. The WVTR of the fabrics are measured in steady-state condition and are
calculated with the weight loss of water vapour from the climate 1 to the climate 2 in a known
time.

a.

b.

Figure 2. a: scheme of the double chamber method, b: photograph of the double chamber.
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1. Introduction
The fabric’s tactile quality, allied to clothes' tactile comfort, style and appearance, is an important selling
argument. Thus, the textile industrialists try to optimize the production and especially finishing processes to
improve the fabrics handle.
So, it appears necessary to develop tools describing and grading the sensory quality of produced fabrics. For this
purpose, many devices, such as Kawabata Evaluation System, have been developed to measure handle as it
relates to the physical properties of fabrics including mechanical, thermal and surface properties [1].
Nevertheless, the relationship between instrumental measurements and consumers' perceptions are still difficult
to establish. Thus, the sensory evaluation method has been applied to textile products [2, 3, 4, 5] in order to
evaluate the tactile feeling [6, 7].
In this study, various knitted fabrics with different production parameters have been produced. The following
parameters have been changed during the production: the material and the count of yarns, the knitting loom's
gauge, and some finishing processes, namely anti-pilling, softening, emerising and calendaring. Further, it has
been examined whether the panelists could be able to detect the effects of these parameters only by touch
without seeing them.

2. Results and discussion
2.1

Study of the panel consensus

This study has been carried out by analysing the individual and the global repeatability of the panel. The
individual repeatability will be examined by plotting the standard deviation versus the mean score of every
« attribute-product » couple. The obtained graphics exhibit the way the assessor used the intensity scale. A
repeatable and coherent assessor would create a cloud of points along the x-axis with low standard deviation (i.e.
lower than 2) values spread across the intensity scale. These graphics indicate his/her ability to use the scale in a
quantitative and reliable manner. On the contrary, a non-uniform repartition might indicate that the assessor
assimilate the scale to a category scale, using only a few preferential positions along it; in our case, the
quantitative aspect of the evaluation is acceptable but not strictly achieved.
The panel repeatability has been examined for each sample tested by plotting the attribute’s mean score of both
the first and the second evaluation. The product profile then obtained enable to evaluate through each attribute
the global repeatability by comparing the attribute’s mean between the evaluations. As example, the product
profile of the fabric 4/4 R 1101 is illustrated on Figure 1. It can be observed that the difference between the first
and second evaluation is not significant except for the falling attribute (8%). These differences might be due to
the climatic conditions of the laboratory and/or to a misunderstanding of the attribute by the assessors. This
problem could be solved through discussion during the working meetings of the panel and training session.

2.2

Study of the attribute’s pertinence

The pertinence of the attributes has been checked by performing a two-way variance analysis at 5% (products,
subjects, products x subjects’ interaction) on the scores of each attribute. When a significant products x subjects
interaction is observed, further analyses of the data of this attribute are carried out. The obtained results show
four non relevant attributes, which are cold-warm, granular, grooved and greasy.
During the sensory evaluation, a problem in the conditions’ adjustment occurred and influenced the evaluation of
the cold-warm attribute. Concerning the granular, grooved and greasy attributes, the assessors were not able to
detect the effects of the difference between the chosen fabrics. This could be explained by the fact that the
modified knitting’s and finishing parameters have no significant effect on these attributes. Thus, these four
attributes, namely cold-warm, granular, grooved and greasy, were not part of subsequent analyzes.

On the other hand, it is observed that three other attributes, namely sticky, responsive and elastic, were not used
in a consensual way by the panel. Indeed, a significant products x subjects interaction is observed. This can be
caused either by a wrong comprehension of this attribute or by different use of the scale. In order to know the
reason of the significance of the products x subjects’ interaction of each attribute, the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) has been used to perform the analysis of the sensory evaluation data.
1evaluation
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Figure 1. The reliability at the global level
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Figure 2. Principal Component Analysis correlation
circle of the assessors for the sticky attribute

The PCA of the attributes (sticky attribute on as example on Figure 2.) shows that the panelists are not scattered.
Consequently, the assessors have understood the attributes in the same way but they used the scale differently.
Hence, these attributes can be taken in consideration.
Thus, only the four non relevant attributes, which are cold-warm, granular, grooved and greasy were not part of
subsequent study of the effect of production’s parameters on the tactile evaluation.

3. Conclusion
In this paper, we observed that the modified production parameters, such as material and count of yarns, the
knitting loom's gauge, and finishing treatments, namely anti-pilling, softening, emerising and calendaring, have a
significant effect on the tactile sensory evaluation. Indeed, the panelists were able to detect their effect on the 11
attributes among the 15 attributes used. And, only four attributes, cold-warm, granular, grooved and greasy,
have not be determined as pertinent.
Thus, it would be interesting to study the effect of the colors’ difference on the sensory perception of our fabrics
by comparing the results of both the evaluation by only touch and the evaluation by touch and sight together.
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INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT AND STUDY OF LINT RELEASE
CHARACTERISTICS OF NONWOVEN WIPES
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INTRODUCTION
The particle release characteristics of wipes is a major consideration while selecting wipes for
clean room and medical uses. The paper discusses the development of an instrument which
can measure the particles of different sizes released in the air stream when the wipe is
abraded by a friction surface under a known pressure. Seven commercial wipes with different
fibre content and produced by different nonwoven technologies have been compared for their
lint release characteristics under five different loads. In all the wiping fabrics, number of
particles of 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 µm released per liter of air on abrasion were measured at
30 second interval after starting the abrasion.
DESIGN OF INSTRUMENT
Basic structure of the instrument consists of a cylindrical tube which is the outer cover of the
whole instrument made of transparent acrylic sheet. The sample is mounted on the base ring
which gets its motion from motor through a rotating shaft, which is fitted inside this tube. The
fabric is rubbed against a friction surface, during its rotation for particle release. An air flow
is maintained in the tube with the help of vacuum pump. Incoming air is cleaned with the
help of glass fibre nonwoven filter attached at one end of the cylindrical tube and particles of
different sizes are counted with the help of two particle counters in incoming and outgoing
air. The line diagram of the developed setup is shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 1 Line diagram of the experimental set-up

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Seven different nonwoven samples were commercially obtained for the study. The details of
the nonwoven samples are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Sample details
Wipe content
Thickness
mm
PP
0.13
PLA
0.29
Lyocel/PET
PET/WP (54/46)
0.80
PLA/Pulp
0.44
PET/WP (52/48)
0.40
VIS/PET (70/30)
0.44

Sample
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7

GSM
11
33
79
53
81
62

Lint releasing property
Lint releasing property of the nonwoven wipes was analyzed with the help of the designed
experimental setup. Wipes samples of dimension 80 X 80 mm was mounted on the base ring.
First the vacuum pump was run for around 30 minutes so that all the particles in the tube gets
sucked and air inside gets cleaner. The number of particles at this stage was measured using
particle counter. After this the motor was run simultaneously with the vacuum pump and the
particle gets released from the wipe. The concentrations of the particles were then noted with
the help of particle counter in the main tube after every 30s. The experiment was repeated for
all 7 seven samples with 5 different additional loads (0, 20, 50, 70,100 gf) and average of 10
readings were taken.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Number of particles released (P) from the sample when it is abraded with the abrasive was
assumed to be a function of load, gf (x), time, s (y) and particle size, μm (z).
P

= f (Load, Time, Particle size)

The particle release was correlated with load and time for particle of predefined size. A
second order polynomial equation P =a0 + a1 x + a2 y + a3 x2 + a4 y2 + a5 x y was assumed and
the values of a0 to a5 and Coefficient of determination (R2) were determined. With increase in
additional load and time there is a gradual increase in number of particles released for all the
particle sizes. The coefficients a3 and a4 were found to be extremely small and the
relationship between the number of particles of a particular size range released and the time
of abrasion is linear for a fixed load and the number of particles of a particular size range
released and the load applied during abrasion is linear for a particular time. The presence of
wood pulp and viscose contributes to higher particle release. From the seven different
samples compared, samples S1 (PP), S2 (PLA) and S3 (Lyocell/PET) have lower particle
release ability compared to other wipes samples. Therefore these wipes can be preferred
where lower particle release from wipes is desired.
The developed instrument allows assessment and comparison of lint release characteristics of
nonwoven fabrics.

COMMENTS TO HEAT AND MOISTURE TRANSFER IN SKIN MODEL TESTERS
OF WATER VAPOUR PERMEABILITY OF FABRICS
Lubos Hes, Technical University of Liberec, Czech Republic, lubos.hes@gmail.com
Key words: physiological comfort, textile fabrics, water vapor permeability, ISO 11092,
measurement precision, alternative measurement method
The most important standard for testing of thermo-physiological comfort of fabrics presents the ISO 11092. This very complex standard became essential for the manufacturers of
special performance fabrics or garments with high added value. That is why increased attention is paid to the application of this standard in recent decades.
In the paper the principle of this widely used method employing the Skin Model tester
is briefly described and three possible reasons affecting the measurement precision of this
method are discussed.
1. During the measurement of thermal resistance, the heat is transferred from the hotplate and fabric surface into the environment by convection and radiation, as this way of
measurement requires certain temperature gradient. As follows from a simple analysis presented in the paper, the portion of heat transferred by radiation depends on surface emission
coefficients of the tested fabric, surface emission coefficient of the porous surface of the hotplate and surface emission coefficients of the surrounding walls (e. g. air channel walls). Nevertheless, the ISO 11092 Standard does not contain any indication about the required surface
emission coefficient of the surrounding walls. Thus, the amount of heat transferred by radiation in two Skin Model instruments with different surface emissivity levels of the interior
walls can differ. The presented experiment confirms the theoretical assumptions and indicates
the necessity of small revision of the ISO 11092.
2. Transfer of moisture from the wet porous plate through the dry tested fabric to the
parallel air flow in the instrument air channel is executed by convection. From the declared
isothermal conditions at the water vapour resistance measurement should follow, that no heat
is simultaneously transferred. However, in the praxis, the hotplate surface cooling may cause
some negative temperature gradient Δt against the hotplate bottom temperature which even
the precise temperature controlling system cannot compensate, unless some special temperature sensors inside the hotplate in special positions are used. This temperature gradient is
caused by certain level of the hotplate internal thermal resistance R. Let us suppose that the
bottom surface of the hotplate is kept at the same temperature tb as the surrounding air ta. The
effective heat flow qevap(eff) passing through the porous plate generates the mentioned negative temperature gradient Δt as follows:
Δt = qevap (eff) R

(1)

When measuring thin fabrics, this temperature gradient should appear at the fabrics outer surface, thus causing the fabric heating by convection, characterized by the heat transfer coefficient α. Heat flow transferred by convection
qconv = αΔt

(2)

then warms up the tested fabric above the isothermal level, thus reducing the measurement
precision:
(3)
qevap (eff) = qevap(theor) - qconv = qevap (theor) – α R qevap (eff)
After algebraic treatment of the Eqs.1-3 we have
qevap (eff) / qevap(theor) = 1 – [αR /(1 – αR)]

(4)

In order to keep the first left term close to 1, the measuring system thermal resistance R must
be as low as possible, and heat transfer coefficient α as well.
3. The last of the possible sources of the lower measurement precision is the difference
in the character of boundary layer of the free instrument surface and the surface of tested fabrics, as water vapor and thermal resistance values of these boundary layers are considered
equal in calculation of water vapor and thermal resistance of the tested fabric.
In order to reduce the possible effect of different boundary layers (in terms of surface
air friction), an alternative method of determination of thermophysiological comfort of textile
fabrics is presented. This method is based on measurement of resistance values for one and
two layers of fabrics. The difference between these values then should correspond to the resistance value of a single layer. Moreover, the outer fabric can be a special thin, smooth and
permeable cover fabric, which should offer the boundary layer with the same structure and
emissivity.
The proposed method was tested by means of the modernized PERMETEST instrument. This small Skin Model employs the air in the climatised laboratory with the
temperature slowly varying in the range 21-23oC. In case of the water vapour resistance
measurement, the measuring head temperature is kept at the mentioned air temperature with
the precision 0,05oC, thus maintaining the isothermal conditions of measurement. Due to the
slightly curved contact porous plate, it is possible to cover this measuring plate by several
textile layers and achieve a good thermal contact between the layers. The instrument was
calibrated by means a special 100% POP woven fabrics with Ret value determined in the
original Skin Model according to the ISO 11092.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of water vapor resistance levels Ret for the ISO 11092 method and alternative measuring method
First experiments indicate that for fabrics with smooth surfaces the water vapor resistance levels determined by the ISO 11092 method and the alternative method are practically
identical. The linear dependence of the Ret values on number of layers confirms the low effect of contact thermal resistances between the tested smooth fabrics. Experiments involving
the fabrics with rough surface or surface texture will follow. It is expected, that due to successful application of the ISO 11092 in textile praxis the possible reduction of the measurement precision due to varying fabric surface structure should be low.
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Coir Fibre is a natural bio degradable fibre extracted from the fruit of the Coconut
Palm tree (Cocos nucifera) . Coir is very hard and highly resistant to abrasion. It is
used to make durable floor mats and floor coverings and vide range of other ecofriendly products including geotextiles which is now being extensively used for soil
protection. Due to its peculiar characteristics, Coir is the hardest and the only natural
fibre resistant to salt water which makes it suitable for marine applications also.
Important Characteristics of Coir Fibre and its major applications are highlighted in
this Paper.
1. INTRODUCTION
Belonging to one of the oldest plant families, the coconut palm is found throughout
the tropics. It is the widest grown palm in the world and provides everything
needed to sustain life. This palm has a single 20-30 metre tall trunk , and can live up
to 100 years ,producing 70 to 100 coconuts per annum. Indonesia, Philippines ,India
and Sri Lanka are the major producers of Coconut and it is one of the main sources of
income for these countries. Different parts of coconut tree is being used for making
door mats, floor coverings, furniture, charcoal, composites and various garden articles,
besides food and drink.
Coir fibres are extracted from the husk of coconut fruit. The extracted fibre is spun
and the yarn is woven on looms to make various coir products, which are eco-friendly
and bio-degradable, due to the distinctive properties of Coir Fibre.
2. COIR FIBRE
The mesocarp tissue, or husk of the coconut fruit contains 20% to 30% fibre of
varying length. The fibres are extracted by grinding the husk. Being tough and
naturally resistant to seawater, the coir fibre protects the fruit enough to survive
months and contains all the other nutrients for the seed to grow. These characteristics
make the fibers quite useful in outdoor mats ,floor coverings ,garden articles ,
aquarium filters, ropes, etc.There are two types of Coir Fibre viz. White Fibre and
Brown Fibre.
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF COIR
The coir fiber cells are having thick walls made of cellulose and they are made up of
small threads, hollow and narrow. Mature brown coir fibers contain more lignin and
less cellulose than fibres such as cotton and therefore stronger but less flexible.
3.1. Physical Properties
Coir is stronger than any other natural fibre and absorbs water up to 200% without
any expansion in volume .Coir is a versatile natural fibre made up of threads of
diameter 10 to 20 micrometres and less than 1.3 mm in length . The various physical
properties of Coir is given in the following Table:

Table 1: Physical Properties of Coir Fibre
Sl.No.

Property

Unit

Measurement

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Diameter
Length
Density
Tenacity
Swelling in water (dia.)
Moisture regain 65% RH
Breaking elongation

mm
mm
gm/cc
gm/ tex
%
%
%

0.1 - 1.5
150 - 200
1.40
10.0
5
10.5
30

3.2. Chemical Properties
Lignin and Cellulose are the major constituents of Coir. Fibre contains 45% lignin,
which makes the it hardest among the natural fibres. The chemical properties of Coir
fibre are given in the following Table:
Table 2: Chemical properties of Coir Fibre:
Sl.No.

Property

Unit

Qty

1
2
3
4
5
6

Hemi-cellulose
Ash
Pectin & Related Compounds
Water solubles
Cellulose
Lignin

%
%
%
%
%
%

0.25
2.22
3.30
5.25
43.44
45.84

4. APPLICATIONS OF COIR FIBRE
Due to the peculiar characteristics of coir fibre it has got broad applications in
various fields including agriculture and soil conservation. The coir products that are
available for multifarious applications are :Coir Yarn,Coir Mats, Coir
Mattings ,GeoTextiles,Coir Pith Garden Articles,Coir Composites,etc.
4.1 Coir Geo-Textiles
Coir geotextile is bio-degradable and eco-friendly and is the natural solution to large
scale soil erosion and soil degradation. Coir geotextiles have very high tensile
strength, water absorption capabilities and ability to break up run off top soil. Major
applications and functions of Coir Geo-Textiles are given in the table below.

Table-3 : Applications and Functions of Coir Geo-Textiles
Sl.No. Applications

Functions

1

Stabilization of soil slope

Reinforcement, erosion control

2

Land reclamation

Filtration, separation, reinforcement

3

River bank protection

Filtration, separation, erosion control

4

Land fills

5

Stabilization of road

6

Rail-roads, track bed Stabilization

Filtration, separation, reinforcement, erosion
control, drainage, protection
Filtration,drainage,separation, reinforcement,
confinement
Filtration,separation, reinforcement,
confinement

4.2 Coir Pith
Pith is the material that binds the coconut fibre in the husk .So far considered as a
problematic waste, Coir Pith also called Coco-peat, has now acquired high demand
for its use as a soil conditioner and plant nutrient and an effective medium for plant
growth. It is an effective soil conditioner and is commonly used as sans-soil
medium for growing plants and used as a substitute for Peat Moss. Pith can hold 8 to
10 times water by weight and is used as potting mixture in plant nursery to save on
water ,which is one of the major costs in the nursery.
CONCLUSION
Coir Fibre is biodegradable ,eco-friendly and has got excellent chemical and physical
properties which makes it suitable for multifarious applications. Coir fibre is the
hardest natural fibre and also the only fibre which is resistant to salt water. Coir
geotextile is the natural solution to soil erosion and soil degradation and Coir Pith is
used as soil conditioner and an effective medium for plant growth . Coir composite is
well accepted as a wood substitute which in turn can reduce the pace deforestation
to a great extent.

NOVEL BIODEGRADABLE FIBRES FROM ENZYME-TREATED PULP
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Cellulose is an ideal raw material for a large variety of products, because it is biodegradable,
renewable, non-toxic and plentiful. The most important cellulose source is wood, which
contains about 40% of cellulose from its dry weight. In order to utilise cellulose for high value
applications it is separated from the other wood components in the chemical pulping process.
The purified cellulose is known as dissolving grade chemical pulp and its cellulose content is
from 94% to 97%. The pulp is most commonly used for regenerated cellulosic products such
as cellulosic fibres, films, casings and sponges.
The production of regenerated items requires the dissolution of cellulose and subsequent
regeneration into the desired shape. The dissolution of cellulose is challenging because of
strong fibrillar structure of cellulose, which restricts its direct dissolution into cheap and
common solvents.
Consequently, most of the regenerated cellulosic products are
manufactured by the well-known viscose process in which a highly toxic carbon disulphide
(CS2) is needed to transform cellulose into a soluble form. However, the enzyme-assisted
method offers an ecological way to dissolve and process cellulose, and accordingly to
eliminate the environmental load caused by the viscose process.
Dissolving grade total chlorine free (TFC) sulphite pulp, a common raw material for the
viscose process, was treated with commercial enzyme preparation. The enzymatic treatment
decreased the SCAN viscosity of the pulp by 33% and solubilised around 3% of the pulp
material. The enzyme-treated pulp was dissolved in aqueous sodium zincate solution and
regenerated to cellulosic fibres (Biocelsol) using a wet spinning technique. The spinning dope
contained 6wt% of cellulose, 7.8wt% of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and 0.84wt% of zinc
oxide (ZnO). The fibres were spun into 15% sulphuric acid (H2SO4) bath containing 10% of
sodium salt (Na2SO4), stretched in a hot water bath, washed, finished and dried. The
characteristics of the novel cellulosic Biocelsol fibres were measured and compared with the
commercial viscose fibres.

The highest tenacity of the obtained fibres was 1.8 cNdtex-1 with elongation of 14% and titre
of 1.8 dtex. The crystallinity degree of these fibres was 47% and average size of crystallites
40Å. The tenacity and elongation of the Biocelsol fibres were slightly lower, but the
crystallinity degree significantly higher than the comparable values of the commercial viscose
fibres (2.1 cNdtex-1, 17% and 28%, respectively).
The shape of the Biocelsol fibre cross section was circular and the structure of surface
furrowed, whereas the typical cross section of the viscose fibres is serrated and the surface
structure striped. The specific flexural rigidity of the Biocelsol fibres was 0.26 mNmm2tex-2
and of the viscose fibres 0.13 mNmm2tex-2. The higher rigidity of the Biocelsol fibres is
mainly due to their circular cross section. The internal surface of the fibres as a function of
porosity was measured by SAXS. The internal surface of the Biocelsol fibres was more than
twofold as compared to the viscose fibres (1008 m2cm-3 and 428 m2cm-3, respectively). This is
explained by the fast coagulation rate of the Biocelsol fibres, which favours the development
of pores. Consequently, the water swelling of the Biocelsol fibres was 1.5 times higher than
that of the viscose fibres, which is an interesting property regarding the hygiene applications,
for example.
The raw material and fibre forming process of the Biocelsol and the viscose fibres are close to
each other. The most significant difference is the absence of carbon disulphide in the
Biocelsol process. Even though, the chemical composition of the fibres is alike, the properties
differ largely from each other. This is probably due to the rapid solidification of the Biocelsol
spinning solution in the acidic bath without any chemical reaction. This leads to the specific
properties of the fibres and might restrict the development of higher tenacity fibres at the
moment.
The advantage of the enzyme-aided pulp treatment method is the total elimination of CS2; it is
not needed, because the cellulose dissolves directly after the enzymatic treatment. The
enzymes originate from nature, are biodegradable and do not threaten the environment. Their
mode of action is catalytic, thus the dosages needed are low and the optimal processing
conditions moderate.
The regenerated cellulose products manufactured from enzyme-treated pulp are naturally
biodegradable. In addition, they do not require bleaching, because no colouring and smellforming sulphur by-products are formed in the process. Due to the absence of carbon
disulphide, the cellulose solution could also be used for application, which does not allow any
sulphur traces.
The research was carried out in the EU FP6 project Biocelsol - Biotechnological Process for
Manufacturing Cellulosic Products with Added Value, with contract number of NMP2-CT2003-505567. The text reflects only the authors’ views and the Community is not liable for
any use that may be made of the information contained therein.

EFFECT OF THE CRYSTALLINE CHARACTER
ON FIBER MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
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This work reports on the effect of the crystalline character on the mechanical properties of
textile fibers. The study has been undertaken on three different types of agave Americana L.
fibers: (i) raw fibers manually extracted after cutting the leaf in right sections parallel to the
fibers axis. Without being subjected to any treatment or solicitation, the obtained fibers are
left at their native state, (ii) distilled water extracted fibers obtained by submitting agave
leaves to a hydrolysis treatment in distilled water. Fibers are then separated from the matrix
by calendering the leaf and washed, (iii) seawater extracted fibers obtained by placing leaves
on the sea floor for a period of three months. The natural matrix of the leaves is then splitted
up allowing fibers to be separated.
Whatever the method of extraction used, we obtain technical fibers presented as fibrous
bundles called bundles of ultimate fibers.
The x-ray diffractograms of the three samples show a pattern quite similar with the four
peaks characteristic of native cellulose (cellulose I). These peaks are nearly located at 2θ =
15.5°, 16.5°, 22° and 34.5°; which are the positions of the (101) , (10 1 ) ,

( 002 )

and

( 040 ) crystallographic plane reflections, respectively. A diffractometric analysis was made to
determine percent crystalline component, unit cell dimensions and monoclinic angle of the
three samples. The approach we applied to measure the percent crystallinity consists in
dividing x-ray scatter into contributions from amorphous and crystalline regions, intensity
minima are located graphically and the area beneath the curves integrated and compared. The
degree of crystallinity is 51.2% for raw fibers and decreases to 50.1% for distilled water
extracted fibers, then to 41.2% for seawater extracted fibers. The unit cell dimensions a, b
and c for raw fibers are 8.9Å, 10.3Å and 7.9Å respectively and the monoclinic angle is 83.6°.
When extracted in distilled water, the values of a and c slightly increases, whereas that of the
monoclinic angle diminishes. These variations were more pronounced for seawater extracted
fibers.

The values obtained for the mechanical properties of distilled water extracted fibers are close
to that of raw fibers, which exhibit the highest tenacity and the lowest extensibility. The
tenacity decreases from raw fibers (σ = 34.5 cN/tex) to distilled water extracted fibers (σ =

30.2 cN/tex), and then to seawater extracted fibers (σ = 28.2 cN/tex). While, the extensibility
increases significantly by 250% from raw fibers (ε = 14%) to seawater extracted fibers (ε =
49%).
Our results demonstrated that the crystalline character of agave americana L. fibers reveals
their mechanical properties. The most important factors influencing the tenacity and the
elongation are the degree of crystallinity and the unit cell dimensions. A high degree of
crystallinity and low unit cell dimensions enable raw fibers to achieve high tenacity and low
extensibility values.
In fact, when a force is applied to a fiber, extension occurs for two reasons: i) a slight
stretching of the chain molecules themselves and ii) a straightening of the molecules in the
non crystalline regions, with a resultant straining of the hydrogen-bond cross-links between
them. Thus, the magnitude of distortion of cellulose molecules and cross links depends on the
spacing between neighbouring chains represented by the unit cell parameters a and c. When
these latter have high values, cellulose molecules are more distant and the fiber becomes
more extensible and less strong (seawater extracted fibers).
On the other hand, the proportion of ordered regions (degree of crystallinity) is also
responsible for the fiber mechanical properties. In crystalline regions, the molecules are
firmly fixed and stable, holding the structure in place and allowing the fiber to be stronger
and less extensible (raw fibers).

Key-words

Agave americana L., Extraction, X-ray, Crystallinity, Microcrystallite size, Unit cell
dimensions, Monoclinic angle, Mechanical properties.
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In the last 60 years, the global fiber trends have changed dramatically. The focus in consumer
preference is shifting from natural fibers to synthetic fibers. Among all the synthetic fibers
polyester is the most flexible and ideally positioned to participate in the incremental global
demand.
India is currently experiencing an economic growth rate of 8–10 % in GDP. Factors
contributing to this phenomena and concomitant textile growth are rapid demographic
changes, growing middle class, addition of new plant capacities, export orientation, and
massive investment in retail to position as an organized sector. India is the second largest
polyester producer in the world. The main drivers contributing to this status are self
sufficiency in raw material, efficient low cost manufacturing and continuous innovation in
new products & processes.
Reliance Ind. Ltd. is the largest manufacturer of polyester in the world. It has a global
capacity of 2.5 million tons per annum with 8% share. Over the last two decades the
Company has adapted to the changing economic & political scenario to attain this dominant
position. Today; this is due to its backward integration and economies of scale. With
changing trends in the industry the company is focusing its strategy on developing new
innovative technologies to meet customer needs.

Short Fiber Content Measurement in Cotton
Prof. Dr. Urs Meyer
Università degli Studi di Bergamo
1. Background of the project
Short fiber content in cotton is critical for its performance in spinning. Measuring short fiber
content by the instrumentation generally available is inadequate. High Volume
Instrumentation systems (HVI) are inaccurate in measuring short fibers due to the pincer used
to build a plied and combed, non aligned beard (Fig. 1a). The alternative Advanced Fiber
Instrumentation Systems (AFIS) tends to shorten fibers in the preparation process, involving a
carding action. It is also slow compared to the HVI, since fibers are measured individually
[1]. HVI and AFIS measurements disagree [2]. Thus, the exact value of short fiber content
missing, optimization of the card for minimum fiber damage, or checking the quality of the
combing process by a staple diagram of the noils, are a matter of guesswork.

fiber length
fiber beard (not to scale)
clamping
width

clamping
width

clamping
width

fiber beard (not to scale)

c) aligned beard (Almeter)

b) non aligned beard,
combed
fiber length

fiber length

a) non aligned beard,
plied and combed (HVI)

Fig. 1: Fiber beard preparation for measurement of staple length

The target of this study is to evaluate two ways to measure the staple diagram with a quick
and simple method for preparation of the fibers, being able to measure fibers from 5mm
length up, at a resolution in the order of 2mm, and providing the possibility to be checked and
calibrated by the user.
2. Measuring fiber density on a non aligned beard
The fiber density in a beard may be measured either by capacitance (Almeter) or light
transmission (HVI, Keisokki Classifiber). The measurement is a relative one, the output of the
sensor being standardized to provide the distribution of fiber length, either in the form of a
histogram or a sum histogram. The fiber density on an end aligned beard (Fig. 1c) represents
directly the sum histogram of the fiber length. In order to speed up fiber beard preparation, a
non aligned beard would be preferable. The conversion of the fiber density of the non aligned
beard into the histogram of the end aligned beard is done by the following formula:

Sum histogram of non aligned beard
--> histogram of end aligned beard:
N(x): number of fibers of length x in end aligned beard
S(x): total number of fibers exceeding length x in non aligned beard
N(x) =

d 2 S(x)
dx 2

*x

The problem showing up here is that differentiating the output of a sensor affords excellent
repeatability and absence of noise in the signal. Test on a capacitance sensor originally used
on an Almeter instrument demonstrate the feasibility of measuring by a non aligned beard,
however no improvement is gained in measuring short fiber content. This is due to the
combing out of short fibers on preparing the non aligned beard (Fig. 1b). To compensate this,
a division operation by the fiber length is necessary, which leads to a division by very small
numbers for short fibers.
Correction for lost fibers due to
combing the beard:
T(x): number of fibers of length x in original sample before combing
C(x): number of fibers of length x in combed sample
lmax: length of the longest fiber in beard
T(x) =

lmax
C(x)
x *

This appears to be the primary reason for the inaccuracy of any short fiber measurement on a
non aligned fiber beard.
3. Measuring fiber density on an aligned beard
Working with an aligned beard is the Fibroliner/Almeter combination. The preparation of the
aligned beard applies a minimum of stress on the fibers, affords however a sensitive and slow
mechanism. Being originally invented 50 years ago, and for wool type fibers, this instrument
is still the only one available that allows a generic physical check and calibration by templates
simulating a certain staple distribution. This is the reason why this instrument is still in use,
but more often lying idle on a shelf due to missing parts and maintenance. The measuring
capacitor, being 4mm wide, limits the resolution on short fibers.
4. Conclusions
The short fiber content calculated from HVI measurements and the values indicated by AFIS
contradict [2]. Both instruments basing on proprietary algorithms for evaluation and
calibration, there is no way to confirm either indication. A third method is missing. The
Almeter is a promising concept, provided that the measuring capacitor is modified for
improved resolution on short fibers.
1) Paul L. Hollis, Georgia Cotton Crop Surprisingly Good, Southeast Farm Press, Jan. 12,
2005.
2) Jerry D. Rowland, Cotton Short-Fiber Testing, 12th Annual Engineered Fiber Selection
System Conference, Greenville, 1999.

Optimization of Fiber Friction, Top Arm Pressure
and Roller Setting at Various Drafting Stages
A. DAS1, S. M. ISHTIAQUE AND R. NIYOGI
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Hauz-khas, New Delhi – 110 016, India

The influence of fiber friction, top arm pressure and roller setting at various
drafting stages (draw frame, speed frame and ring frame) on yarn properties has been
studied. Our main objective in this study is to investigate the combined effect of fiber
friction, roller setting and top arm pressure in front zone at various drafting stages,
namely draw frame, speed frame and ring frame and to optimize to relate the above
mentioned parameters for better drafting condition and quality of product. Our
specific objective is to produce a yarn with optimized parameters achieved at various
drafting stages. The Box and Behnken factorial design has been used to optimize
these three factors for better yarn quality. The variables used in the studyare given in
Table 1.
Table I: Actual values of variables at different drafting stages corresponding to coded levels

Stages of
drafting

Draw frame

Variables

Coefficient of fiber friction (X1)
Top arm pressure (X2), kg/cm2
Roller setting (X3), mm

Coded level
-1
0.3
0.6
32

0
0.4
0.75
34

+1
0.5
0.90
36

0.3
0.4
0.5
Coefficient of fiber friction (X1)
2
Top arm pressure (X2), kg/cm
2.0
2.2
2.4
Speed frame Roller setting (X3), mm
45
47
49
Coefficient of fiber friction (X1)
0.3
0.4
0.5
Top arm pressure (X2), kg/cm2
Ring frame
2.0
2.2
2.4
41
43
45
Roller setting (X3), mm
In each case, the optimum conditions within the industrially acceptable limits of the
process are established. The results presented here (Table II, in the form of response
surface equations) show that fiber-to-fiber friction can be the dominant factor in
determining the tensile properties of ring spun yarns. It is observed that higher fiber
friction value gives higher yarn tenacity and lower hairiness. On the other hand, lower
fiber friction value gives better evenness and lower imperfections. The top arm
pressure and roller setting influence the yarn properties at all the three drafting stages
almost in similar way. With the increase of top arm pressure and roller setting the
yarn tenacity increases initially up to a point and then decreases. Yarn unevenness,
imperfections and hairiness shows an initial decrease up to a point with the increase of
the above two parameters. In general, the moderate level of top arm pressure and
roller setting gives better results.

Table II: Response surface equations for various yarn characteristics at different drafting stages
Drafting
stages

Yarn
characteristics
Tenacity (g/tex)

Response surface equations
14.222+2.118 X1+0.204 X2-0.156 X3-0.580 X12-1.123 X22

Elongation (%)
Draw
frame

*
2

13.357+1.513 X1+0.265 X2+0.225 X3+0.34 X1 +0.6 X2

Imperfections/Km

X12+672.625

3268+1363.750 X1+185.500 X2+336.125
6.983-0.922 X1-0.628

X12+0.105

X3

2

0.973
2

X2 +370.125 X3

2

2

0.979
0.990

2

Hairiness(S3)

634.286-110 X1+37.089 X3 -43.750 X1 X3

0.953

Tenacity (g/tex)

16.797+2.32X1-1.112X12-0.99X22

0.954

Elongation (%)

6.125+0.356X3

Unevenness (U %)

13.847+0.565X1+0.498X2+0.287X3 -2.357X12

Imperfections/Km
Hairiness(H)

Ring
frame

0.993

*

Unevenness (U %)

Hairiness(H)

Speed
frame

Coefficient of
determination, R2

0.309
2

2917+1197 X1+225 X2+400 X1 +730.25
6.844-0.934 X1-0.418

X22

0.975

600.286-219.875 X1+55.339 X3

Tenacity (g/tex)

14.094+2.675X1-1.706X22

2

0.946

0.944

2

Elongation (%)

5.269+0.286X3

Unevenness (U %)

14.477+0.99X1+0.453X2+0.58X3 -3.437X12

Hairiness(H)
Hairiness(S3)

1

0.972
0.958

X12

Hairiness(S3)

Imperfections/Km

+1.073X22 +0.458X32

0.264
2

+1.678X2 +0.903X32

2135.286+1295.500 X1+226.500 X2+126.750X3+581.714 X2
2

2

6.003-1.25 X1 +0.102 X3-0.102 X1 +0.478X2 +0.718X3
2

554.615-133.875 X1 -44.577X1 +67.173 X3

2

2

2

0.970
0.984
0.998
0.950

To whom correspondence should be addressed; e-mail: apurba@textile.iitd.ernet.in,
apurba_das@hotmail.com
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Size and quality of the fibre surface are crucial factors of fiber reinforced composite
properties. Chemical processes, steam explosion, beating and their combination [1] are very
useful for splitting of fibrils and removal of non-cellulosic materials (hemicelluloses, pectins,
lignin) from the fibres. Chemical methods, including development of cellulose derivatives
(e.g. acetylation) and use of various compatibilizers have widely been investigated [2].
The aim of our work is to improve the cellulosic fiber–polypropylene matrix adhesion by
treatments not shortening the fibers and being easily applicable in the practice.
Alkali and ultrasonic treatments and their combinations were used to increase the accessible
surface of the flax and hemp fibers. The effects of the treatments were characterized by
weight loss, colour change, FTIR, fiber diameter, SEM, polarisation microscope and by
microbond test [3].
Removal of some non-cellulosic material, fibrillation (Fig. 1), decrease of average fiber
diameter and improvement of fiber–matrix adhesion were observed.

Untreated

Alkali treated

Alkali treated and sonicated

Figure 1. Untreated, alkali treated and alkali–sonication dually treated flax fibre (1000x)
Very intensive sonication had an adverse effect on the fiber–matrix adhesion (Fig 2), probably
due to the sticking of fibrils.
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Figure 2.
The shear stress as a function of
flax fibre–matrix surface
Effect of sonication parameters (Time: 20 and
60 min, Energy: 50 % and 100 %)
Sonication: Elma Transsonic multifrequency unit TI-H15 (ultrasound power 4×25 watt), 25 kHz, sweep
operation mode, distilled water

Alkali treatment has practically no effect on fibre–matrix adhesion while a subsequent
sonication is advantageous (Fig. 3.)
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The shear stress as a function of flax fibre–
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Paraffin coating (Fig 4) results in a further improvement of fibre–matrix adhesion. Sonication
of paraffin coating has no effect; washing off the possibly excess paraffin is disadvantageous.
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Figure 4
The shear stress as a function of flax fibre–
matrix surface
Effect of paraffin coating
Alkali–sonication dually treated flax fibre (AS),
paraffin coated (ASP),
paraffin coated and washed (ASPW),
paraffin coated and sonicated (ASPS),
paraffin coated, sonicated and washed (ASPSW)

Conclusion: Sonication, especially combined with alkali treatment, is a proper method to
improve the accessible surface of flax and hemp fibers. The modified fibers are suitable for
manufacturing non-woven fiber blends for composite materials. Paraffin coating results in a
further improvement of fibre–matrix adhesion. Very intensive sonication may cause an
adverse effect on the fiber–matrix adhesion, probably due to the sticking of fibrils.
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ENERGY ABSORPTION INSIDE A 3D TEXTILE COMPOSITE STRUCTURE.
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3D composite structures derived from different textile processes such as weaving, braiding
and knitting, tend to be mainly used for new technical applications. Focusing on the 3D
woven composites and especially the warp interlock fabric, recent research have put on the
fore its capacity to absorb the total energy of a projectile [Tan et al., 1997]. Of course this
behaviour must be qualified depending on the projectile mass and velocity. Some specific
warp interlock structures are better defined to have pre-determined delamination behaviour
which helps to absorb the energy [Jones and Pickett, 2005].
Thus to forecast the energy absorption mechanisms, it’s necessary to clearly qualified them by
making different measurements. The main interest of this approach is to directly quantify the
energy absorption inside the structure. A target has been designed including some specific
sensor yarns inside the warp interlock structure. During the impact of a projectile with a well
known kinetic energy, a very high speed sampling of measurements has been performed to
store the data of velocity breaking of the target. This experiment has helped us to define a
mathematical model of energy absorption for this given warp interlock fabric.
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Novel Hybrid Nanocomposite Fibers: Advanced
Materials for Technical Textile Applications
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The Nanotechnology is still making strides towards perfection, but already many applications
of nanotechnology have created wonders in various disciplines of science and technology
with polymer nanocomposites being one among them. Polymer nanocomposites are the
advanced new class of materials with an ultrafine dispersion of nanofillers or nanoparticles in
a polymeric matrix, where at least one dimension of nanofibers is smaller than about 10 nm.
The nanofillers may have only one dimension in nano range - lamellar (e.g. layered silicate
clays), two dimensions in nanorange –fibrillar (e.g carbon nanotubes) or all the three
dimensions in nanorange- spherical (e.g metals / metaloxide nanoparticles and POSS
(Polyhedral oligomeric silsisquioxanes).[1,2]

Current trends in hybrid polymer-clay nanocomposites are suggestive of hidden potentials
that have attracted significant interest because they exhibit synergistic behaviour derived
from the two distinct components [3]. The incorporation of nanostructured inorganic fillers
such as nanoclays, polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS), metal and metal oxide
nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes/carbon nanofibers etc into polymers also has the potential of
modifying the fiber and textile performance. Polymer nanocomposites thus offer tremendous
potential when produced in fiber form and offer properties that leapfrog those of currently
known commodity synthetic fibres. Nanocomposite fibres that contain nanoscale embedded
rigid particles as reinforcements show improved high temperature mechanical property,
improved thermal stability, useful optical, electrical, barrier or other functionality such as
improved dyeability, flame retardance, antimicrobial property etc. These novel biphasic
nanocomposites fibres in which dispersed phase is of nanoscale dimension, will make a major
impact in tyre reinforcement, electro-optical devices and other applications such as medical
textiles, protective clothing etc. The work on spinning of nanocomposites started about seven
years ago and several research groups across the world are exploring the synthesis, fiber
processing, structure- property characterization and correlation and molecular modeling of

these unique new composites fibers. With these improved properties, these fibers can have an
edge over their neat counterparts in various applications both domestic and industrial textiles
[4,5].

This paper presents an overview on the development of novel nanocomposite fibres with
superior properties in terms of dyeability, weathering resistance, thermal stability and tensile
properties. The issues and challenges in nanocomposite fiber research and the work done by
our group on carbon nanofiber, POSS and Clay-based nanocomposite fibres [6,7] will be
discussed.
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The petroleum resources are becoming limited. Moreover the ecosystem is disturbed
and damaged as a result of non degradable plastics or textile materials. Incineration of wastes
is not a really alternative because a large amount of carbon dioxide, and sometimes toxic
gases, are released and it contributes to global pollution. For this reasons, investigations
concerning the development of biodegradable polymer coming from renewable resources
have been initiated for several years. One of the most promising candicate is polylactic acid
(PLA), obtained from conversion of lactide to high molecular weight polymer The PLA is in
fact a linear aliphatic thermoplastic polyester. The properties of PLA can be adapted using
several kind of additives in order to obtain materials able to be used for textile applications.
In that frame, our study is focused on the development of fire retardant materials for
automotive applications coming from renewable resources. The originality of this study is
based on the fact that the PLA has been used as binder resin for textile. The binder resin could
play two major roles on textile support in general and on non-woven in particular; the first one
being to insure the mechanical cohesion of the textile substrate and the second one being to
achieve several functionalities such as fire retardant properties.
The first part of the study is dedicated to the presentation of protocol developed in
order to use PLA as binder resin on textiles. The second part describes the concept of
intumescence, a way to achieve fire retardant properties. In a third part, comparison of the
properties of materials obtained with PLA as binder with materials that used keratine coming
from gunded duck feather as binder is presented. In conclusion of the article, potential
development for industrial applications are developed.
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Textile materials for technical applications have to meet various and sometimes even
contrasting requirements. New tailor-made textile fibers to combine such complex
requirements can be created by coating them with ceramic micro- or nanoparticles to improve
their properties and to combine the surface and the substrate functions 1, 2, i.e. retain the flexibility and elasticity of polymeric fibers, and obtain advantageous functions of ceramic
materials (e.g. resistance to heat, impact, cut, abrasion, hydrolysis, light). By coating polyamide 6 (PA 6) monofilaments in a dip coating process with alumina (Al2O3) particles
embedded in a polyesterurethane binder system, the feasibility of this concept has been
demonstrated 3.
In the presented work, the influence of dip coating parameters
such as fiber diameter, viscosity and roll-up speed on the
coating properties was investigated. A custom-built dip
coating machine (Fig. 1) was used to cover PA 6
monofilaments (diameter: 100, 200 and 400 µm) with a slurry
based on alumina particles (D50: 2 µm; amount: 39 wt%
relating to the slurry composition) and a polyester urethane
matrix. The particle size distribution was not influenced by
the slurry preparation. Rheological examination of the slurry
revealed its shear thinning behavior. Various amounts of
thickener (carboxymethylcellulose) were added resulting in
slurry viscosities ranging from 0.09 to 0.48 Pa·s at a shear
rate of 1000 s-1. The coated filaments (Fig. 2) were analyzed
Fig. 1: Custom built dip coating
in terms of coating thickness and abrasion resistance. The
machine. The monofilament
goal of the abrasion test performed was to assess adhesion
passes from the unwinding bobbin (1) through the slurry (2), the
and quality (not function) of the coatings.
drying oven (3) and the curing
The coating thickness is mainly controlled by process
oven (4) to the winding bobbin
parameters like slurry viscosity, roll-up speed and fiber
(5). Total width: 100 cm; total
diameter, and it increases with roll-up speed and radius as can
height: 180 cm.
generally be expected for such dip coating processes 4.

1

present adress: Christian-Doppler Laboratory for Textile and Fibre Chemistry in Cellulosics, Institute of
Textile Chemistry and Textile Physics of the Leopold-Franzens University Innsbruck, A-6850 Dornbirn, Austria

Fig. 2: Scanning electron micrographs of an uncoated (a) and a coated (b) PA 6 filament; the cross-sectional
view reveals the ceramic particles embedded in the polymeric matrix (c, d). Coating conditions: fiber diameter:
400 µm; slurry viscosity: 0.17 Pa·s at a shear rate of 1000 s-1; roll-up speed: 0.38 m·min-1.

There is an approximately nearly
linear correlation between the roll-up
speed and the coating thickness
(Fig. 3) exhibiting a remarkable increase in the coating thickness for
thicker filaments.
Dip coating makes it possible to cover
polymeric filaments with an adherent
and uniform coating, thus building up
a system with a polymeric core and a
hard and flexible ceramic composite Fig. 3: Coating thickness versus roll-up speed for 3 different
fiber diameters. Slurry viscosity: 0.17 Pa·s at a shear rate of
shell.
-1
1000 s . For each fiber diameter, the highest roll-up speed
shown in the graph represents the highest possible roll-up
speed to get a uniform coating. Speed limitations are mainly
due to intrinsic characteristics of the setup used for these
experiments (limited length of drying oven and curing oven).
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The most widely used fiber process is the fiber spinning process. Besides,
electrospinning, in which fiber formation is due to the presence of an electric field, is
more and more used, in particular for the production of nanofibres, which present
significant potential for various applications, among which are, sensors, filters,
biomedical, functional textiles etc. On the other hand, functional polymers and
polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) have attracted much attention in recent years
because of their potential functional applications, (readily availability, low cost and
high aspect ratio for some nanoparticles is also an interesting advantage), which can
maximize some properties such as the mechanical, thermal, electrical, piezoelectric,
and barrier. They also present an extraordinary opportunity for polymers to be used in
biomedical applications, in light of their improved structural (mechanical, thermal,
etc.) and functional properties (electric, magnetic, biologic, etc.). In this study, fibers
obtained from the electrospinning process as well as melt spun fibers from polymers
and nanocomposites and their blends with carbon nanotubes (CNT) will be discussed
in terms of the effect of material and process parameters. Their structure and
performance will be discussed as well as some applications. Techniques such as X-ray
diffraction and SEM microscopy were used to determine the structure of the fibers.

Metal film on synthetic fibers for wearable electronics
Martin Amberg, Manfred Heuberger, Dirk Hegemann
Empa, Swiss Materials Science & Technology, Lerchenfeldstrasse 5, 9014
St.Gallen/Switzerland; martin.amberg@empa.ch
Conductive fibers with unchanged textile character are key to the development of wearable
electronics. For an optimal integration into the complex textile production chain, a conductive fiber must allow weaving, knitting and embroidering; for market acceptance, it has to be
washable many times. In this work an industry-relevant plasma sputtering process was systematically scrutinized to identify the relevant factors of metal-fiber adhesion.

The full integration of electronic components into textiles has attracted considerable attention
- worldwide. Leading international companies are focusing their efforts onto innovative products such as wearable communication devices, wearable computing, or, wearable medical
monitoring. To realize new products, the integration of conventional electronic components is
already highly advanced; namely as sensors, keyboards, buttons, switches, microphones, antennas, temperature sensors, skin electrodes and the like. All of these new developments call
for an electrical point-to-point connection integrated into the textile to transmit analog and
digital signals or deliver the necessary power to the components.
Empa has developed a plasma sputtering process,[1] which deposits a nanometer thick metal
film onto synthetic fibers in a continuous process. The film is thin enough to preserve the textile character of the fiber, yet also thick enough to guarantee low enough electrical resistance.
[2]
This process was recently transferred into industrial production. Since textile fibers commonly come with a spin finish oil or avivage on their surface a thorough pre-cleaning is necessary to achieve optimal adhesion and wash permanency.
The electrical resistivity is depending on the film thickness and the applied material. Interestingly, our thin metal films sustain a higher strain on fibers under tension than expected for the
bulk metal equivalent. Due to the noticeable advantage of the enhanced elongation at break of
bonded films, an optimization of washing fastness via enhanced adhesion is possible.[3] In this
work we established the quantitative relationship between residual oil on the surface and the
properties of the metal coating. Furthermore, we could identify the best conditions for fiber
pre-cleaning in a reactive plasma zone prior to the metallization. Analysis of the mechanisms
of film failure allowed us to catalog a number of important correlations between pre-cleaning,
film thickness and adhesion. An example of such a result is shown in Figure 2. In an iterative
course, the plasma process was hence optimized to such an extent that it yielded superior performance with respect to washing fastness and sterilization.

PES 150f48
el. Widerstand: 10 Ω/cm
Silbermasse: 1.3 mg/m

Fig. 1: Metallized fiber bobbin exhibiting a low electric resistance and a high reflectance characteristic
for this high-quality coating.

Fig. 2: Residual spin finish oil and silver uptake as a function of process speed. This graph illustrates
the cleaning efficiency of the reactive He/O2 plasma on synthetic fiber.
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HEAT TRANSFER IN FIBREFILL NONWOVEN
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Introduction
In this parper we will present the model that has been developped in order to predict the thermal and
insulation behavious of a nonwoven fiberfill layer.
The nonwoven has been described by a model taking into account the 3D structure of the
nonwovenand a modelling program has been implemented on MathCAD. Theorétical and practical
results has been compared and the obtained results have validated the proposed model.

Modelling methods
The fibrefill nonwoven’s fibre direction is the same as the Figure 1 shows heat transfer in fibre in one
square on the basis of fibre distribution.
In nonwoven products needle
punching bonding process is used.
x
Needle number is 12 and
1
preneedling process needling density
3
3
b
is one time in one square.
L
2
a
This case equivalent thickness (b) of
fibre in perpendicular direction , (a)
in axial direction (Figure1 and 2).
0
b
a
Thickness of air layer is (1- a), (1-b).
Based on the Fourier heat transfer
2(a + b)
equation:

q=

k

δ

(t1 − t 2 )

(1)

Figure 1. Fibre orientation model
1- fibre in a perpendicular direction , 2- fibre in a axial
direction, 3- air layer
With :
k- thermal conductivity of the sample,W/m0K;
δ : thickness,mm;
t1 -inside layers temperature, °C ;
t2- environment temperature, °C.
Changing Fourier’s heat transfer equation slightly, fibrefill
nonwoven with fibres in an axial and perpendicular
direction :
b
1-b
z

q=
1

1
(t1 − t 2 )
Re
0

Q

Re - equivalent thermal resistance , m 2 C / W .
Thermal resistance of fibre in perpendicular direction is:

1

a

2

R I = R If + RaI

1-a
y

x

R If − thermal

resistance

of
0

fibre

in

direction

of

Figure 2. Heat transfer through the perpendicular heat flow, m 2 C / W ;
thickness of the nonwoven
RaI - thermal resistance of air in the direction perpendicular
0

heat flow, m 2 C / W

Thermal resistance of fibre in direction series follows :

R =
II

R IIf RaII
R IIf + RaII
0

R IIf − thermal resistance of fibre in direction axial heat flow, m 2 C / W
Equivalent thermal resistance of heat flow during nonwoven is:

R I R II
R I + R II
Calculation and simulation of the mathematic model.
Re =

(11)

Human thermal flow, environment temperature and fibre content in this model would give massive
amount of results of calculations in thermal resistance defined.
For calculation the mathematic model used MathCAD 13.0 .
However, for this research we have used the
calculation environment temperature
t e = −10,−11... − 40 ,

Figure3. Relationship between fibre volume and
thermal conductivity

human heat flow q = 40,50...120 and content of
fibre allowance.
Thermal resistance increased when fibre content
increased although the fibre content after peak of
80%, decreased (Figure 3).
We research and experiments highlighted the
optimal fibre content in the web. The results of
the calculations certified our experiments,
showing that when the air in the web decreased
thermal value also decreased. New fabrics can be
produced which are nonwoven, soft, easy and
fibrefill.

The mathematic model simulated by using software ANSYS 10.0 .
Calculated heat transfer through nonwoven based on unit of fibre orientation model which is
complete for 72 units for different iteraition in direction and arrangment. The united structure of
nonwoven is shown in Figure 4.

Figure4. The united structure of nonwoven

Figure 5. Results of simulation in the
mathematical model

In Figure 5 shows the heat transfer by this united structure of nonwoven.
For simulation we used thermal conductivity of air at 0.029 W/m0K, thermal conductuivity of fibre for
axial and perpendicular direction in heat transfer of 0.165 W/m0K, 0.480 W/m0K, and metabolic rate in
human (enviroment temperature -40°C) and environment temperature is variable.
Mathematic models (heat transfer process by nonwoven’s) determined thickness of insualtion
materials, contents of air using environment temperature, working type and metabolic rate for human
comfort.

We also can determined for this model the optimal thickness of material (sleeve, front, back) in
ascribe human body region temperature and metabolic rate.
The mathematic model defines variance in the amount of layers thermal resistance and air layers
thermal resistance within.
Combining the results of mathematical model and experimental for thermal resistance in the WFIM
shows Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Thermal resistance of WFIM at the theory and experiment results.

Conclusion
The result showed mathematical model indicate heat transfer process through wool fibrefill insulation
material, in the differences for comparison between at the experiment and theory are 4- 8% , proved
mathematical model for WFIM is corresponding to the real condition .

Conductive Nonwoven Modeling
B. Maze and B. Pourdeyhimi,
NCRC, NC State University

Conductive fibrous structures have already been extensively studied [1]. However,
those were not textile materials but electrodes for batteries. Conductive nonwoven
have been used, for example, as heating elements in car seats.
In order to compute the equivalent electrical resistance of a web, we first simulate the
nonwoven structure using the simulation described in [2]. The web structure is then
transformed into a non oriented weighted graph where the nodes are the contact points
between the fibers. Assuming all the fibers have the same diameter, the weights of the
edges can be considered to be the fiber lengths between those contacts instead of the
resistances. The graph is then reduced using generalized Kirshoff transformations
until the equivalent length is obtained. The process is illustrated in Figures 1 to 3.

Figure 1: simulated web

Figure 2: Graph generated from the web

Figure 3: Graph undergoing reduction
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EFFECT OF AIR GAP ON FABRIC THERMAL COMFORT
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Protective clothing systems are designed to protect the wearers from hazards in the
environment. As most protective clothing will be less permeable to heat and moisture than
normal clothing it is obvious that thermal stress is applied when these types of garments are
worn. Any heat generated by human activities which cannot be dissipated due to wearing
protective clothing is stored in the body, and as a consequence the body temperature rises. To
some extent, wearing protective clothing places workers at greater risk of thermal discomfort
and heat stress. It is important to develop clothing systems with maximized protection and
minimized thermal discomfort.
Air gap existing between garment and human body is a major factor influencing garment
performance. Many experiments have been performed to analyze the fabric properties,
garment performance and air layers enclosed between clothing and human body. These
researches involve from developing a variety of bench scale instruments to full-scale
instrumented manikin evaluation. In this research, an advanced sweating hot plate is used to
investigate the effect of air gap on thermal insulation and evaporative resistance for different
fabric systems.In addition to perform standard test, the apparatus can be used to study the
effect of different ambient conditions on fabric thermal properties and moisture transfer.
An experimental investigation of the effects of air gap on fabric thermal insulation and
evaporative resistance was performed. A series of spacer are customized to introduce an air
gap between the tested fabric system and the sweating hot plate. The experiments were
conducted under dry and wet conditions both without and with the spacer. The effects of the
air gap on both thermal insulation and evaporative resistance for the elected fabric systems
are identified and summarized.
Fabric thermal insulation and evaporative resistance are the two major factors that affect
garment comfort. Generally, for both single layer and multilayer fabric system thermal
insulation and evaporative resistance get increases when air gap is applied. However for less
permeable fabric and fabric system with thicker thermal insulation layer (more air trapped in
the layer) the increase in evaporative resistance was not observed with the presence of air gap.
The effect of air layer size and other ambient factors on these properties are investigated.
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The Effects of Dyeing Parameters on the PLA Fibers Structure
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Biodegradable polymers seemed to be one of the most promising solutions for environmental
impacts in the past ten years. Many attempts have been made to replace the petroleum-derived
polymers by polymers derived from 100% renewable natural sources. These biodegradable
plastics have found their applications especially in the packaging materials, and textile fibers.
Sorona® from DuPont, polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs), and IngeoTM from NatureWorks LLC
are biodegradable polymers which are successfully commercialized. IngeoTM are poly(lactic
acid) fibers, and they are the first biodegradable polymer that made from 100% annually
renewable natural resources, such as corn.
PLA are wonderful fibers. They have the performance of both natural and synthetic materials.
Their properties like low flammability, excellent UV stability, high resilience, excellent
wicking, and moisture management are remarkable. But they did not become common fibers.
Its magnificent biodegradable property that gives PLA fibers their importance seems to be
their weak point.
The PET fibers are commonly blended with cotton. The preparation of the fabric is carried out
in an alkaline medium, and the degradation of the PLA is important. That means that PLA
cannot substitute the PET in cotton/PET mixture. But, in this study with pure PLA fabrics, the
dyeing and washing behavior of these fibers and the modification of structure during dyeing
were investigated. PLA is water sensitive and the degradation strongly correlates to the
polymer morphology, such as crystallinity. The differential scanning calorimeter shows an
increasing in the crystallinity of PLA fibers during dyeing. This increase in crystallinity
suggests a decrease in dye uptake of PLA due to the decrease in amorphous segments in PLA
fibers where the dye molecules have to penetrate, and suggests an increase in the fiber
strength and initial modulus. But this increasing is due to the hydrolysis of the amorphous
fraction which explains the low saturation rate of fabrics, compared to the saturation rate of
PET fibers. Furthermore, the washing fastness can be poor, when the temperature is higher
than 60°C, and only because the polymer is hydrolyzed during the dyeing operations. This
hydrolysis can change the pH of the dyeing bath and in some cases the dispersion of dyestuff
become instable. This decrease in pH suggests depolymerisation of the Ingeo fibre, the
generated oligomers and lactic acid helping to enhance the acidity in the simulated dyebath.
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Most of polymers have well known morphology. However, emergence of new high
technology process carries out to a new generation of products such as nano fibres. Ultra-thin
polymer fibres with diameters in the range of few microns down to few nanometers can be
produced via an electrospinning process. The growing interest for nano technology is shown
by fast technological evolution and current laboratory researches, in spite of a sudden of their
awareness of their eventual hazardous facet. The electrospinning process applies a high
voltage between the feed system and the collector. This leads to the formation of a Taylor
cone from which a fiber jet is extracted toward the collector. This phenomenon is a result on
the force imposed on polymer solution by the electric field (in order of 1kVolt/cm) after
overcoming the surface tension (Fig 1).
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Figure 1: Electrospinning

Figure 2: PAN nanoweb and PES fibers Photo LPMT

This process produces fibers rather than droplets (electro spraying) because of the chain
entanglement of polymer. At microscopic scale, fibers appear to be perfectly cylindrical and
uniform. Of course, at the nano scale, differences in morphology are tangible. This may have
a significant impact on the properties of the final product.
The aim of this work is to present an electrospinning process which has been design and built
at the LPMT laboratory. The first experimental prototype (Fig 2) was designed in a horizontal
position. Indeed, several problems have been observed and would required modification of the
system. A first point was the influence of gravity on fibres trajectory, and then comes the need
of mobility of each element in relation to the others. A second prototype (Fig 3), more
efficient than the first one, has been designed. It was a vertical electrospinning process.

Figure 2: 1st Prototype

Figure 3: 2nd Prototype

Finally, the third prototype and the more performing one (Fig 4 and 5) will be used to produce
very fine fibres. Our nanofibers system is a process based on vertical projection, which will be
composed of two engines to ensure the free movement of the board and the needle. By this
way, it is possible to control position and projection distance between the needle and the
board. The system is isolated inside a PVC casing and a Faraday cage to avoid electrical
phenomena parasite, as well as any contact with ambient atmosphere.

Figure 4: Photo of the final prototype

Figure 5: Photo of the 3rd prototype

Depending on polymer and parameters of spinning, it is possible to produce several fibers
geometries. It is thus possible to produce porous fibers, compact helical, branched, or
cylindrical hollow. It is possible to create a multilayered nonwoven by successive jets of
polymers, with different solutions. The final electrospinning process developed in LPMT
laboratory can work on different couples polymer/solvent on which we are experiencing their
ability to form nano filaments. Different polymers as PAN, PP, PS and PVA, diluted in
different solvents were investigated to produce nano filaments which can be used for several
applications. On figures 6 to 9, are presented SEM pictures of nanofibers obtained with
different solution of polyacrylonitril in dimethylformamide at concentration range of 5 % in
mass. The flow was fixed at 2.1 cm3/hour for a 15kV voltage with 250 mm length between the
plate and the needle, during 10 minutes.

Figure 6: SEM photo

Figure 7: SEM photo

Figure 8: SEM photo

Figure 9: SEM photo

On these pictures, we can observe that the polymer globally forms a non woven of nano
filaments. But there are some areas where the polymer forms beads which decrease the
homogeneity of the material. To avoid this phenomenon, efforts are concentrated on process
improvement. The aim of work is to obtain a fully computer driven system for a good
reproducibility homogeneity of the samples.
Key words: nanofibers, electrospinning, process development
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The relaxation properties of high performance materials are important for the applications,
where loads are applied for a long time. Usually, high performance fibres like carbon, glass,
aramid are produced as multifilaments (rowings). By performing tests on the multifilaments
one has to take into account, that the position and the orientation of the fibres in the rowing
and the type of the clamping have influence over the testing results. The second problem
during the relaxation testing of fibres with high elastic modulus, is that the forces also for
small elongations are significantly bigger than for the normal fibres. Changes of the stresses
during relaxation are on the contrary smaller. To succeed in measuring the small stress
changes on a higher value level, a tensile tester with sturdy mechanics and special load cell
with excellent long-term stability and very high resolution is required. In addition to this, a
compensating load cell showing nearly zero displacement under load, is a great advantage for
such tests. The single fibres were therefore tested on the FAVIMAT single fibre fineness,
crimp, and tensile tester of the company Textechno Herbert Stein, Germany. The FAVIMAT
offers the desired features and can determine the linear density of the fibre section by means
of an integrated vibroscopic measurement system.

The aim of the current work is to determine if creep and stress relaxation tests on such fibres
can be carried on this instrument, in addition to the standard linear density and tensile tests.
For the purpose fibres taken from rows of carbon, glass, aramid, high density polyethylene
and polyamide 6.6 were tested.

The loading for both, creep and stress relaxation was

performed at a speed of 10 mm/min, a gauge length of 50 mm, and a preload of 0,5 cN/tex.
The tests up to 10%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 70% of the breaking load for the creep and the same
percents of the breaking elongation for the relaxation tests are performed. In order to test the
usability of the results shorter tests of 10 minutes per fibres are taken, after that for some of
the loadings tests over 10 hours were started.

Fig. 1 shows the curve of the stress relaxation of single carbon elongated up to the 10% from
its breaking elongation.
STRESS RELAXATION MODULUS OF CARBON FIBERS
Relaxation Strain = 10% of the breaking elongation
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Fig. 1. Stress relaxation of single carbon fibre loaded up to 10% from its breaking elongation.
The smooth curve is the trend line to the measured for 10 minutes time curve.

The stress relaxation for the first 10 minutes could be approximated with the logarithmic
equation
m(t ) = m0 − a ⋅ log10 (t )
where t is the time in seconds, m(t ) and m0 are the time depending elastic modulus
(function) and initial elastic modulus (for the time t = 0 ), respectively. The constant a
represents the speed of decreasing the modulus during the time.
The constants for the creep and relaxation curves, for different loads and fibres, as well as the
curves for the tests for 10 hours are going to be presented and discussed in details in this
work.

Conclusion
Due to it's compensating high-resolution load cell the Textechno FAVIMAT has proved to be
well suited for creep and relaxation tests on high performance fibre materials. Some of the
first interesting results e.g. on glass, carbon, Aramid, are presented.

SIMULATION OF PET BUNDLES BREAKING
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Strength of fibers and fibrous bundles is very important parameters especially for industrial
applications of textile structures. In this work the simulation based approach suitable for small
number of fibers is proposed. This approach was described in the work of Daniels or the case
when the loads to break are at disposal only [1]. For modeling of parallel bundle of filaments
(fibers) the following assumption fibrous are used:
1. The single fiber strength Lf distribution is unimodal with the known distribution F(Lf).
2. Stress-strain dependence of single fiber is linear with modulus Ef.
3. Distribution of the modulus is independent on the distribution of the strain at break of
individual fibers (or is simply constant).
4. Fibrous bundle is composed from N straight parallel fibers clamped at both ends.
5. When a fiber breaks, the load is carryings uniformly by survived fibers.
From assumption that the applied load is shared equally between the fibers the basic relations
between single fiber and fibrous bundle strength can be expressed [2]. Starting is comparison
of quantiles estimated as order statistics. Fibrous bundle strength quantiles are defined as
LB (1) ≤ LB (1) ≤ .... ≤ LB ( N ) , where LB ( i ) is i-th smallest bundle strength in the sample of N

bundles. Single fiber strength quantiles are defined as L f (1) ≤ ... ≤ L f ( i ) ≤ L f ( i +1) ≤ ... L f ( N f ) in
the same manner.
The stable bundle (with one break only) is defined by the following relation between quantiles
LB ( i ) ≤ L f (1 − i / N ) ≤ LB ( i +1)
(1)
A. Simulation based on strength data
Let we have the only strength values for single filaments at disposal. For simulation of fibrous
bundles strength the single fiber strength quantiles L f (1) ≤ ... ≤ L f ( i ) ≤ L f ( i +1) ≤ ...L f ( N ) are used.

As can be simply derived the stable bundle strength LB can be estimated from relation [1]
LB = max[ L f ( i ) × ( N − i + 1)] for i = 1... N
(2)
For the estimation of statistical behavior of this estimator of bundle strength the parametric
bootstrap is used. Principle is generation of j=1..B (usually B=100) random samples from
distribution F(Lf) and estimation of corresponding LB (j) from eqn. (2). These values are then
used for creation of distribution and computation oh Bootstrap estimator of fibrous bundle
strength (mean value of all LB (j)) and variation coefficient of fibrous bundle strength
(standard deviation of all LB (j)).
B. Simulation based on break point data
In the case when the elongation at break εi is at disposal as well the modified simulation
scheme could be used. Start is rearrangements of couples Lfi, εi according to ordered statistics
ε(i). Let the index of fiber having breaking load ε(i). is denoted i i.e breaking load is Lfi. This
simulation process is based on these assumptions:
1. First fiber break occur at moment when the break elongation ε(1) is reached.

2. The load in each survived fiber L*i at deformation ε(1) is computed from relation
L
L*i (ε (1) ) = f i ε (1)

εi

3. The total load LT(ε(1).) bearing bundle at this point is simply sum of loads L*i for all
survived fibers
4. By this manner are computed total loads LT(ε(i).) for all i = 1..N
Bundle strength LB can be then estimated from relation
LB = max[ LT (ε ( i ) )]/ N s i for i = 1... N

(3)

where Nsi = (N-i+1) is number of survived fibers For the estimation of statistical behavior of
this estimator of bundle strength the parametric bootstrap can be used as in the previous case.
Proposed simulation approach is demonstrated on the example of polyester filaments strength
measurements (50 measurements). The single filaments and fibrous bundle strength (from 2
till 10) were measured on the Instron apparatus under standard conditions. The bundle load to
break F [N] was converted into load per filament L [N/No of filaments].
It was found that the experimental single filaments strength can be approximated by the
normal distribution. For the generation of Bootstrap samples the normal distribution with
parameters calculated from single filament strength data (arithmetic mean and standard
deviation) was then used (case A). In the simulation for case B the bivariate normal
distribution of strength and break elongation were used. Vector of means and covariance
matrix were estimated directly from experimental data. The comparison of simulated and
experimental mean bundle strength for the case A and B is shown on the fig.1.
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It is clear that the simulation results for the case A lead to higher bundle strength prediction
with is caused by ideality of assumptions. Simulation results based on the case B are leads to
more realistic bundle strength prediction.
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Abstract ⎯ The great impact of touch close to the
consumers and its subjective quantification are the main
reasons for the development of a new tool of evaluation. The
sensory analysis is a technique where the human being is the
sensor that describes the feelings when a textile material is
touched by the hands.
In this work, a representative panel of 30 persons was formed
that describe the sensations when they touch different textile
materials. These materials include a great variety of tactile
sensations. The results obtained show the final 15 describers
evaluated by the Portuguese panel.
Key Words: Sensory Analysis, tactile feeling

Sensory analysis studies the perception and the
reaction of the consumers, measuring the touch
using no other accessory unless the human hand. [5]
This technique allows us to anticipate the
consumers’ behaviour at the moment of the
purchase. In a society where the demand of the
market is based on the deep knowledge of
consumer’s preferences, this can be the key for
success.

II
I

INTRODUCTION

The relationship textile material-skin is a subject
which interest has increased in the last few years.
In the moment of purchase, the consumers touch
the material and the comfort sensations are
evaluated in order to make the buying decision. [1,2]
Several studies have been performed in order to
quantify the touch; however at the moment there is
no machine able to quantify the tactile sensations.
Thus, to develop the right fabric quality for the
right consumer demand, some tools are needed to
describe and grade the sensory quality of textile
products. [3,4] In other areas, such as food and
cosmetics, specific tools such as sensory analysis,
have been developed and standardized to describe
the sensory characteristics of different products:
from facial creams to ice creams. [3,5,6] This tool
was adapted for touch evaluation of textile
materials in the textile industry. [7,8] In France there
is some work already done in this area and in
Portugal the first steps are being performed.

Figure 1. Senses: touch, hearing, palate, vision and
olfaction

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In Portugal a group of free volunteers (panel),
called assessors that described the tactile
perception of textiles using tactile describes
(attributes) was formed. The panel of sensorial
evaluators was an heterogeneous group including,
30 adults with ages between 24 – 56 years old,
individuals of both sex (20 women’s and 10 men’s)
and with different personal taste, scholarship and
different areas of knowledge.
In this work 26 samples with different structures
were selected. These samples were all finished
products in order to simulate the final product that
you find in the shops. The 26 samples included
natural and synthetic fabrics (cotton, wool, flax,
silk, polyamide, polyester, polyethylene and
mixtures of fibres) with different textiles
technologies (satin, twill, velvet), knitted fabrics
(jersey, interlock, polar) and nonwovens (drylaid,
spunlaid, wetlaid, meltblown and SMMS).
The evaluator’s panel analyzed the 26 different
materials in a standard atmosphere (65±2% relative
humidity and 20±2ºC temperature). In order to
eliminate the visual factor from the test procedure,
a specific apparatus was designed (Figure 2). It
was based of a box where the evaluators could
introduce their hands to touch the materials without
seeing them. Each session was limited to 30
minutes in order to avoid the decrease of sensitivity

of the evaluators that could occur after a long
period of evaluation according to the NF-ISO
11035 and BPX 10-041 standard procedure. The
panel handle the samples with their fingertips and
the palm of their hands describing 13 steps for
accomplish the sensory analysis,

IV CONCLUSION
From the circle interpretation and after consulting
the elements of the panel, the final 15 attributes
were obtained. These are divided in three different
groups. The first group include bipolar terms, like
cold-warm and supple-rigid. The second one
concerns surface properties, such as pilous and
fluffy. Finally, the third group is related with the
properties of materials, like elastic. In Table 1 are
shown all the 15 final attributes.
Table 1: Final list of 15 attributes
Bipolar
Surface
Cold-Warm
Supple-Rigid
Heavy-Light
Thin-Thick

Figure 2. Touch evaluation

III RESULTS
All the sensations described by the elements of the
panel when they touched the 26 different textile
materials, were considered and a list of 333
attributes was constructed. These attributes of this
list were treated, using statistical tools, eliminating
and/or aggregating the attributes, in order to have
statistic reproducibility, reliability and precision.
After the statistical treatment, only 26 attributes
remain for consideration. The representative
correlation circle of these 26 attributes is shown in
figure 3.
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Pilous
Granulous
Sticky
Slippery
Fluffy
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Use of Usnic Acid as a Novel Antimicrobial Agent for Medical Textiles
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According to data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control, nosocomial infections
account for an estimated 1.7 million infections and 99,000 associated deaths each year.
Nosocomial infections are a result of transmission of pathogens and bacteria from patients to
healthcare workers and vice-versa. The environment plays a marked role in the nosocomial
transmission of microorganisms. Garments of healthcare workers are an important aspect of
the environment that can easily become contaminated. For example, staphylococci are spread
by the movement of contaminated articles such as bedclothes, bed curtains, and the protective
clothing of nurses. A widespread contamination of enterococci has also been found in the
wet sites of hospitals and is commonly considered to spread by person to person contact.
Healthcare workers uniforms such as surgical gowns, scrub suits and laboratory coats
are often used as barriers to help eliminate or reduce the risk of infection for both the doctor
and the patient. However, though it has been found that such protective clothing reduces the
risk of exposure by acting as a barrier to the infectious agents; they are still inadequate in
preventing the transmission of disease itself. It has also been proven that bacteria can grow
and survive on these fabrics for more than ninety days contributing to the transmission of
diseases. It follows, therefore, that in order to combat these adversities it is highly desirable
to impart antimicrobial resistant properties to textile materials with the application of
antimicrobial finishing treatments.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the efficacy of novel antimicrobial agents
to improve the protective properties of fabrics against infection causing microorganisms
without adverse changes in fabric properties such as comfort, durability and aesthetics. A
plethora of plant-based and lichen-derived compounds were screened for their antimicrobial
activity. Usnic acid, a secondary lichen metabolite was found particularly noteworthy
because it has activity against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and
vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE). Antimicrobial efficacy of usnic acid on a variety of
textile substrates such as polyester, polyamide and polyurethane and against Staphylococcus
aureus and Enterococcus faecalis will be discussed. Data on evaluation of antimicrobial
activity will be presented both in qualitative as well as quantitative terms. Durability of
treated substrates and antimicrobial activity to laundering and exposure to light will be
discussed.

MOISTURE TRANSPORT THROUGH DOUBLE SIDED
POLYESTER/COTTON FABRICS
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Introduction
The objective of this study is to investigate the construction of fabrics appropriate for being
used as bed sheets. The moisture transport through fabrics is crucial for comfort. When the
textile become saturated with moisture, that produces uncomfortable feeling touch and may
even cause frictional festers.

A solution offered for sport shirts consists in double sided fabrics, commonly conceived with
a PET side and a cotton side. The PET layer is supposed to drain humidity. The cotton layer
allows the adsorption of water and so increases its evacuation by decreasing its chemical
potential. We investigate this solution for our goal.

Experimental procedure
A lying person feels more comfortable when kept dry. So fabrics should drain moisture
quickly far from human body. To construct a fabric appropriate for being used as bed sheets,
the influences of the main parameters, which contribute to moisture transport, are studied.
These parameters depend on the material and the fabric.

We have woven fabrics that have a polyester side (PET), known to be hydrophobic, and a
cotton side, known to be hydrophilic. To study the influence of the weave structure, two
different weave constructions have been chosen. The influence of the yarn structure is also
studied by varying the count number, the twist number, and using the simple or ply structure,
the open-end or classic spinning process. All the samples have been conceived to have the
same cotton density.

The first experimental procedure chosen consists in evaluating the behavior of capillary
ascension in fabrics.

Capillary rise method
As for classical porous media, the movement of water follows the Lucas-Washburn equation:
the capillary rise h is proportional to the square root of the time t. The water transport rate,
characteristic of the fabrics, is determined from the slope of the plots h 2 = f (t ) .

Measurements were carried out by ordinary capillary rise method on (2×10) cm samples with
distilled water containing a dyestuff (vat dye) which has no affinity for the material.
The role of the different parameters is stressed out. The capillary rise phenomenon, in a
textile, is really complex. The fabric weave construction seems to have less influence than the
yarns used to compose it on the capillary rise kinetic. Without cotton, there is no wicking but
the proportion of cotton yarns has less influence than the yarns structure (which influences the
pore structure). And when wetting occurs, a low cotton rate does not brake the wetting kinetic.
This method allows evaluating longitudinal wicking. Another important property required for
evacuating humidity from the skin contact is the transverse wicking. Humidity should be
transferred from the side in contact with the skin (PET side) to the other side (cotton side).

Hydrostatic pressure test

This method measure the resistance of fabrics to the penetration of water under static pressure.
An interesting result is that, as commonly thought, humidity transfer from one side to the
other happens when the PET side is in contact with water. Water is then adsorbed and fixed in
the cotton. But we pointed out that the hydrostatic pressure required for transfer from PET to
cotton is higher than for transfer from cotton to PET.

Conclusion

Some complementary measurements are in progress to evaluate radial and transverse wicking
by measuring the evolution of the wetted area on both sides when deposing a drop.

A MODIFIED ASTM E96 TEST TO MEASURE
THE HUMIDITY-RESPONSIVE BEHAVIOUR OF FABRICS
R. Simon, D. Crespy*, R. Rossi
Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Material Research and Testing
Laboratory for Protection and Physiology, Lerchenfeldstrasse 10, CH-9014 St. Gallen, Switzerland
*daniel.crespy@empa.ch

We modified the ASTM E96 method in order to measure the Water Vapour Transmission
Rate (WVTR) of fabrics in different gradient of humidity. This modified method allows us to
describe the humidity-responsive behaviour of fabrics.

The ASTM E96 test is commonly used to measure the WVTR, also called breathability, of
fabrics (see Figure 1a). The relative humidities (rH) in standard conditions inside and outside
the cup for the test are respectively almost 100% and 50%, and the method does not hence
measure near real conditions.
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tested sample

tested sample
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Figure 1. Scheme of the cup used for a: the ASTM E96 method, b: the modified method.
It is possible to reduce the relative humidity inside the cup by filling the cup with a saturated
solution of salt instead of the water as shown in Figure 1b (potassium chloride solution taken
for instance).

The influence of the relative humidity of the climates or the gradient of relative humidity on
the breathability of the fabrics can be then characterized. The results displayed in the Figure 2
show that different fabrics respond differently to the presence of moisture in the
environmental climate. Some fabrics display almost a linear character (Figure 2a), whereas
other fabrics display a non-linear adaptive character. In the last case, the WVTR increases
more then linearly after a critical relative humidity (Figure 2b).
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Figure 2. WVTR of a: fabrics with a linear character and b: fabrics with an adaptive
character.

Thus, a simple modification of the standard ASTM E96 procedure allows us to study the
humidity-responsive character of the fabrics and membranes.

Effect of Conductivity and Other Processing Parameters on the Electrospinning
of Gelatin in Water Solution to Prepare a Medical Material
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Gelatin is a biomaterial obtained by thermal denaturalization through physical and chemical
degradation of natural collagens, which are the widespread structural proteins in the body
occurring in most connective tissues such as skin, tendon and bone. Solvents such as TFE, formic
acid, HFIP, and trifluoroethanol have been used to dissolve gelatin in the solution preparation for
the electrospinng (ES) of nanofiber mats. It is a problem to wash off the residual solvent from the
ES products for biomedical applications. The solution prepared in our lab by dissolving gelatin in
de-ionized water at a concentration between 15% - 25% by weight was suitable for electrospinng
at a solution temperature around 70C. The produced fiber diameter ranges from 160 to 380 nm.
However, similar to the results of electrospinning other polymers, the gelatin fiber diameter as
well as other web properties were affected by the solution concentration, electric filed strength,
solution temperature, solution conductivity, ambient humidity, and the distance between the
spinning die tip to the collector (DCD). In this research, the effect of the solution conductivity by
varying the amount of NaCl to the gelatin water solution and other processing parameters such as
the applied voltage and solution concentration on the fiber diameter as well as on other fabric
properties were investigated. A fixed DCD of 15 cm was used. Sodium chloride is a friendly
additive in water to prepare the ES solution for a biomedical application. It has small ion size,
which contributes to a great electrical mobility to attenuate and to reduce the fiber size. When
water dries out after the electrospinng, no harmful residues remain in the gelatin fibers to be used
as a medical material.
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Fig. 1 Effect of solution concentration on the gelatin fiber diameter at an applied voltage of
15 kV.
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Effect of the applied voltage on the gelatin fiber diameter at a solution concentration
of 15% by weight.
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Effect of ion concentration on the gelatin fiber diameter at a solution concentration
of 19% by weight, and an applied voltage of 15 kV.
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Fig. 4 Effect of solvent concentration on the morphology of the gelatin fiber mat at an
applied voltage of 15 kV.
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Introduction
The thermo-regulating properties by PCM material would help to improve the comfort of
workers who have jobs where they go to and from a cold environment and a warm
environment. However, even if all garment layers were treated with PCMs, not all of the
micro encapsulated PCMs would go through phase changes when the wearer went from a
warm indoor to a cold outdoor, because PCM changes its physical state within a certain
temperature range. Therefore, the heating and cooling effects by PCM in all layers of a
clothing ensemble were examined on conditions of two environmental temperature changes to
predict and improve the thermal comfort of a wearer.
Materials & Measurements
The fabrics for the tests were Cotton/Nylon(72/28) ; its thickness and weight were 0.40mm
and 228.8 g/m2, respectively. The selected PCM was Nonadecane(C19H40, Tm 32.1℃, Tc
26.4℃)(Mäkinen, 2006) and the physical properties of the fabric treated with PCM were shown

in Table 1.
Table 1.
Specimen
C/N with
PCM

Characteristics of Specimen
Fiber
Finish
Content (%)
Cotton/
Nonadecane(10~15μm),
Nylon
Binder(acryl, 250nm),
(72/28)
Knife Coating(150yard/m, 120℃),

Thickness
(mm)
0.41

Weight
(g/m2)
254.3

Add-on
(%)
11.1

Human-Clothing-Environment(HCE) Simulator developed by Functional Texitle System
Research Lab in Yonsei University was used for the tests(Fig.1)(Kim et al, 2003). HCE
simulator consists of two chambers which provide warm and cold environments and a testing
part which includes a hot plate and acryl rings for attaching sensors and fabrics. Temperature
of the hot plate was 33±0.5℃. Cotton/Nylon fabrics untreated and treated with microPCMs
composed 4 layers of a garment and the 1st layer was the nearest layer to the hot plate. The
temperature changes of the air layers between fabrics were measured every 15 seconds and
presented in a graph by the average of three tests. After stabilizing at 34℃ for 1 hour and
then, the fabrics were exposed to 5℃ or 10℃ for 30 minutes and then, exposed to 34℃ for
30minutes again.

Low Temp.
Chamber

High Temp.
Chamber

Fig.1. Human-Clothing-Environment Simulator
Results
When the environmental temperature went down from 34℃ to 10℃, the 1st and 2nd air layers
between PCM treated fabrics showed higher temperature than Tc of nonadecane 26.4℃.
Consequently, PCM of the 1st and 2nd fabrics wouldn’t take place phase change. Judging from
this result, it is thought that the PCMs close to the body can remain in the liquid state even
when the wearer moves to the colder places. However, due to a temperature gradient from
the hot plate through the garment layers to the environment, PCMs in the outermost garment
layers will get cold and solidify, thus producing some heat(Shim et al, 2001). As was expected,
rd

and 4th air layers between PCM treated fabrics displayed higher temperature than the
air layers between untreated fabrics because of the heating effect by PCM(Fig.2). Interestingly,
the 2nd air layers between PCM treated fabrics indicated higher temperature than the untreated.
It seems to result from the heat liberated from the 3rd and 4th PCM treated fabrics. When the
environmental temperature changed from 10℃ to 34℃ again, all air layers between treated
the 3

fabrics were presented to increase the temperature a little slower by the cooling effect
compared with the untreated and the 2nd layer showed the greatest difference between the
treated and untreated. Results of the change of from 34℃ to 5℃ appeared similar to 10℃
results but, the differences between the treated and untreated became smaller.

Fig. 2. Temperature changes of four air-layers in a garment
at environmental temperature changes(34℃→10℃→34℃)
Conclusions
This study indicates that to obtain maximum thermo-regulating effect of PCMs, PCM treated
fabric should be located at proper clothing layer depending on the environmental temperature.
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY OF TEXTILE-FOOT SKIN
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In this study, our objective is to determine the structural parameters of socks influencing
blisters appearance. A friction tester has thus been developed to realise experiments
reproducing the in-shoe phenomena during jogging and running activities. The movement’s
characteristics are as following: 5 mm amplitude, 1.5 Hz frequency. These measures have
been implemented on different sport socks in contact with a metallic pin covered with an
artificial skin Lorica® [1]. The knitted structure is the only fabrication parameter that changes
from one sock to another. Four structures have been chosen:
 Half-terry jersey
 Double yarn jersey
 Jersey
 Inlay bridge jersey

Skin areas where blisters may appear have been determined as shown on the photograph
below:
Big toe side
Below the big toe
Little toe side

Foot arch

Heel
Figure 1 : Sensitive skin areas
Volunteers equipped with a flexible force sensor (Tekscan Flexiforce®) have been asked to
run on a running mat (running speed from 8 to 10 km/h). The running frequency and the
pressure exerted on the foot skin have therefore been measured.
As for the area below the big toe, the pressure ranges from 6 kPa to 30 kPa.

Friction tests have then been carried out for pressures from 3 kPa to 15 kPa with an alternative
linear tribometer.
Half-terry jersey sock
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Figure 2: Half-terry jersey sock friction test for 10 kPa pressure.
Jersey sock
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Figure 3: Jersey sock friction test for 10 kPa pressure.
The socks are compared in terms of friction induced on the artificial skin. For the half-terry
jersey socks, the friction force is much greater when the sample is rubbed in the opposite
direction from the terry orientation. However the difference between the two directions is less
important, the same phenomenon can be noted for inlay bridge jersey socks.
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WOOLFIBREFILL INSULATION MATERIAL
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The aim of this research is the development of optimal structures of garment for workers in extreme cold
climatic conditions using the fiberfill insulation material from Mongolian sheep’s wool with the natural
instinctive protection and develops apparel manufacturing technology for fiberfill insulation material and
garments.
We produced WFIM in “ Nekheesgyi edlel” Co.Ltd Ulaanbaatar using equipment from Fehrer, AG,
Austria. Figure 1 delineates the technology scheme of producing WFIM .

Washing

Opening

Layering

Carding

Mixing

Needle-punching

WFIM

Figure 1. Production scheme for WFIM.
For production WFIM is used production parameters given in Table 1.
Table 1. Production technology parameter for WFIM

Technical parameter

Thickness, mm
Frequency of punching, min-1
Carding velocity, m/s
Layering velosity, m/s
Layering angle, grad
Number of layers

-10
12.0
455
2.15
1.0
25
4

Thickness of fibrefill insulation nonwoven , mm
Work intensity
Light (60)
Moderate (90)
Heavy (110)
Environment temperature °C
-20
-30
-10
-20
-30
-10
-20
-30
14.0 18.0
8.0
10.0 12.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
460
460
450
455
455
450
450
455
2.14 2.14 2.16 2.15 2.15 2.16 2.16 2.15
0.9
0.9
1.15 1.15
1.0
1.24 1.15 1.15
25
25
28
28
25
30
28
28
4
5
3
3
4
2
3
3

Study WFIM. We used two kinds of thermal insulation materials joined together, side by side that were
obviously different in properties for this test. A summary of the characteristics of the thermal insulation
materials used in this study is given in Table 2 and Figure 1.

Table2. Physical parameters of testing materials
WFIM
Comparative performance
dry method
0.000776
insulation value, W/m² °C
wet method
0.000395
Air Permeability*, l/m²/s
865.6
Thickness**, mm
24.0
Weight***, gr/m²
614.0

PET
0.001165
0.001075
18.0
380.0

Working clothes were prepared with two kinds of insulation layers, the right side of the uniform made of
WFIM, the other made of PET.

Figure 1: Thermo- insulation layer and coat
During the test the changes in body temperatures were measured by “Therma CAM SC 3000“camera. At
the end of the experiment “ThermaCAM SC 3000” gave two different results on the right-side with
WFIM: 22.8-25.0°C and on the left-side with PET: 25.5-26.0°C/ Fig2/.

Figure 2. The end results of experiment by “ThermaCAM SC 3000”
These results prove that wool fibrefill insulation material is more beneficial to wear in extreme cold
conditions compared to polyester, using it as an insulation layer.
As a confirmation of the thermal insulation measurement, it was noted that these results have been
confirm by the IR camera records, in fact, the difference of IR emission between the two sides of the
garment were highlighted during the experiment and confirm the best thermal behaviour of the natural
fibres layer VS the PET one.

Optimization and comparison between the dip-coating and the
plasma coating processes to reduce the coefficient of friction of socks
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1
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The coefficient of friction (COF) plays a major role in skin irritation such as blisters, since the
chance to get blisters increases significantly when the coefficient of friction of the material in contact with the skin increases. Currently, the coefficient of friction is reduced via the introduction of
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE or Teflon®) fibers within the socks. However, the price of these fibers remains very expensive and is a major limitation for the textile market.
It is well known that silicone materials display also a low coefficient of friction. Therefore, we investigated the influence of silicone materials on the friction behaviour of different socks. A prior
study carried out at Empa showed that a dip-coating of socks performed in a silicone solution reduced the coefficient of friction. The value obtained of the coefficient of friction for the modified
socks was similar to the value measured on a sock with 32% PTFE.
In this study, dip coating and plasma coating based on silicone materials was performed on different
socks with the objective to decrease significantly their coefficient of friction. The dip coating and
the plasma coating process was optimized in order to obtain the lowest COF while obtaining good
washing fastness of the coating. The coefficient of friction was mainly measured with the Textile
Friction Analyzer and washing permanency of the coatings was determined with standard tests for
textiles.
Comparisons were done taking into account the cycle time of the overall process, the washing fastness and the performance of the coatings (lowering of the COF).

IMPACT OF SOIL RELEASE FINISHES ON THE PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WOVEN FABRICS
Gülay ÖZCAN and Senem KURŞUN
Istanbul Technical University
Textile Engineering Department
Istanbul, Turkey

In this study, the impact of soil release finishes on the physical and chemical
characteristics of woven fabrics is analyzed. With different cotton-polyester
composition ratio four types of fabrics are tested with three different types of soil
release finishes: Nano fluorochemicals, Nano-Sphere, Fluorochemicals. Each finish is
applied to fabrics at three different concentrations to evaluate the effect of their
treatment parameters on fabric characteristics. The breaking tenacity, tearing strength,
pilling, color fastness to light, abrasion with crockmeter, perspiration, washing, soil,
oil and water repellency values of the all fabrics are evaluated using relevant BS and
ISO standards. Finally experimental results are evaluated statistically and the impact
of soil release finishes on woven fabric characteristics is discussed.

Key words: Soil release finish, oil and water repellency, fluorochemicals, nano
technology, woven fabrics.
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Fibrous materials have the advantage when used as aerosol protective materials because of their high
particle capturing capability and low aerosol resistance due to the high fiber surface area and the large
web pores. Electrostatic charging of the media can tremendously enhance their capturing capability
when challenged with small aerosol particles moving at a slow speed without increasing the aerosol
resistance. Polyolefins are good candidates for electrostatic charging for they are capable of accepting
great amount of charges and of retaining them for a lengthy period of time. However, the charges decay
with the loading of the aerosol particles, especially the oily particles. Glassfiber mats can have high
mechanical particle capturing ability but they are fragile to be smoothly pleated and a higher material
weight is needed to achieve the equivalent particle capturing ability of an electret. Their aerosol
resistance is much higher than an electret.
Porous membrane is considered to be an optimal material for aerosol protective material for it can
achieve a high capturing capability at low basis weight. However, its aerosol resistance is much higher
than a fibrous material at an equivalent particle capturing ability. Its particle capturing capability is
contributed by the micropores among its fibrillar structure by the sieving mechanism. Its aerosol
resistance is much higher than a glassfiber mat and an electret. Its particle capturing capability
decreases sharply while its aerosol resistance increases dramatically with the loading of the oily
particles because the particles spread out into and block the pores.
Uncharged MB webs have a low aerosol resistance due to its larger fiber size compared with the glass
fiber media, with the electrospun fiber media, and with the membrane media. Accordingly, its particle
capturing ability is relatively low compared with the above media. However, its aerosol resistance and
its particle capturing ability both increase slowly with the particle loading.
Electrospun media has lower particle capturing capability than the membrane but higher among others
and much lower aerosol resistance and much slower increase of the aerosol resistance by the aerosol
loading than the porous membrane. Microglass fiber mats can be made to have similar particle
capturing capability and aerosol resistance to the elecctrospun web but its weight is much higher than
that of the electrospun web.
Fig. 1 Increase of particle penetration with the loading of DOP particles.
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Fig. 2 Increase of aerosol resistance with the loading of DOP particles.
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Fig. 3 Particle penetration with NaCl Loading at 5.3 cm/s.
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Fig. 4 Increase of aerosol resistance with NaCl loading.
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Fig. 5 DOP particle loading on uncharged PP and charge-erased ES PAN.
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1. Introduction
Surgical apparel is a typical medical textile as protective and functional application of fiber
in end-use product. There are two types of surgical gowns on the market today--disposable
and reusable. Disposable gowns are designed for single use and are made of a nonwoven
fabric. Reusable gowns are made of woven fabrics and require laundering and sterilization
between uses. These two are competing materials employed in healthcare. The selection of
two materials involves many complicated decision-making process. This paper presents an
insight into the current situation of surgical gowns used in Chinese hospitals including gown
types, design analysis, laundering and sterilization, and waste treatment. The paper also
introduces socialization model of Chinese hospital logistics and discusses the selection factors
and market share of gowns.
2. Market investigation
2.1 Standards and materials
Materials selected for construction of surgical gowns should be safe and meet identified
needs. The currently international standards for gowns are AAMIPB-70(AAMI), NFPA
1990(NFPA), EN 13795(Europe Committee for Standardization) and ISO 16542 (ISO)[1].
GB19082-2003 is Chinese national standard for disposable gowns. As to reusable gowns, it is
blank and based on WSB58-2003 (criteria to chemical protective clothing) in China.
Five commercially available surgical gowns are commonly used in Chinese general
hospitals: A (100% cotton, woven, plain), B (50% cotton, 50% polyester, woven, plain), C
(99% polyester, 1% carbon, woven, plain), D (100% polypropylene, nonwoven, SMS), E
(100% polypropylene, nonwoven).
2.2 Design analysis
Structural analysis is employed in analyzing existing garment designs.
General construction: Most of the gowns were constructed 3 major pieces.
The insider is short sleeve upper with round or V neck and trousers with ties
to adjust. The outsider is long sleeve gown featured high neck. This feature is
designed to prevent transmission of the carrier and of the bacteria during the
surgery. The match of short sleeve upper and long sleeve gown is perceived to
provide superior ease of movement. Gown has straight hems and no seams at
the side, while it has front and back panels defined by the sleeve placement.
The front is continuous with no seams or breaks in the fabric surface. The
back is composed of two overlapping panels and ties used in 3 or 4 locations
to secure the gown. Closures: The necklines of the outside gowns are closed
in a various way, all providing some adjustability for fit. Tie closure is selected widely for use
to secure necklines. Snap closure and hook and loop tape closure are other two means of
closing the gown neckline. Cuffs: A cuff at the wrist is stitched on the sleeve edges. Surgical
gloves are worn pulled up over the cuffs. All of the gowns use a rib knit cuff.

2.3 Laundering and sterilization
After each usage, reusable gowns should be laundered individually from bedding and
clothing and the used are not only cleaned but also sterilized with bleaching agents. Two kinds
of facilities, bedding and clothing department belonging to hospital and social laundry service
facility appear in the market. The main procedures of laundering and sterilization are
collection, segregation from blood contaminated gowns, rolling washing in 10-15 minutes,
adding disinfectant and raising water temperature to 80-100°C, washing in clean water, steam
sterilization, drying, mending and folding, delivery. However, the gowns exposed to bacteria
are sterilized before laundering. Furthermore, laundering of surgical gowns reduces the ability
of the fabric to prevent the penetration of bacteria via carriers. Only one fabric (gown C)
showed no increase in the amount of bacteria that transmitted through
the fabric after laundering[2].
2.4 Waste treatment
Disposable gowns serve only as sing-use products. They should be
immediately collected and discarded as hazardous materials.
Additionally hospital waste and medical/infectious waste are also put into the same yellow
bags as health-care waste. The traditional way of waste treatment is incineration. When
burned, health-care waste emit various air pollutants, including hydrochloric acid,
dioxin/furan, and toxic metals including lead, cadmium, and mercury[3]. Reusable gowns are
suspected to survive almost 50 commercial laundry cycles and the final products treated in the
same way except products of cotton degraded.
2.5 Selection factors of two material
In each of the two materials, design and performance characteristics vary. This variation
stems from trade-offs in cost, comfort and the amount of barrier protection provided. The
findings show that a favorable cost is the primary consideration when making a selection.
Benefit ratio[4] is most concerned. Each gown with specific characteristics is used in
corresponding requirements surgery. In addition, other behavioral factors such as user
perceptions, policies and environment partially impact the selection.
3. Socialization model of Chinese hospital logistics—Outsoucing
Outsoucing services are extending in the field of medical textiles. Contract management
(CM), contract service and lease are 3 major patterns in Chinese market. The contents of
service cover laundering, medical textiles leasing, equipment maintenance, storage and
inventory and etc.. Outsoucing is considered to save the hospital cost and promote the service
quality and effectiveness.
4. Conclusion
More concerns have given to the protective and functional textiles in Chinese market.
However, policies and procedures should be developed, reviewed regularly in the practice
setting. The next step is to evaluate the fabric construction and the further study of outsoucing
services is undergoing.
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INTRODUCTION
Cotton fabrics have good comfort properties, but they usually have poor wrinkle
recovery property. Although some chemical finishes can improve the wrinkle recovery
property, they usually cause other problems such as releasing formaldehyde and deteriorating
fabric hand. Cotton/polyester blend fabrics are not as comfort as cotton fabrics.
Cotton/polyester core-spun yarn fabrics can have the same appearance and interface property
as cotton fabrics, and thus may have better comfort properties than Cotton/polyester blend
fabrics. In this paper, we tried to find the differences among wrinkle recovery property of
cotton fabrics, cotton/polyester blend fabrics and cotton/polyester core-spun yarn fabrics.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials: Twelve commercially available fabrics were chosen for this research. Their
structure parameters were shown in Table 1.
Table 1 The sample fabrics’ structure parameters
Fabric type

Cotton fabrics
(A)
cotton/polyester
blend fabrics
(B)
cotton/polyester
core-spun yarn
fabrics
(C)

Warp yarn

Weft yarn

Warp density

Warp density

（tex）

（tex）

（ends/10 cm）

（picks/10 cm）

Weight
(g/m2)

A1

18.2

18.2

285

228

230

A2

14.5

14.5

293

235

219

A3

13.9

13.9

298

236

209

A4

13.0

13.0

298

238

200

B1

18.2

18.2

288

231

228

B2

14.5

14.5

298

238

215

B3

13.9

13.9

299

240

207

B4

13.0

13.0

299

242

198

C1

18.2

18.2

283

225

227

C2

14.5

14.5

288

232

213

C3

13.9

13.9

291

232

205

C4

13.0

13.0

295

235

197

Sample
ID

Testing: Wrinkle recovery angles were determined according to AATCC standard test
method.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results: Table 2 shows the results of dry wrinkle recovery angle measurement and wet
wrinkle recovery angle measurement.

Table 2 The results of dry wrinkle recovery angle measurement and wet wrinkle
recovery angle measurement.
Sample
Dry wrinkle recovery angle
Wet wrinkle recovery angle
Fabric type
ID
(W+F)
(W+F)
Cotton fabrics
(A)
cotton/polyester
blend fabrics
(B)
cotton/polyester
core-spun yarn
fabrics
(C)

A1

141.8

123.6

A2

135.3

112.4

A3

126.4

105.7

A4

117.3

97.3

B1

246.6

235.1

B2

242.7

231.4

B3

200.5

181.6

B4

187.4

175.4

C1

250.0

238.5

C2

245.9

237.7

C3

219.6

208.4

C4

196.9

188.2

Differences among the wrinkle recovery property of these three types fabrics:
Paired T-test were carried out to analyze the differences among the three types fabrics. The
results are shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. From Table 3, it can be seen that the
wrinkle-recovery angle of cotton fabrics was significantly lower than that of cotton/polyester
blend fabrics and cotton/polyester core-spun yarn fabrics, while there was no significant
difference between cotton/polyester blend fabrics and cotton/polyester core-spun yarn fabrics
on their wrinkle-recovery angle.
Table 3 Paired T-test results on dry wrinkle recovery angles
Paired variable

Mean

df

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference

Sig. (2-tailed)

(A-B)

-89.100

3

(-120.488,-57.711)

0.003

(A-C)

-97.900

3

(-120.855,-74.944)

0.001

-8.80

3

（-20.675,3.075，
）

0.100

(B-C)

Table 4 Paired T-test results on wet wrinkle recovery angles
Paired variable

Mean

df

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference

Sig. (2-tailed)

(A-B)

-96.125

3

(-131.629,-60.620)

0.001

(A-C)

-108.450

3

(-132.169,-84.730)

0.001

-12.325

3

（-28.904,4.254）

0.099

(B-C)

CONCLUSIONS
The wrinkle-recovery angle of cotton fabrics was significantly lower than that of
cotton/polyester blend fabrics and cotton/polyester core-spun yarn fabrics, while there was no
significant difference between cotton/polyester blend fabrics and cotton/polyester core-spun
yarn fabrics on their wrinkle-recovery angle. The wrinkle-recovery angle of cotton fabrics
decreased greatly when they were wet, while the wrinkle-recovery angle of cotton/polyester
blend fabrics and cotton/polyester core-spun yarn fabrics decreased very little.

Electrospun Nanofibers of Enzymatically-Modified Polysaccharide for Drug Delivery
Hsiao Mei Annie Chu1, Benham Pourdeyhimi2 and Saad A. Khan1*
1

Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
North Carolina 27695, USA
2
College of Textiles, Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27695, USA

The use of nanofibers in nonwovens presents an exciting opportunity for the
development of materials with novel and functional performance. In this study, we envision
introducing guar galactomannan as a new biodegradable polysaccharide that can be
electrospun and used as a vehicle for drug delivery and wound healing. The distinct feature of
our approach lies in combining the inherent advantages of electrospun nanofibers with that of
guar. Guar is composed of a linear mannose (M) backbone with galactose (G) side units
randomly distributed along the backbone (Figure 1). The ratio of mannose to galactose units
is approximately 2:1, and the molecular weight of guar is approximately 2x106. Moreover,
guar is inexpensive, naturally abundant, biodegradable, FDA-approved, and is commonly
used in the food industry as a thickening agent. The primary advantage of using guar is that it
can be modified by the enzymes β-mannanase and α-galactosidase, which cleave the polymer
and alter its rheological properties and sites of intermolecular interaction thus leading to
unique properties not found in conventional polymers. Interestingly enough, the enzymes that
degrade guar are found specifically in the native micro flora present in the human colon
thereby rendering guar the exclusive potential of delivering drugs orally that target the colon
and gastrointestinal tract.
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Figure 1. Schematic of guar galactomannan with sites for enzyme action by β-mannanase and αgalactosidase

Despite guar’s exceptionally unique and desirable properties, efforts to electrospin it
in its native form have failed to date, limited by guar’s high viscosity at low concentrations.
In this work, we have been able to overcome this limitation by blending native guar with
degraded (lower molecular weight) guar, which is produced commercially by Taiyo
International as Sunfiber R. The resulting nanofibers were characterized using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The SEM micrographs indicate that neither native nor the
degraded guar electrospun in any concentration or under any combination of operational
parameters. However, when solutions of native guar were blended with solutions of degraded
guar, the resulting solution electrospun and produced bead-free nanofibers (Figure 2). One
explanation for the remarkable improvement in the morphology of the electrospun fibers
from predominantly beaded fibers to uniform, bead-free fibers upon blending with Sunfiber R
is that blending of the short-chained Sunfiber R molecules with longer chains of native guar
leads to hyperentanglement, which in turn facilitates the formation of a stable jet during
*

To whom correspondence should be addressed; email:khan@eos.ncsu.edu; ph: 919-515-4519; fax: 919-5153465.

electrospinning and ultimately, the formation of bead-free nanofibers. Systematic
experimental results supporting this argument will be presented.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 2. SEM micrographs showing (i) highly beaded fibers formed on electrospinning 47% Sunfiber
R; (ii) nanofibers obtained from electrospinning 0.6% native guar blended with 19% Sunfiber R; (iii)
nanofibers obtained from electrospinning 0.5% native guar blended with 23% Sunfiber R; (iv)
nanofibers obtained from electrospinning 0.25% native guar blended with 35% Sunfiber R.

In addition, the effect of incorporating a model drug on fiber quality and morphology
was examined by adding low concentrations of Rhodamine B to the guar blend before
electrospinning. Our results show that there are no significant differences between the
nanofibers produced from blends with and without the dye (Figure 3). The SEM results
together with that obtained from UV-vis studies (not shown) indicate that we can incorporate
small molecule drugs in the fibers effectively and not alter its morphology. The effect of fiber
properties on drug release is also being studied, and will be discussed.

Figure 3. Optical and fluorescence micrographs of nanofibers obtained from electrospinning 0.5%
guar blended with 23% Sunfiber R and 5μM rhB in water.

STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE Of A PREALABLE WETTING
ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE SIZE AND THE
KINETICS OF SIZE SOLUTION SPREADING
Nejib SEJRI 1,2, Omar HARZALLAH2, Pierre VIALLIER2, Sami BEN AMAR1 and
Sassi BEN NASRALLAH1
1

LESTE, ENIM, 5019 Monastir Tunisie
LPMT,UMR 7189 CNRS-UHA, ENSISA
11, rue Alfred Werner- 68093 Mulhouse Cedex
2

E-Mail: sejrinejib@yahoo.fr
Before weaving, the warp yarns are sized and the modern sizing machines pad the yarn
with hot water before the impregnation with the size solution. A good sizing is an essential
factor for success of weaving [1-2].
Wetting and wicking are important phenomena in this processing. Wetting is a
complex process complicated by the structure of the fibrous assembly e.g. yarns. The
interaction of liquids and textiles depends on the wettability of fibers, their surface geometry,
the capillary geometry of the fibrous assembly. The contact angle is a good characterisation of
wetting processes. Although the contact angle is a very useful tool for surface
characterization, it is not the cause of wetting but a consequence of it [3].
The objective of this work is to study the effect of a preliminary wetting by hot water
on the structure of the size bridges between fibers in a sized yarn, and the kinetics of
spreading of the size droplet deposed on the yarn. In a first stage, the examination of the cross
section of sized yarn by using the scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) shows that if the
yarn is prewetted, bridges of size between fibers are larger and thinner in a prewetted yarn.
(Figure.1,2).

Figure 1: Scanning-electron micrograph
of a sized yarn without pre-wetting

Figure 2: Scanning-electron micrograph
of a sized yarn with pre-wetting

To explain this result, we studied the wicking kinetics of size droplets (CMC) into two
yarns (with and without pre-wetting, 100 % cotton) by recording the time needed for the
complete absorption of the size droplets. The relation between the liquid front position and the
time of droplet wicking is assumed to be of the Lucas-Washburn type [4]. We have
photographed the size droplets on yarns using an optical camera at approximately 40x. From
the photographs, we measured the apparent contact angle which is the angle between the
apparent solid surface and the tangent to the liquid-air interface (Figure.3-5).

Figure 3: Photo of a size droplet deposed
on a yarn without pre-wetting, t = 0 s

Figure 4: Photo of a size droplet deposed
on a yarn with pre-wetting, t = 0 s
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Figure 5 : Evolution of the apparent contact angle in function of spreading time.
According to these results, we can conclude that at a preliminary wetting of the yarn increases
the apparent surface tension of the yarn as the yarn is filled with water. At the same time this
water decreases the concentration of the size solution and consequently decreases the
viscosity of the size solution: The spreading of the bridges between fibers is more rapid with
this smaller viscosity and with the greater wetting force and it explains that in a prewetted
yarn the bridges linking the fibers are larger and thinner and consequently they have a better
adhésion with the fibers. Then with a smaller size rate the mechanic of a sized yarn with a
prewetting is better than the same parameter of a classicaly sized yarn.

Keywords: pre-wetting, sizing, apparent contact angle, surface tension.
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Poly(lactic acid) Electrospun with Controlled Bimodal Pore Distribution
Mary Rebovich, Erin Hendrick, Margaret Frey
Department of Fiber Science and Apparel Design
Cornell University
Electrospun non-woven fabrics have a unique combination of high porosity and small pore
size. Previous work in our research group has shown that the pore size can be controlled and
predicted based on the fiber size and overall mass of fibers in a non-woven fabric.1 Recently,
we have achieved an additional level of control over the pore size distribution and created
non-woven fabrics with bi-modal pore size distributions by using patterned collection
grounds during the electrospinning process. Specific control of pore size distribution will
increase usefulness of electrospun fibers in applications ranging from filtration to tissue
engineering.
Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is successfully electrospun onto copper grid to produce a nonwoven
fabric with a bimodal pore distribution. The copper grid utilized for sample collection is
depicted in Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Figure 1a. SEM Figures 1b and 1c verify
that fibers collect primarily on the copper wire; thus, mimicking the grid structure. Figure 2
illustrates that fibers orient themselves along the grid direction, with some fibers projecting
radially between grid sections. It is this selective deposition onto the copper grid paired with
lesser amounts of inter-grid deposition that produces a bimodal inter-fiber pore distribution.
This successful formation of a bimodal pore distribution is related to inter-fiber pore size
dependency on fabric weight, such that smaller pores form on fabrics of higher weight
because the fiber density on a given collection surface increases with increased fabric weight,
and vice versa.1 Figure 2 demonstrates that smaller inter-fiber pores form at the higherdensity fiber collection sites, while larger inter-fiber pores can be found at lower-density fiber
collection sites between the grid sections. PLA diameter can be controlled to average 280 nm
or 2μm depending on the spinning conditions, and inter-fiber pores range in size by orders of
magnitude (Figure 3). Additionally, inter-fiber pore size is related to fiber diameter such that
larger fibers produce larger inter-fiber pores, and vice versa.1

300μm

a)

b)

200μm

300μm
c)
Figure 1 a) copper grid (1 mm grid spacing) for fiber collection b) PLA fibers with
average diameter 280 nm c) 8Wt.% PLA fibers with average diameter 2 microns

100μm
Figure 2 PLA fibers on copper strands

10μm
Figure 3 PLA fibers between copper strands

Fabric mechanical properties are studied as a function of spin time and specimen weight
(Figure 4). Although specimen weight does increase with spin time, Ultimate Tensile
Strength (UTS) appears to be influenced very little by small differences in specimen weight
(Figure 4a). Similarly, slight changes in specimen weight have little, if any effect on fabric
modulus (Figure 4b). In addition to providing regions of small pore size, fibers collected on
the copper collection ground may provide mechanical reinforcement to the overall fabric.
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Figure 4 a) UTS of 22% PLA b) Modulus of 22% PLA
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Mechanical properties of polyelectrolyte multilayer films
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Polyelectrolyte multilayer films consist of an alternate superposition of polyelectrolytes of
opposite charges which are assembled by electrostatic interactions to form films with
thicknesses ranging from few molecular lengths (linear growth) to several tens of micrometers
(exponential growth). These materials with a controlled growth, are currently of great interest
because of their potential uses for the functionnalisation of surfaces giving new physicochemical properties to a given material. These films can be used as selective membranes,
protein containers or biocompatible coatings.
The knowledge of the mechanical properties of these films is very important for the
applications. For example, the films must present high mechanical rigidity to insure cellular
adhesion when they are used as a coating for protheses.
Performing mechanical measurments on these films is difficult with a classical rheometer
because of the thicknesses of the films (a few tens of micrometers) and the difficulty to buildup them by sequential dipping in the experimental set-up. To overcome these difficulties, we
carried out the measurements using an original device, called “piezorheometer”, we have
recently developed and which enables to characterize the mechanical response of a thin
sample (~10µm) submitted to shear or compression strains (~10-4), over a broad frequency
range (10-1 Hz to 104 Hz).
In this communication, we present a study of the complex shear and compression rigidity
moduli of cross-linked and uncross-linked polyelectrolyte multilayer films made up by
hyaluronic acid (HA) and poly-L-lysine (PLL). From these rheological measurements we
deduce that the cross-linked films are gels whereas the uncross-linked ones are liquids and not
gels, as described until now in the literature. For the uncross-linked films we observed the
cross-over from the hydrodynamic regime (low frequency) to the viscoelastic one (high
frequency) and extract the lowest relaxation time of the films.

Functional Nanofibers with Metal Nanoparticles
Using Novel Electrospinning-Based Methodologies
Carl D. Saquing, Joshua Manasco and Saad Khan∗
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering,
North Carolina State University

Absorbance (a.u.)

We present novel electrospinning-based methodologies to fabricate nanofibers (NFs)
functionalized with metal nanoparticles (NPs). The composites have the potential as building
blocks of functional fabrics with antimicrobial and catalytic properties for biomedical,
filtration, sensor and catalytic applications. In one method, the electrospinning polymer acts
as the reducing, protecting and templating agent for the NPs at ambient conditions, hence a
genuine one-step process via electrospinning. To date, previous studies involve
electrospinning (ES) of the polymer and metal salt solution and the resulting NF composite is
subjected to either thermal, chemical or radiolytic (UV and microwave irradiation) reduction
process. Others incorporated separately prepared metal NPs (usually entail the several steps
and use of organic solvents and corrosive reducing agents) into the polymer solution after
which the polymer-NP solution is electrospun. In this study, to the best of our knowledge, an
organic solvent-free and corrosive reducing agent0.12
PEO (MW=10000 Da)
free model system involving poly(ethylene oxide)
0.10
PEO (MW=20000 Da)
PEO (MW=600 kDa)
(PEO)-AgNO3-water system to generate Ag NPPEO (MW=1000 kDa)
0.08
PEO (MW=2000 kDa)
PEO
polymer
fiber
nanocomposites
via
0.06
electrospinning all in one-step at ambient
conditions, is presented for the first time. The
0.04
process is clean, green and energy efficient, since it
0.02
is water based and performed at ambient conditions.
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For PEO at molecular weights (MWs) that
Wavelength (nm)
are electrospinnable (600-2000 kDa) and dissolved Figure 1. UV/Vis absorption spectra 4 h
in water at concentrations in the range of 2-4 wt %, after mixing in H2O at ambient
conditions AgNO and PEO with
we show that Ag+ ions in the PEO aqueous solution different MWs. 3
(at concentrations 2 to 12 wt % AgNO3 based on
PEO) transform to Ag NPs at ambient conditions (presumably through the formation of
pseudocrown ethers and their complexation with the Ag+ ions), without the use of any
additional reducing agent and stabilizer. Such transformation is not possible at PEO MWs
lower than 20 kDa. Ultra Violet (UV)/Visible (Vis) absorption spectrophotometry shows that
the chemical reduction of Ag+ ions is almost complete within 4 hours and MW dependent
((Figure 1). The resulting Ag NPs are spherical with sizes between 5-10 nm, crystalline and
are well-dispersed at or near the surface of NF with fiber diameters between 150-300 nm as
observed from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses. The incorporation of Ag
NPs to the polymer solution significantly improved fiber quality by decreasing fiber diameter
and dramatically minimizing bead formation from bead-forming PEO solution as seen from
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figures 2A1 and 2B1). These effects we believe to be
due in large part to increased solution electrical conductivity and viscosity.
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Figure 2. (A1, B1) SEM and (A2, B2) TEM images of nanofibers from pure PEO and PEO-AgNO3
solutions after 4 h reduction ; (C1) XRD and(C2) XPS spectra of electrospun nanofiber mats from PEOAgNO3 aqueous solution after 4 h reduction.

We report interesting phenomena such as NP protrusions (Figure 2B2) and NP
alignment (to form nanochains) on the NF surface, both of which were found to be primarily
associated with the applied electrical field. A possible explanation and mechanism for NP
protrusions and alignment during electrospinning are proposed. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) (Figure 2C2) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses (Figure 2C1)
corroborate the presence of Ag NPs on the NF matrix (Figure 2). We also report the use of
these metal NP-functionalized nanofibers as templates to fabricate hollow nanofibers
(nanotubes) loaded with silver (Ag) nanoparticles (NPs) by atomic layer deposition (ALD).
The resulting Ag NPs are spherical, crystalline and are well-dispersed within the nanotubes as
observed from TEM and XRD analyses.
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